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ABSTRACT

The goal of this dissertation is to define a modular action language, ALM, for

the elaboration tolerant representation of knowledge about medium-size dynamic do-

mains. Discrete dynamic domains can be theoretically captured by transition di-

agrams. The problem of concisely and precisely specifying such diagrams was the

subject of study for several decades. Action languages were introduced as a solution

to this problem. However, traditional action languages are not suitable for the specifi-

cation of medium and large size domains because they lack the means for structuring

knowledge and do not thoroughly address the problem of representing objects of the

domain. Language ALM addresses these issues.

The task of designing a modular action language is a relevant one in the field of AI:

it is the first step towards the creation of intelligent agents capable of reasoning about,

or acting in a wide variety of dynamic environments. More importantly, the design

of ALM allows us to better understand how to represent knowledge. Other modular

action languages exist (e.g., MAD, TAL-C), but they correspond to different intuitions

and knowledge representation styles. ALM is an alternative to these languages.

The design of ALM was not a trivial task. ALM is intended to be a simple

but powerful language that would allow for elegant representations of a variety of

dynamic domains. Hence, our main design and evaluation criteria were its expressive

power and its simplicity and elegance. Generally, there is a tension between the two,

which makes it challenging to design a modular action language.

Our language is intended to facilitate the creation of knowledge representation

libraries, as well as the stepwise development, testing, and readability of a knowledge

base. This is achieved by separating the description of a domain into two parts:

a general theory, which consists of several modules that can be reused in modeling

other domains, and an interpretation of this theory, which is particular to the specific

domain. As well, ALM introduces classes of objects that can be described in terms

of previously defined ones. Classes have attributes that are optional, a feature that
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contributes to the elaboration tolerance of the language. We tested that these and

other features of our language accomplish our goal by modeling several domains,

both commonsensical (e.g., motion) and specialized (e.g., cell division), in ALM.

We were satisfied with the formalizations that resulted and with the capabilities of

our language.

In this dissertation, we formally present language ALM, illustrate the method-

ology of its use for knowledge representation and problem solving, report on an ap-

plication of ALM to question answering, and compare our language with the closest

existing modular action language, MAD.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

One of the goals of Artificial Intelligence is to understand how to create software

components for intelligent agents capable of reasoning about and acting in dynamic

domains. It is generally assumed that, in order to exhibit intelligent behavior, an

agent must be equipped with a mathematical model of the dynamic domain, together

with some reasoning algorithms. Researchers studying the problem of modeling dy-

namic domains normally concentrated on domains that change because of actions and

evolve in discrete steps. Such domains are called discrete.

Theoretically, discrete dynamic domains are described by transition diagrams

whose nodes represent physical states of the domain and whose arcs are labeled by

actions. A transition from a state σ0 to a state σ1 through an arc labeled by action a

in a transition diagram says that “the execution of a in state σ0 may take the system

to state σ1.” A dynamic domain may often have a large, complex, and difficult to

specify diagram, which makes it unsuitable for use in software systems. The problem

of finding its concise and mathematically accurate description is not trivial and has

been the subject of research for over 30 years. Action languages were introduced

as one of the solutions to this problem. These are formal languages that describe

the effects of actions and action preconditions in a syntax close to that of natural

language.

Several action languages exist nowadays. They usually contain, in various

degrees, solutions to long debated problems from the field of representing

and reasoning about actions: the frame problem [McCarthy & Hayes, 1969]

(how to describe what does not change as result of an action); the

ramification problem [Finger, 1986] (how to describe the indirect effects of

actions); and the qualification problem [McCarthy, 1977] (how to describe

the preconditions of actions). Action languages sometimes differ in their

underlying assumptions. For instance, the semantics of action language AL
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[Turner, 1997, Baral & Gelfond, 2000] relies on the Inertia Axiom

[McCarthy & Hayes, 1969], which expresses the intuition that “Normally things stay

the same”. Language C [Giunchiglia & Lifschitz, 1998], on the other hand, is based

on the Causality Principle [McCain & Turner, 1997, Giunchiglia et al., 2004a],

which says that “Everything true in the world must be caused.”

Although traditional action languages represent a substantial advancement, they

are unsuitable for representing knowledge about large dynamic domains, and that is

due to two reasons. First of all, they lack the means for structuring knowledge and

for representing hierarchies of abstraction. Such means are relevant for the design of

knowledge bases and the creation of libraries. Secondly, traditional action languages

do not thoroughly address the issue of how to represent objects of the domain. They do

not possess the means for describing objects as special cases of other objects, which is

a common practice in natural language (e.g., action “carry” is defined in the English

dictionary as “move while holding”, hence it is a special case of action “move”). As

well, objects (including actions) are usually represented in the traditional approach

as constants or terms, which is not always elaboration tolerant and does not allow for

the specification of optional attributes of objects. Let us illustrate this point via the

following example. Consider the action described by the sentence “John goes from

London to Paris”. It would normally be denoted in traditional action languages by

a term, for instance move(john, london, paris); axioms would be written about the

effects and preconditions of this action. However, the origin of a “going to” action

is not always relevant (it is what we call an optional attribute), as shown by the

sentence “John goes to Paris”. The optionality of the origin is not captured in the

traditional approach. To denote this new action, one would not be able to use the

previous term and instead would have to create a new one, move(john, paris). New

axioms would have to be written about this action, which is not elaboration tolerant.

The goal of this dissertation is to define a modular action language, ALM, that

remedies the above mentioned problems and allows for the elaboration tolerant repre-

sentation of knowledge about large dynamic domains.

2
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ALM is based on the basic underlying ideas of AL. There are however sev-

eral differences between the two languages. ALM introduces classes of objects with

optional attributes. A class can be described in terms of other, previously defined,

classes. Objects of the domain are instances of classes. The design features mentioned

so far address the limitation of traditional action languages with respect to the repre-

sentation of objects. To remedy the lack of structuring of knowledge in the traditional

approach, in ALM we separate the declaration of classes from the definition of in-

stances, organize classes in a specialization hierarchy, and structure knowledge into

modules. A particular dynamic domain is represented in our language using what

we call a system description. A system description consists of two parts: a theory,

which is a collection of modules with a common theme organized in a hierarchy, and

a structure, which is an interpretation, in the logical sense, of certain symbols in

the theory. Syntactically, a module of our language is a collection of declarations of

classes, declarations of functions, and axioms.

Other modular action languages preceded ALM and attempted to address some

of the problems encountered in traditional action languages (e.g., MAD, TAL-C,

Modular BAT). However, they are based on different intuitions and knowledge repre-

sentation styles than ours. MAD [Lifschitz & Ren, 2006, Erdoǧan & Lifschitz, 2006]

is the closest language to ours as its goal is to facilitate the elaboration tolerant repre-

sentation of knowledge about large dynamic domains. MAD and ALM differ in their

underlying assumptions: MAD is an expansion of action language C and hence incor-

porates the Causality Principle, whereas ALM is inspired by AL and relies on the

Inertia Axiom. Additionally, some of the features of MAD do not match our thought

style. For instance, it is natural for us to separate classes from their instances con-

ceptually; however, this distinction is not expressible in MAD. We prefer all concepts

of a language to have some meaning, but in MAD not all modules have one: the only

modules with a meaning are those which contain definitions of object constants for

every sort. Finally, we believe that the user should have some freedom in the way he

structures knowledge into modules. In MAD though, when a user wants to declare an

3
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action class as a special case of another one, he is required to place the new action class

in a separate module. We attempted to address such features of MAD in the design

of our language and created ALM as an alternative that matches our intuitions. (In

that respect, ALM is a successor of modular languageM [Gelfond, 2006].) Although

our decisions reflect our personal preferences in knowledge representation, we have

reasons to believe that they are shared by a sufficient number of people to make them

broadly appealing.

In the process of designing ALM we were driven by two criteria:

simplicity/elegance and expressive power. Normally, there is a tension between the

two, as increasing the expressive power of a language usually causes it to lose

simplicity and elegance, and vice-versa. As a consequence, designing ALM was not

a trivial task. This is demonstrated by the fact that the design of ALM was a

two-step process in which we had an initial version that we later improved in the

second version, as we will describe below. (In this dissertation we will present both

versions, but we will give more attention to the current one.)

The more specific goals of ALM were to facilitate the stepwise development, test-

ing, and readability of large knowledge bases, as well as the development of knowledge

representation libraries. To verify that our language satisfies these goals, we used it

to formalize libraries about various domains. We encoded in the first version of ALM

a basic formalization of commonsense motion and used it to model some well-known

problems from the field of representing and reasoning about actions and change (Mon-

key and Banana, Blocks World). We also modeled a specialized domain in ALM:

the biological phenomenon of cell division. We used this model in answering ques-

tions about cell division. In both cases, we were pleased with the capabilities of our

language and with the representations it allowed us to create. In particular, we con-

firmed that separating the general theory from its interpretation was a good design

decision, as it allowed us to represent the same domain (cell division) at different

levels of granularity in an elaboration tolerant way. For that, we used the same the-

ory and only modified the initial interpretation whenever we needed to add more

4
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details. Success of these experiments increased our confidence in the suitability of the

underlying ideas of the language.

Although we were generally satisfied with our design of ALM, our practice in

formalizing knowledge helped us notice some areas of possible improvement. For ex-

ample, we realized that our initial syntax of axioms could be simplified to allow for

a more elegant representation of certain information (e.g., conditions for the concur-

rent execution of two or more actions). We noticed that non-Boolean functions would

be useful in representing properties of dynamic domains and expanded the original

Boolean functions to arbitrary ones. Finally, we noticed that separating primitive

sorts from action classes, as it was done in the original design and also in MAD, is

not justified. Sorts other than action classes may have optional attributes too. For

instance, when describing sequences, it seems natural to refer to the length and com-

ponents of a sequence as its attributes. Hence, we decided to combine the initial basic

concepts of sort and action class into a single concept, that of a class. We created a

second version of ALM that incorporates these changes. The main features of our

language remained unchanged: we still separate a general theory from its interpre-

tation, knowledge is organized into modules, and classes can be declared in terms

of previously defined ones. We tested this second version of ALM by expanding

the initial formalization of commonsense motion and using its more general forms to

solve different computational tasks: temporal projection, planning, question answer-

ing. While doing so, we focused on formulating a methodology of ALM both for the

creation of knowledge bases and for its use in solving computational problems.

The remainder of this dissertation is structured as follows: in Chapter II we give

some background on Answer Set Prolog and CR-Prolog, discrete dynamic domains,

important problems in the field of reasoning about actions, and action languages.

We then continue with the presentation of the current version of ALM. (The ini-

tial version can be seen in Appendix D.) We informally describe the main features

and concepts of our language in Chapter III. We present the signature of ALM in

Chapter IV, give its formal syntax in Chapter V and its formal semantics in Chapter

5
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VI, illustrated by examples. The methodology of representing knowledge in ALM

is presented in Chapter VII. Here, we show how we formalized knowledge about the

commonsense domain of motion and used it to represent some benchmark examples

from the field of reasoning about actions. In Chapter VIII, we discuss the methodol-

ogy of use of our language in solving various computational tasks, such as temporal

projection, planning, diagnosis, and question answering. A case study of applying

this methodology to question answering is given in Chapter IX. We compare ALM

with related work, and with modular action language MAD in particular, in Chapter

X. We end with conclusions and future work in Chapter XI.

6
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CHAPTER II

BACKGROUND

In this chapter we present some background information that may be relevant to

the reader. As the semantics of our language is defined in terms of Answer Set Prolog

logic programs, we begin this chapter with a presentation of Answer Set Prolog in

Section 2.1 and of its extension CR-Prolog in Section 2.2. We continue by describing in

more detail, in Section 2.3, the type of dynamic domains we are addressing. In Section

2.4 we review some important problems in the field of representing and reasoning

about actions and present some solutions to these problems. In Section 2.5 we talk

about an established action language, AL, which was the inspiration for our modular

language, ALM. We give a short description of another modular action language,

MAD, in Section 2.6. This will be relevant when we compare ALM with MAD in

Chapter X.

2.1 Answer Set Prolog

Answer Set Prolog (ASP) [Gelfond & Lifschitz, 1988, Gelfond & Lifschitz, 1991]

is a declarative language for knowledge representation that emerged as a result of

research in logic programming and nonmonotonic reasoning. It has an established

methodology of use [Baral & Gelfond, 1994, Baral, 2003]. It is particularly suit-

able for the representation of dynamic domains due to its declarative and non-

monotonic features. For that reason, we chose to give the semantics of our mod-

ular language in terms of ASP logic programs. Moreover, there are several ASP

solvers nowadays (e.g., clasp [Gebser et al., 2007], dlv [Leone et al., 2006], smod-

els [Niemelä & Simons, 1997]). By translating ALM into ASP, we facilitate the use

of ALM system descriptions in solving computational tasks.

In the remainder of this section, we give the syntax and semantics of Answer Set

Prolog.

7
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2.1.1 Syntax of Answer Set Prolog

The description of ASP appearing in this section is a short version of Chapter 2

of [Gelfond & Kahl, 2012].

A signature is a four-tuple Σ = 〈O,F ,P ,V〉 of disjoint sets, containing the names

of the objects, functions, predicates, and variables used in the program. Function and

predicate names are associated with an arity (i.e., a non-negative integer indicating

the number of parameters), which is normally determined from the context. Following

the Prolog convention, object, function, and predicate constants of Σ are denoted

by identifiers starting with lower-case letters; variables are identifiers starting with

capital letters.

Signatures may sometimes be extended with a fifth set containing the names of

sorts used in a program. Sorts are useful in restricting the parameters of predicates

or the parameters and values of functions. Such five-tuple signatures are called sorted

signatures.

Terms over signature Σ are defined as follows:

1. Variables and object constants are terms.

2. If t1, . . . , tn are terms and f is a function symbol of arity n then f(t1, . . . , tn) is a

term.

For simplicity arithmetic terms will be written in the standard mathematical no-

tation; i.e. we will write 2 + 3 instead of +(2, 3).

An atom is an expression of the form p(t1, . . . , tn) where p ∈ P and t1, . . . , tn are

terms.

A literal its an atom, p(t1, . . . , tn), or its negation, ¬p(t1, . . . , tn).

A term is called ground if it contains no variables and no symbols for arithmetic

functions. Similarly for atoms and literals. For instance, 1 + 3 is not a ground term,

and neither is f(X, Y ).

A program Π of ASP consists of a signature Σ and a collection of rules of the

form:

l0 or . . . or li ← li+1, . . . , lm, not lm+1, . . . , not ln

8
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where l’s are literals of Σ.

The symbol not is a logical connective called default negation, (or negation as

failure); not l is often read as “It is not believed that l is true.” The disjunction or is

also a connective, sometimes called epistemic disjunction. The statement l1 or l2 is

often read as “l1 is believed to be true or l2 is believed to be true.”

The left-hand side of an ASP rule is called the head and the right-hand side is

called the body. A rule with the empty head is often referred to as a constraint and

written as:

← li+1, . . . , lm, not lm+1, . . . , not ln.

A rule with the empty body is often referred to as a fact and written as

l0 or . . . or li.

A rule r with variables is viewed as the set of its possible ground instantiations

– rules obtained from r by replacing r’s variables by ground terms of Σ and by

evaluating arithmetic terms (e.g. replacing 1 + 3 by 4). Let us define what it means

for a set of ground literals to satisfy a rule. We introduce the following notation.

Given a rule r,

head(r) = {l0, . . . , li}

pos(r) = {li+1, . . . , lm}

neg(r) = {lm+1, . . . , ln}

A ground set S of literals satisfies a rule r (or is closed under r) if any of the

following conditions holds:

pos(r) * S

neg(r) ∩ S 6= ∅

head(r) ∩ S 6= ∅

2.1.2 Semantics of Answer Set Prolog

First, we will give the informal semantics of ASP and then its formal semantics.
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Informal Semantics

A program Π can be viewed as a specification for answer sets – sets of beliefs that

could be held by a rational reasoner associated with Π. In forming such sets the

reasoner must be guided by the following informal principles:

1. Satisfy the rules of Π. In other words, if one believes in the body of a rule, one

must also believe in its head.

2. Do not believe in contradictions.

3. Adhere to the rationality principle which says: “Believe nothing you are not forced

to believe.”

Formal Semantics

We start by defining consistent sets of literals. A set S of ground literals is called

consistent if it does not contain both an atom a and its negation ¬a. We continue

with the definition of an answer set, which is given in two parts: the first part is

for programs without default negation and the second part explains how to remove

default negation so that the first part can be applied.

Definition 1. [Answer Sets, Part I] Let program Π consist of rules of the form:

l0 or . . . or li ← li+1, . . . , lm.

An answer set of Π is a consistent set S of ground literals such that:

• S satisfies the rules of Π.

• S is minimal, i.e., there is no proper subset of S which satisfies the rules of Π.

Definition 2. [Answer Sets, Part II] Let Π be an arbitrary program and S be a set

of ground literals. By ΠS we denote the program obtained from Π by:

1. removing all rules containing not l such that l ∈ S;

2. removing all other premises containing not .

S is an answer set of Π if S is an answer set of ΠS.

10
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2.2 CR-Prolog

CR-Prolog [Balduccini & Gelfond, 2003b] is an extension of ASP by means for

expressing rare events (or unexpected exceptions to defaults). A signature, a term,

an atom, and a literal have the same definitions as in Section 2.1.1.

A program Π of CR-Prolog consists of a signature Σ and a collection of rules of

the form:

l0 or . . . or li ← li+1, . . . , lm, not lm+1, . . . , not ln (2.1)

l0 or . . . or li
+←− li+1, . . . , lm, not lm+1, . . . , not ln (2.2)

where l’s are literals of Σ. Rules of the type 2.1 are called regular; rules of the type 2.2

are called consistency restoring or cr-rules. Informally, a cr-rule says “if you believe

li+1, . . . , lm and have no reason to believe lm+1, . . . , ln, then believe one of the literals

l0, . . . , li, but only if strictly necessary, meaning if there is no other way to obtain a

consistent set of beliefs.”

The set of regular rules of Π is denoted by Πr, the set of cr-rules by Πcr. The

regular rule obtained from a cr-rule r by replacing the symbol
+←− by the symbol ←

is denoted by α(r); the notation α is extended to sets of cr-rules in the standard way.

The semantics of a CR-Prolog program is defined in two steps as follows:

Definition 3. [Abductive Support] A minimal (with respect to set-theoretic in-

clusion) collection R of cr-rules of Π such that Πr ∪ α(R) is consistent is called an

abductive support of Π.

Definition 4. [Answer Set] A set of literals A is an answer set of Π if it is an answer

set of a regular program Πr ∪ α(R) for some abductive support R of Π.

2.3 Discrete Dynamic Domains

We are interested in representing knowledge about dynamic domains in which

change is caused by the execution of actions. In this dissertation, we limit ourselves

to dynamic domains satisfying the following conditions:
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• the evolution of the domain is followed over a sequence of discrete time steps

• states of the domain are characterized by an assignment of values to functions

denoting the relevant properties of the domain

• actions occur instantaneously and their effects appear at the next time step.

Generally, such domains are called discrete. The difference between the domains con-

sidered here and the discrete dynamic domains addressed in [Balduccini, 2005], for

example, is that in [Balduccini, 2005] all relevant properties of a domain are Boolean,

whereas we consider relevant properties with arbitrary ranges. Also, note that slight

modifications to our language would allow for the representation of other types of do-

mains, for example hybrid domains, which allow both discrete and continuous change

[Chintabathina et al., 2005, Chintabathina, 2010].

Dynamic domains of the type considered here can be modeled by transition di-

agrams like the one in Figure 2.1. This particular transition diagram describes a

domain in which a person, John, moves between different cities: Paris, London, and

Rome. The relevant property of the domain is the location of John at different time

steps, denoted by the function named loc in. States of this domain are assignments

of values to the function loc in for its input, john. We have three possible states:

in one of them John is located in Paris, in another one he is located in London, and

in the third in Rome. The labels of arcs of this transition diagram denote actions

that can be performed in this domain, e.g., move(john, paris) stands for the action

of John moving to Paris, etc. Arcs from one state to the other indicate that, for

instance, the consequence of executing action move(john, london) in a state in which

loc in(john) = paris is that loc in(john) = london.

Formally, a transition diagram is a directed graph. Its nodes represent states of

the domain and its arcs are labeled by actions. The existence of a transition 〈σ0, a, σ1〉

from state σ0 to state σ1 via an arc labeled by a says that “the occurrence of action

a in σ0 may take the system to state σ1.” The use of the word “may” is justified by

the possible existence of non-deterministic actions: actions whose execution may take
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Figure 2.1: Transition Diagram of a Dynamic Domain

the system into one of many states. An example of a non-deterministic domain can

be seen later in Example 2.

2.4 Important Problems in Representing and Reasoning about Actions

A substantial part of the artificial intelligence community is concerned with the

representation of and commonsense reasoning about actions using logical formalisms.

In the initial years of this field, researchers attempted to formalize toy domains,

such as the Yale Shooting domain [Hanks & McDermott, 1987], Blocks World, or

Lin’s Suitcase domain [Lin, 1995]. These simple scenarios played a significant role in

identifying important difficulties in reasoning about actions.

The frame problem, first mentioned by McCarthy and Hayes in

[McCarthy & Hayes, 1969], points to the challenge of succinctly describing what

does not change as a result of an action being executed. For instance, in the Yale

Shooting domain loading the gun does not affect the state of the turkey, which

continues to be alive if it was alive before loading the gun or dead if it was already

dead. For domains with a large number of relevant properties, listing all the

properties that are not affected by the execution of an action is impractical. In the

area of nonmonotonic logic, solutions to the frame problem were developed based on

the commonsense law of inertia: “Normally things stay the same”.

The ramification problem [Finger, 1986] refers to the difficulty of describing the

indirect effects of actions. For example, in Lin’s Suitcase domain, the indirect effect

of unfastening both latches is that the suitcase becomes open. The number of indirect
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effects of an action can increase rapidly, as an indirectly affected property of the do-

main can affect other properties and so on. A solution to the ramification problem for

action languages was proposed by McCain and Turner in [McCain & Turner, 1995].

They introduced statements called “static causal laws” to express relations between

properties of the domain. This idea was incorporated in action languages such as AL

or C.

The qualification problem [McCarthy, 1977] is the counterpart of the ramification

problem. It focuses on the difficulty of enumerating all the preconditions for the

execution of an action. For instance, in the Blocks World domain, a block b1 cannot

be moved atop of a block b2 if there is some block on top of b1 or on top of b2. Also,

two blocks cannot be moved at the same time. Solutions to the qualification problem

were derived from the solutions to the ramification problem.

Solving these important challenges represented an important contribution to the

field of reasoning about actions, which opened the way for the development of action

languages.

2.5 Traditional Action Languages

Action languages, as described in [Gelfond & Lifschitz, 1998], are formal lan-

guages that specify the effects of actions and action preconditions in a syntax close

to that of natural language. In such languages, properties of the domain that may be

changed by actions are called fluents. We will refer to an action language as tradi-

tional if it does not address the higher-level structuring of knowledge about a domain,

i.e., if it is not modular.

A predecessor of action languages is the STRIPS action description language

[Fikes & Nilsson, 1971]. In STRIPS, properties of the domain are represented by

first-order formulas. Collections of such formulas are called “world models”. In-

tuitively, world models are similar to states but may be incomplete. Actions are

described via three lists: a list of properties that must hold in the world model in

which the action is executed, a list of properties to add to the successor model with
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respect to the current one, and a list of properties to delete from the current world

model. The language ADL [Pednault, 1987] expands STRIPS by allowing conditional

“add” and “delete” lists. The main drawback of STRIPS and ADL is that they can-

not express indirect effects of actions. The more frequently used traditional action

languages generally address this problem.

In what follows, we briefly present action language AL extended with defined

fluents, which served as an inspiration for ALM.

2.5.1 Action Language AL with Defined Fluents

AL [Turner, 1997, Baral & Gelfond, 2000] is an action language based on previous

languages A and B [Gelfond & Lifschitz, 1998]. A corresponds to the propositional

fragment of ADL; B expands A by the addition of “static causal laws”, which allow

for the description of indirect effects of actions; AL expands B by the addition of

“executability conditions”. In [Gelfond & Inclezan, 2009], AL is extended by “defined

fluents” – properties of the domain that are subject to the Closed World Assumption

[Reiter, 1978]. The semantics of AL incorporates the law of inertia for inertial fluents.

The description of AL that follows is based on Chapter 7 of [Gelfond & Kahl, 2012].

A system description of AL consists of a signature and a collection of axioms. The

signature consists of three non-empty and disjoint sets of names for actions, statics,

and fluents. Together, statics and fluents are called domain properties. Fluents are

partitioned into inertial fluents and defined fluents. The truth values of statics cannot

be changed by actions. Inertial fluents can be changed by actions and are subject to

the law of inertia. Defined fluents are non-static fluents which are defined in terms

of other fluents. They can be changed by actions but only indirectly.

A domain literal is a domain property f or its negation ¬f . Depending on the

type of domain property forming a domain literal we will use the terms static, inertial,

and defined literal.

Direct causal effects of actions are described in AL by dynamic causal laws –
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statements of the form:

a causes l if p (2.3)

where a is an action, l is an inertial literal, and p is a collection of arbitrary domain

literals. (2.3) says that if action a were executed in a state satisfying p then l would

be true in a state resulting from this execution.

Dependencies between fluents are described by state constraints — statements of

the form:

l if p (2.4)

where l is a domain literal and p is a set of domain literals, with the restriction that

l cannot be a negated defined literal. (2.4) says that every state satisfying p must

satisfy l.

Executability conditions of AL are statements of the form:

impossible a0, . . . , ak if p (2.5)

where a0, . . . , ak are actions with k ≥ 0 and p is a collection of domain literals. The

statement says that actions a0, . . . , ak cannot be executed together in any state which

satisfies p. We refer to l as the head of the corresponding rule and to p as its body.

The collection of state constraints whose head is a defined fluent f is often referred

to as the definition of f . Similarly to logic programming definitions, f is true in a

state σ if the body of at least one of its defining constraints is true in σ. Otherwise,

f is false.

The semantics of AL are given by defining the states and transitions of the tran-

sition diagram described by a system description. Some preliminary definitions: a

set σ of literals is called complete if for any domain property f either f or ¬f is in

σ; σ is called consistent if there is no f such that f ∈ σ and ¬f ∈ σ. The definition

of the transition relation 〈σ0, a, σ1〉 of T (D) is based on the notion of an answer set

of a logic program. For that purpose, a program Π(D) is constructed from the logic

programming encodings of statements from D. The answer sets of the union of Π(D)
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with the encodings of a state σ0 and an action a determine the states into which the

system can move after the execution of a in σ0.

The signature of Π(D) will consist of: (a) names from the signature of D; (b) two

new sorts: steps with two constants, 0 and 1, and fluent type with constants inertial

and defined ; and (c) the relations: holds(fluent, step) (holds(f, i) says that fluent

f is true at step i), occurs(action, step) (occurs(a, i) says that action a occurred at

step i), and fluent(fluent type, fluent) (fluent(t, f) says that f is a fluent of type

t). If l is a domain literal formed by a fluent, h(l, i) denotes holds(f, i) if l = f

or ¬holds(f, i) if l = ¬f . Otherwise h(l, i) is simply l. If e is a set of actions,

occurs(e, i) = {occurs(a, i) : a ∈ e}. If p is a set of literals, h(p, i) = {h(l, i) : l ∈ p}.

Definition of Π(D)

1. For every static causal law “l if p” from D, Π(D) contains:

h(l, I) ← h(p, I). (2.6)

2. For every dynamic causal law “a causes l if p” from D, Π(D) contains:

h(l, I + 1) ← h(p, I),

occurs(a, I).
(2.7)

3. For every executability condition “impossible a0, . . . , ak if p” from D, Π(D)

contains:

¬occurs(a0, I) ∨ · · · ∨ ¬occurs(ak, I) ← h(p, I). (2.8)

4. Π(D) contains the Inertia Axioms:

holds(F, I + 1) ← fluent(inertial, F ),

holds(F, I),

not ¬holds(F, I + 1).

¬holds(F, I + 1) ← fluent(inertial, F ),

¬holds(F, I),

not holds(F, I + 1).

(2.9)
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5. Π(D) contains the Closed World Assumption for defined fluents:

¬holds(F, I) ← fluent(defined, F ),

not holds(F, I).
(2.10)

6. Π(D) contains the constraint:

← fluent(inertial, F ),

not holds(F, I),

not ¬holds(F, I).

(2.11)

7. For every static fluent f , Π(D) contains the constraint:

← not f,

not ¬f.
(2.12)

Let Πc(D) be a program constructed by rules (2.6), (2.10), (2.11), and (2.12)

above. For any set σ of domain literals, σnd denotes the collection of all inertial and

static literals in σ. Πc(D, σ) is obtained from Πc(D) ∪ h(σnd, 0) by replacing I by 0.

Definition 5. [State] A set σ of literals is a state of T (D) if Πc(D, σ) has a unique

answer set, A, and σ = {l : h(l, 0) ∈ A}.

Now let σ0 be a state and e a collection of actions.

Π(D, σ0, e) =def Π(D) ∪ h(σ0, 0) ∪ occurs(e, 0) .

Definition 6. [Transition] A transition 〈σ0, e, σ1〉 is in T (D) iff Π(D, σ0, e) has an

answer set A such that σ1 = {l : h(l, 1) ∈ A}.

The semantics of system descriptions that do not contain defined fluents is equiva-

lent to the semantics described in [Baral & Lobo, 1997, McCain & Turner, 1995]. As

far as we know, [Baral & Lobo, 1997] is the first work which uses ASP to describe the

semantics of action languages. Some mathematical properties of AL extended with

defined fluents are presented in Appendix A.

We illustrate the syntax and semantics of AL by representing Lin’s Suitcase do-

main.
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Example 1. [Lin’s Suitcase [Lin, 1995]] The signature of this domain consists of sort

latch = {l1, l2}, action toggle(latch), and inertial fluents up(latch) and open. The

system description DLin defining this domain consists of axioms:

toggle(L) causes up(L) if ¬up(L)

toggle(L) causes ¬up(L) if up(L)

open if up(l1), up(l2) .

where L ranges over sort latch. Strictly speaking, DLin is not a system description of

AL, as the first two axioms contain variables. We call such axioms schemas. An AL

system description is obtained from DLin by grounding its variables, i.e., by replacing

the variable L by its possible values, l1 and l2 as follows:

toggle(l1) causes up(l1) if ¬up(l1)

toggle(l2) causes up(l2) if ¬up(l2)

toggle(l1) causes ¬up(l1) if up(l1)

toggle(l2) causes ¬up(l2) if up(l2)

open if up(l1), up(l2) .

The system contains the transitions:

〈{¬up(l1), up(l2),¬open}, toggle(l1), {up(l1), up(l2), open}〉,

〈{up(l1), up(l2), open}, toggle(l1), {¬up(l1), up(l2), open}〉, etc.

Note that a set {up(l1), up(l2),¬open} is not a state of our system.

AL is capable of representing not only deterministic domains like the one above,

but also non-deterministic domains. A known example is given below.

Example 2. [Non-determinism] Let us consider a domain described by the system

description:

a causes f

¬g1 if f, g2

¬g2 if f, g1
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where f , g1, and g2 are inertial fluents and a is an action. The execution of action a in

a state σ0 = {¬f, g1, g2} may take the system into one of the states: σ1 = {f, g1,¬g2}

or σ′1 = {f,¬g1, g2}.

2.6 Modular Action Description (MAD) Language

MAD [Lifschitz & Ren, 2006, Erdoǧan & Lifschitz, 2006] is a modular action

language based on language C+ [Giunchiglia et al., 2004a], which is an extension of

language C [Giunchiglia & Lifschitz, 1998]. As such, MAD incorporates the

Causality Principle stating that “Everything true in the world must be caused”

[McCain & Turner, 1997, Giunchiglia et al., 2004a]. The goal of MAD is to allow for

the elaboration tolerant creation of general-purpose libraries of knowledge.

A dynamic domain is described in MAD by an action description, which consists

of a set of sort declarations (with their subclass relations specified) and a set of

modules. A module of MAD is a collection of declarations of fluents, declarations of

actions, and axioms. Optionally, a module may also contain definitions of objects. A

module M of an action description AD may import the knowledge contained by other

modules of AD, while possibly restricting the imported knowledge to the context and

signature of M . The modular structure of MAD and its import statements address

the issue of elaboration tolerance in the design of libraries of knowledge.

We will illustrate the syntax and semantics of MAD by some examples. Note that

in MAD, constant symbols that start with a letter have this letter capitalized and

variable symbols start with a lower case letter.

Example 3. [Action Description] The following is a formalization in MAD of the

Monkey and Bananas domain described in [Giunchiglia et al., 2004a]. This action de-

scription is taken from [Lifschitz & Ren, 2006] and adapted to the syntax of MAD pre-

sented in [Erdoǧan, 2008]. Note that the expression Location(Thing) : simple(Place)

below says that Location is a simple fluent with an argument from sort Thing and

ranging over sort Place.
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sorts

Thing; Place;

module MOV E;

actions

Move(Thing, P lace);

fluents

Location(Thing) : simple(Place);

variables

x : Thing; p : Place;

axioms

inertial Location(x);

exogenous Move(x, p);

Move(x, p) causes Location(x) = p;

nonexecutable Move(x, p) if Location(x) = p;

sorts

Thing; Place; Level;

module MONKEY ;

objects

Monkey,Box : Thing;

P1, P2 : Place;

BoxTop, F loor : Level;

actions

Walk(Place);

ClimbOn;

ClimbOff ;

fluents

OnBox : simple;
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variables

x : Thing; p : Place; l : Level;

import MOV E;

Move(Monkey, p) is Walk(p);

import MOV E;

Place is Level;

Location(Monkey) = l is

case l = BoxTop : OnBox;

case l = Floor : ¬OnBox;

Move(Monkey, l) is

case l = BoxTop : ClimbOn;

case l = Floor : ClimbOff ;

axioms

Location(Monkey) = p if OnBox ∧ Location(Box) = p;

nonexecutable ClimbOn if Location(Monkey) 6= Location(Box);

nonexecutable ClimbOff ∧Walk(p);

The first import statement in module MONKEY says that the declarations and

axioms of module MOV E are inherited with Move(Monkey, p) renamed as Walk(p).

The second import statement indicates that module MOV E is inherited again, this

time with its sort Place renamed as Level, its fluent Location(Monkey) renamed

as either OnBox or ¬Onbox, and its action Move(Monkey, l) renamed as either

ClimbOn or ClimbOff , depending on the value of l.

The semantics of an action description of MAD are defined by first translating it

into a single-module description, which is then translated into an action description

of C+. Note that not all action descriptions of MAD have a meaning. The only

action descriptions with a meaning are those that contain definitions of objects for

every declared sort.

Example 4. [Generating a Single-Module Action Description] According to the
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semantics of MAD described in [Lifschitz & Ren, 2006, Erdoǧan, 2008], the action

description in Example 3 is transformed into a single-module that looks as follows:

sorts

Thing; Place; Level;

module MONKEY ;

objects

Monkey,Box : Thing;

P1, P2 : Place;

BoxTop, F loor : Level;

actions

Walk(Place);

ClimbOn;

ClimbOff ;

I1.Move(Thing, P lace);

I2.Move(Thing, Level);

fluents

OnBox : simple;

Location(Thing) : simple(Place);

I2.Location(Thing) : simple(Level);

variables

x : Thing; p : Place; l : Level;

I1.x : Thing; I1.p : Place;

I2.x : Thing; I2.p : Level;

axioms

Location(Monkey) = p if OnBox ∧ Location(Box) = p;

nonexecutable ClimbOn if Location(Monkey) 6= Location(Box);

nonexecutable ClimbOff ∧Walk(p);

I1.Move(x, p) ≡ Walk(p) ∧ x = Monkey;
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inertial Location(I1.x);

exogenous I1.Move(I1.x, I1.p);

I1.Move(I1.x, I1.p) causes Location(I1.x) = I1.p;

nonexecutable I1.Move(I1.x, I1.p) if Location(I1.x) = I1.p;

I2.Location(x) = l ≡ ((x = Monkey ∧OnBox) ∧ l = BoxTop) ∨

(¬(x = Monkey ∧OnBox) ∧ l = Floor);

I2.Move(x, l) ≡ (x = Monkey ∧ l = BoxTop ∧ ClimbOn) ∨

(x = Monkey ∧ l = Floor ∧ ClimbOff);

inertial I2.Location(I2.x);

exogenous I2.Move(I2.x, I2.p);

I2.Move(I2.x, I2.p) causes I2.Location(I2.x) = I2.p;

nonexecutableI2.Move(I2.x, I2.p) if I2.Location(I2.x) = I2.p;

The C+ action description corresponding to an action description of MAD is

obtained by grounding the axioms of the single-module description produced in the

preliminary step.
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CHAPTER III

INFORMAL DESCRIPTION OF ALM

In this chapter, we give an intuitive description of the basic concepts of ALM,

which will be formally defined in the next chapter. We illustrate these concepts by

some short examples. The basic concepts of ALM are the following ones: class,

instance of a class, function defined on instances of classes, module, theory, structure,

and system description.

3.1 Class, Instance of a Class, Function

We start by presenting the basic concepts of ALM that correspond to a lower

level of abstraction.

For the reader familiar with traditional action languages such as AL, we need

to make some preliminary clarifications. Such action languages operate with three

basic concepts: object, action, and property of an object or objects. In ALM, we do

not distinguish between objects and actions; we use the term objects for both objects

and actions, in the traditional sense. Moreover, we are interested in the inherent

properties of objects, which we call attributes. We define an instance as an object

together with the values associated with its attributes.

Example 5. [Instance] Let a be an object (in the ALM sense) denoting an action:

the movement of John from a point in space, Paris, to another point, London. The

attributes of a are the actor of action a, its origin, and its destination, which have

the following values: John, Paris, and London, respectively. We say that a together

with the values of its attributes (John, Paris, and London) is an instance. Note that

John, Paris, and London are also instances.

A class is a collection of instances that share common attributes and obey common

rules. Instances belonging to a class c will be called instances of class c. We use

the term constraints to denote the common rules. Classes describing a dynamic
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domain are organized into a specialization hierarchy. The class that is probably most

important for action languages is that of actions.

Example 6. [Class] We can group all objects that refer to motion actions and have

the attributes actor, origin, and destination into a class called move. Such a class

would be a special case of the class actions. Object a from Example 5 would be an

instance of class move, and also of class actions. Similarly, we can group points in

space into a class called points and instances like John in a class movers, which will

be a special case of a more general class things.

Functions defined on instances of classes are of two types: (1) functions defin-

ing inherent properties of instances of classes and (2) functional relations between

instances of classes. We already mentioned that we refer to the functions in (1) as

attributes. For simplicity, we assume that the values of attributes cannot be changed.

The functions in (2) are divided into: statics and fluents. The values of statics cannot

be changed by actions. Fluents may be changed by actions, but otherwise maintain

their values unchanged. This statement characterizing fluents is a default. Depending

on the means used to represent this default, we divide fluents into inertial fluents,

which are subject to the Law of Inertia [McCarthy & Hayes, 1969], and defined flu-

ents, which, in any state, can only take values that meet their definition and are

otherwise subject to the Closed World Assumption [Reiter, 1978].

Example 7. [Functions] The attribute actor of class move from Example 6 is a

function: it maps instances of class move into instances of class movers. For example,

it maps instance a of move into instance John of movers. Similarly, origin and

destination map instances of move into instances of points.

We can consider a non-attribute function defined on classes from Example 6: loc in

mapping things into points and intuitively specifying the (unique) locations of things.

As normally the locations of things may change over time, loc in would be a fluent,

most probably an inertial fluent.
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3.2 Module, Theory, Structure, System Description

At a higher level of abstraction than that of classes, instances of classes, and func-

tions, we have the basic concept of a module. A module describes general knowledge

about a fragment of our model of the world. It may reuse information from already

existing modules. If we were to compare ALM with procedural languages, a mod-

ule would correspond to a procedure. Modules that are very general can be stored

in libraries. Normally, modules are small and do not fully describe a domain, but

can be combined in different ways and can be reused in the representation of several

domains.

Example 8. [Module] Building upon Examples 5, 6, and 7, we can envision a

module describing how movement affects the locations of things. Let us call this

module move between points. Another module, reusing information from move

between points, may describe how carrying things from one point in space to an-

other affects the locations of things. We call this second module carrying things.

The main concept of ALM is that of a theory. A theory bundles together multiple

modules with a common theme. The resulting model of the world can be used in

different applications. The symbols in a theory do not have a fixed interpretation in

the standard logical sense (with the exception of some pre-interpreted symbols). This

is what makes theories reusable.

Example 9. [Theory] A theory consisting of modules move between points and

carrying things from Example 8 would represent a general (and simple) model of

commonsense motion.

The interpretation of classes of a theory for a particular domain is given in what is

called a structure. The structure defines instances relevant to that domain, together

with the values of their attributes. Not all attributes of the defined instances need to

be specified, as attributes are optional.

Example 10. [Structure] The theory in Example 18 can be used to formalize a

domain in which John goes from Paris to London. The interpretation of class movers
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for this domain would consist of instance John; that of points would consist of Paris

and London; and the interpretation of class move would consist of instance a from

Example 5.

By putting together a theory and a structure, we obtain a system description,

which is a complete description of a particular dynamic domain. It specifies the

transition diagram of that domain. In a comparison with procedural languages, a

system description would correspond to a program.

Example 11. [System Description] The complete description of the particular do-

main described in Example 10 would consist of the theory from Example 18 and the

structure from Example 10.

In the following chapters we formally define the basic concepts of ALM. We

begin with the definition of the signature of our language.
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CHAPTER IV

SIGNATURE OF ALM

Our language is parametrized by what we call a signature of action theory, a notion

that we will define in the current chapter. As was discussed in the introduction,

elaboration tolerance of ALM is achieved, in part, by organizing classes of objects

under consideration into a hierarchy and by separating ALM theories from their

interpretations. A signature of an ALM theory, referred to as signature of action

theory, together with the corresponding notions of terms and atoms, are defined with

that goal in mind. Note that in what follows we may use the word sort as a synonym

of class.

By signature of action theory we mean a tuple of sets

Σ = 〈P , C,≤C,F〉

where

1. P is a collection of predefined symbols of the language. This includes standard

sorts booleans and integers; sorts of the type m..n where m and n are integers

such that m ≤ n; boolean constants true and false; integer constants, defined

as finite strings of digits (possibly preceded by −); integer functions +, −, ∗,

/, mod; boolean functions defined on ordered pairs of integers such as <, ≤;

etc. (The definition may be extended by adding new standard symbols when

needed.)

2. Elements of C are referred to as user defined sorts. In particular, C contains

two sorts:

universe

actions.

3. Elements of F are referred to as user defined function symbols. Each function

symbol f ∈ F is assigned a positive integer n called f ’s arity, sorts c0, . . . , cn
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for its parameters, and sort c for its values. To describe this assignment we use

the meta-level notation from mathematics

f : c0 × · · · × cn → c (4.1)

where n ≥ 0. We assume that F contains a function symbol

occurs : actions→ booleans.

The other user defined function symbols are divided into four disjoint categories:

attributes, statics, inertial fluents, and defined fluents, where defined fluents

must range over booleans.

4. Relation ≤C is a partial order on C, used to describe the hierarchy of classes of

Σ. We assume that, for every class c in C,

c ≤C universe.

We say that a class pc is a parent of a class c in a signature Σ = 〈P , C,≤C,F〉 if there

is no class c′ different from both c and pc such that c ≤C c′ and c′ ≤C pc. If pc is a

parent of c in Σ, then we will conversely say that c is a child of pc in Σ.

Note that we distinguish between object constants, which in our signature are

predefined and belong to the set P , and functions with arity 0, which belong to the

set F .1

Now we are ready to define terms of action signature Σ.

Terms of a signature Σ of action theory are defined as follows:

1. A variable (i.e., an identifier which starts with a capital letter) is a term.

2. An arithmetic term (i.e., a term constructed in the usual way from integers,

constants, and arithmetic operations of P) is a term of type integers.

1 User defined object constants denoting elements of user defined classes will be described in

the definition of a structure. This will allow the use of an action theory in conjunction with many

possible interpretations of particular classes.
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3. If f : c0 × · · · × cn → c is a function symbol and t0, . . . , tn are terms then

f(t0, . . . , tn) is a term of sort c if for every 0 ≤ i ≤ n

• ci is the sort integers and ti is an arithmetic term or

• ci is the sort booleans and ti is a boolean constant or

• ti is a variable.

4. If t is of sort c1 and c1 ≤C c2 then t is also of sort c2.

If t is of sort c we will write t ∈ c.

Note that according to this definition the only (non-arithmetic) terms of a signa-

ture with one sort c and two function symbols f1 and f2 from c to c are X, f1(X), and

f2(X). An expression f1(f2(X)) is not a term. This “flattening” of the notion of term

proved to be convenient for establishing relationship between theories of ALM and

logic programs. As well, note that variables do not have a fixed sort. More details on

the range of variables will be given in Chapter V.

Terms t1 and t2 are called compatible if at least one of them is a variable or if

there is a sort c such that t1 ∈ c and t2 ∈ c.

An atom of Σ is

• an expression of the form

t1 = t2 (4.2)

where t1 is a term and t2 is a constant compatible with t1 or a variable, or

• an expression of the form

instance(t, c) (4.3)

where c is a sort and t is a term of sort c or a variable.

We refer to atoms of type (4.2) as equality atoms and to atoms of type (4.3) as

instance atoms. An action atom is an equality atom of the form occurs(γ) = true

or occurs(γ) = false, where γ is some variable. All other equality atoms are called

function atoms.
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A literal is an atom a or its negation, ¬a.

A literal ¬(t1 = t2) will often be written as t1 6= t2. We will also use other usual

shorthands and write t = true as t and t = false as ¬t. Infix notation will be used

for arithmetic functions. Hence, ≤ (3, 5) = true will be written as 3 ≤ 5.

Additionally, we consider aggregate atoms, which are expressions of the form

#aggregate name{γ0, . . . , γn : l1, . . . , lm}

where γ0, . . . , γn are variables; l1, . . . , lm are literals; and aggregatename may be,

for instance, count, sum, max, or min. The following is an example of an aggregate

atom:

#count{X : f(X, Y )}.

Aggregate atoms have the same semantics as in DLV [Dell’Armi et al., 2003]. (Vari-

ables γ0, . . . , γn are called bound. In grounding, only the variables that appear in the

literals l1, . . . , lm and are not bound are grounded.)

This concludes the definition of the signature of our language. Next, we present

the syntax of ALM.
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CHAPTER V

SYNTAX OF ALM

The goal of this section is to familiarize the reader with the syntax and rationales

behind the basic concepts of ALM. A number of examples will be used to illustrate

the basic ideas. We will start by defining axioms of our language with respect to a

given signature of action theory. Later, we demonstrate how a signature of action

theory can be syntactically defined by the following constructs of ALM: class dec-

laration, function declaration, module, hierarchy of modules, theory, structure, and

system description.

In our syntax description, we will use boldface symbols to denote keywords of our

language, identifiers starting with a lower-case letter to denote constant symbols, and

identifiers starting with a capital letter to denote variables. We use square brackets

followed by the + symbol to denote one-to-many repetitions and square brackets alone

to denote zero or one repetitions.

5.1 Axioms

An axiom of ALM over action signature Σ is an expression of the form

l if p (5.1)

where l is a literal and p is a collection of literals or aggregate atoms. We call l the

head of the axiom and p its body. The keyword if will be omitted if p is empty.

For future use in the definitions of the remaining syntactic constructs of our lan-

guage, we divide axioms into several types. We will need the following terminology:

A function atom of the type f(t0, . . . , tn) = tn+1 is called an attribute atom is f is an

attribute function symbol. Similarly for static, inertial, and defined atoms. By fluent

atoms we mean atoms that are either inertial or defined. The classification extends

to literal in the usual way. We will use the symbols γ, δ, and χ (possibly indexed) as

meta-variables ranging over all possible variables.
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Definition 7. [Types of Axioms] There are five disjoint types of axioms in ALM,

characterized by the following syntactic restrictions on the expression in (5.1):

1. An attribute constraint is an axiom whose head is a negative instance or at-

tribute literal and whose body only contains attribute or instance literals.

2. A dynamic causal law is an axiom whose head is an inertial fluent literal and

whose body contains exactly one pair of the form {instance(γ, c), occurs(γ)}

and no other action literals.

3. A state constraint is an axiom whose head is a function literal and whose body

does not contain action literals.

4. An executability condition is an axiom whose head is a negative action literal

of the form ¬occurs(γ) and whose body contains an instance atom of the form

instance(γ, c). The body may optionally contain pairs of literals of the form

{instance(δ, c′), occurs(δ)}.

5. A trigger is an axiom whose head is an action atom of the form occurs(γ) and

whose body contains an instance atom of the form instance(γ, c) and no action

literals.

The shorthand

l1 ≡ l2 if p

can be used in ALM for the set of axioms:

l1 if l2, p

l2 if l1, p

¬l1 if ¬l2, p

¬l2 if ¬l1, p

In some practical examples, we will use in the body of axioms shorthands of the

type:

f(γ1, . . . , γm) = g(δ1, . . . , δn)
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for the set of atoms

{ f(γ1, . . . , γm) = χ, g(δ1, . . . , δn) = χ }

and of the type:

f(g(δ1, . . . , δn), . . . , γm) = χ

for the set of atoms

{ g(δ1, . . . , δn) = γ1, . . . , f(γ1, . . . , γm) = χ }.

In Chapter IV we mentioned that variables appearing in a term do not have a fixed

range. The range of a variable is defined in the scope of an axiom as the intersection

of its required sorts, according to the terms in which it appears in that axiom.

5.2 Class Declaration

In this section, we describe how to declare classes and attributes of a signature Σ

in ALM.

When modeling a domain with a signature Σ = 〈P , C,≤C,F〉, we declare the user

defined sorts in C, their attributes from F , and any attribute constraints that are

relevant to this domain using the syntactic construct called class declaration. The

syntax of a class declaration is as follows:

c : pc1, . . . , pck

attributes

[ attr name : c0 × · · · × cn → cn+1 ]+

constraints

[ attribute constraint. ]+

where c is a sort name of C; c0, . . . , cn+1, pc1, . . . , pck are sort names of C or P ; pc1,

. . . , pck are the parents of c in Σ; and attr name is a function symbol from the subset

of attributes of F with the sort assignment attr name : c × c0 × · · · × cn → cn+1.

Note that for readability purposes we omit the parameter c in the declaration of
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the attribute. Although omitted in practice, the declared class, c, is always the first

(implicit) parameter and the key of each of its attributes.1 The other classes, c0,

. . . , cn, when present, allow us to describe multiple properties for the same key in a

compact way. If n = 0, the attribute declaration will be written as “attr name : c1”.

In the first line of the class declaration above, the use of the specialization con-

struct, which is denoted syntactically by the symbol “:”, says that the class c is a

special case of the parent classes pc1, . . . , pck. If k = 1, then we have an example

of single specialization. If k > 1 then we have an example of multiple specialization,

which means that c has multiple parents. If c is a special class of universe only, then

the expression “: universe” can be omitted from the first line of the class declara-

tion of c. The attribute section can be omitted if there are no attributes to declare.

Similarly for the constraint section.

Example 12. [Class Declaration] We consider a dynamic domain in which we have

things and discrete points in space. Certain things, called movers, are able to move

from one point to another. We call this domain “move between points”.

Informally, the signature Σ of this domain contains the class names points, things,

movers, and move, in addition to the collection of pre-declared class names, where

points ≤C universe, things ≤C universe, movers ≤C things, and move ≤C actions.

The attributes in Σ are actor : move → movers, origin : move → points, and

dest : move→ points.

Formally, the classes in Σ and their attributes will be declared in the syntax of ALM

as follows:

points

things

movers : things

1 The function symbol for an attribute is considered to be formed by the attribute name together

with its key. This means that different classes can have the same attribute name, although with

different meanings, as you will see in Example 18.
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move : actions

attributes

actor : movers

origin : points

dest : points

The pre-declared classes in the signature are not declared here, as their declara-

tions are assumed to be implicit. As well, notice that the first parameter of each

attribute, which is the class move, is omitted from the attribute declaration, and

that “: universe” is omitted from the declarations of classes points and things for

readability.

Let us now see an example of a class declaration containing attribute constraints.

Example 13. [Attribute Constraint] We consider a refinement of the “move between

points” domain from Example 12 in which we only consider non-circular movements,

meaning movements that take the actor to some other place than the origin. The

signature Σ will remain the same, however, we would additionally have an attribute

constraint saying that the origin and destination of an instance of class move must

be different from each other. Here is how we would declare the class move with this

additional constraint:

move : actions

attributes

actor : movers

origin : points

dest : points

constraints

¬instance(X,move) if origin(X) = P,

dest(X) = P.

The attribute constraint says that an instance of class move cannot have the same

value assigned to its origin and dest attributes.
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Attributes of a class are functions defined on all its instances, which includes

instances of special case classes of the original class. Hence, attributes of a class are

inherited by the classes that specialize it. Only the new attributes, particular to a

class and not inherited from its parents, need to be mentioned in the declaration of

a class.

Example 14. [Specialization] Let us consider a specialization of the “move between

points” domain from Example 12 in which certain things can be carried from one

point to another. We call such things carriables. The user defined sorts associated

with this domain would include two new class names, carriables and carry, such that

carriables ≤C things and carry ≤C move. The user defined functions would include

a new attribute, carried thing : carry → carriables. To describe this new domain,

called “carrying things”, we would need to expand the previous collection of class

declarations by:

carriables : things

carry : move

attributes

carried thing : carriables

This declaration says that carry inherits all attributes from move but has one extra

attribute: carried thing.

5.3 Function Declaration

In this section we will show how functions of an action signature are syntactically

described in ALM.

Functions from F that are not attributes (i.e., statics, inertial fluents, and defined

fluents) are declared using the syntactic construct of function declaration. The syntax

of a function declaration is as follows:

type f : c0 × · · · × cn → cn+1

where type is one of the keywords static, inertial, or defined; c0, . . . , cn, cn+1 are
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sort names from C or P ; and f is a non-attribute function symbol from F , with the

sort assignment f : c0×· · ·×cn → cn+1. The presence of the keyword static, inertial,

or defined in the declaration of a function f says that f denotes a static, an inertial

fluent, or a defined fluent, respectively.

Example 15. [Function Declaration] In our “move between points” domain from

Example 12, we are interested in the locations of things. Therefore, the set of func-

tion names F of our signature Σ will contain, in addition to the already mentioned

attributes, an inertial fluent loc in with the sort assignment loc in : things→ points.

The description of this domain will contain the following function declaration:

inertial loc in : things→ points

5.4 Module

At this point, we have all the information needed to define a module of ALM.

Intuitively, a module represents a piece of knowledge which can be developed and

tested independently from other pieces of knowledge, and can be combined with

other modules in various ways. Syntactically, a module is a collection of declarations

of classes with their attributes, declarations of non-attribute functions, and axioms

describing inter-relations between functions.

The syntax of a module declaration is as follows:

module module name

class declarations

[class declaration]+

function declarations

[function declaration]+

axioms

dynamic causal laws

[dynamic causal law.]+
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state constraints

[state constraint.]+

executability conditions

[executability condition.]+

triggers

[trigger.]+

All user defined class and function names from the signature of a module must be

declared in that module. Note that all the object constants from the signature of

a module are predefined, i.e., belong to P . Hence, the axioms of a module may

only contain predefined object constants. We call such axioms open. This restriction

ensures that the information in a module is general enough so that it can be used to

model different domains.

Any of the sections of a module declaration may be omitted if the corresponding

set of declarations or axioms is empty.

Example 16. [Module] Let us reconsider the “move between points” domain from

Example 15 and represent it in a single module called move between points. This

module will contain axioms about the direct effects of action move and its executabil-

ity conditions.

module move between points

class declarations

points

things

movers : things

move : actions

attributes

actor : movers

origin : points

dest : points
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function declarations

inertial loc in : things→ points

axioms

dynamic causal laws

loc in(A) = D if instance(X,move),

occurs(X),

actor(X) = A,

dest(X) = D.

executability conditions

¬occurs(X) if instance(X,move),

actor(X) = A,

origin(X) = O,

loc in(A) 6= O.

¬occurs(X) if instance(X,move),

actor(X) = A,

dest(X) = D,

loc in(A) = D.

The dynamic causal law in this module says that the direct effect of the occurrence

of an instance of class move is that the actor of this instance will be located at the

destination. Similarly, the two executability conditions say that an instance of class

move cannot be executed when the actor is not located at the origin or when the

actor is already located in the destination.

5.5 Hierarchy of Modules

Usually a user’s knowledge about a particular class of domains is captured by

a collection of modules of ALM. Ideally, such modules should be largely indepen-

dent from each other in order to facilitate the stepwise development, testing, and

readability of the knowledge base. We say that two modules are independent if their

signatures, excluding any predefined symbols, are disjoint. However, in practice, mod-
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ules of a knowledge base are often not independent from each other, especially if they

are concerned with a common theme. In particular, there are cases in which a module

is developed based on previously created modules, by extending their signatures or

the sets of axioms they contain. In such cases, we say that the new module depends

on the previous modules. We call this relation the module dependence relation. We

define it on a collection of modulesM, and denote it by ≤M as in m2 ≤M m1, which

means that m2 depends on m1.

A collection of modulesM together with the dependence relation ≤M defined on

M is a hierarchy of modules if ≤M is a partial order on M.

If m is a module depending on several other modules in a hierarchy, then the

module description of m in the syntax of ALM may be of an unmanageable size.

In order to remedy this problem, we syntactically encode the dependence relation

between two modules using the module dependence construct, which is expressed by

a statement of the form

depends on module name

that is added after the first line of a module declaration, following the name of the

dependent larger module, as in:

module m2

depends on m1

. . .

The addition of such a statement to the declaration of module m2 says that m2

depends on m1 (i.e., m2 ≤M m1), and that m2 inherits the signature and axioms

of m1. All sort and function names from the signature of m1 are implicitly part of

the signature of m2 as well, but their explicit declarations must not appear in m2;

similarly for axioms. This ensures that the information in m1, although reused, is not

explicitly repeated in m2 and thus the size of m2 remains manageable. On the other

hand, the developer of the knowledge base should make sure that the dependence

relations between modules are not overly complex in order to maintain the readability
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of modules and facilitate their development.

Example 17. [Module Dependence] Imagine that our knowledge base already con-

tained the modulemove between points from Example 16 and we now wanted to write

a module describing the “carrying things” domain from Example 14. The new mod-

ule, which we will call carring things, should be separate from move between points

so that the smaller initial module can be used alone in the representation of do-

mains that do not involve carrying actions. However, carrying things will depend

on move between points because action carry is described as a special case of action

move (as seen in Example 14) and fluent loc in is relevant in describing the effects of

carry actions too. We use the module dependence construct to express this relation

between modules, as you will see below.

Classes and functions from move between points (e.g., things, move, actor, loc in,

etc.) are considered implicitly declared in carrying things and can be used in its

declarations and axioms. Additionally, the new module will contain two new sorts,

carriables and carry with attribute carried thing, the inertial fluent holding, the

defined fluent is held and three new axioms.

The two modules form a hierarchy M in which carrying things ≤M
move between points.

module carrying things

depends on move between points

class declarations

carriables : things

carry : move

attributes

carried thing : carriables

function declarations

inertial holding : things× things→ booleans

defined is held : things→ booleans
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axioms

state constraints

loc in(C) = P ≡ loc in(T ) = P if holding(T,C).

is held(X) if holding(T,X).

executability conditions

¬occurs(X) if instance(X,move),

actor(X) = A,

is held(A).

¬occurs(X) if instance(X, carry),

actor(X) = A,

carried thing(X) = C,

¬holding(A,C).

The first state constraint in this module says that, whenever one thing holds another

thing in place, their locations must be identical.

The module dependence construct can also be used to express that one module

depends on multiple other modules, as in:

module mk+1

depends on m1, . . . ,mk

. . .

A module depending on other modules will be called open; modules that do not

depend on other modules will be called closed. The module move between points

from Example 16 is closed, while carrying things from Example 17 is open. Modules

containing sufficiently general knowledge can be stored in a library; we call such

modules library modules.

5.6 Theory

We can now define one of the main concepts of ALM, that of a theory. Roughly

speaking, a theory is a hierarchy of modules that satisfies certain semantic conditions.
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In order to describe these conditions formally, we need the following preliminary

definition.

If T is a hierarchy of modules {m1, . . . ,mn} and Σi = 〈P , Ci,≤Ci ,Fi〉 is the sig-

nature of module mi from T , with 1 ≤ i ≤ n, let

C =
⋃

1≤i≤n

Ci

F =
⋃

1≤i≤n

Fi

and let ≤C be the binary relation defined on C × C as follows: if x, y ∈ C and there is

a module mi ∈ T such that x ≤Ci y, then x ≤C y.

Definition 8. [Theory] A hierarchy of modules T = {m1, . . . ,mn} is a theory with

signature Σ = 〈P , C,≤C,F〉 if:

• The relation ≤C is a partial order on C.

• Every sort name from C and every function name from F is declared explicitly

exactly once in the collection of module declarations for m1, . . . ,mn.

Syntactically, a theory is described by an expression of the form:

theory theory name

[module declaration]+

A theory can import modules from a library using the import module construct,

which has the syntax:

import module name from library name

Such statements are placed after the first line of a theory’s declaration. By importing

a module in a theory, that module and all its ancestors get copied within the theory.

Notice that only ancestors, and not descendants, of an imported module are copied

into the theory. It is necessary to import all ancestors of an imported module in order

to ensure that the last condition of the definition of a theory is met, as ancestors

contain the explicit declarations of some of the symbols used in the imported module.
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Example 18. [Theory] The two modules declared so far, move between points from

Example 16 and carrying things from Example 17, express very general knowledge.

Let us assume that they are stored in a library called basic motion. We can now

create a theory called travel that contains these two library modules. Our im-

port statements only need to mention the module carrying things and its ancestor,

move between points, will be automatically imported as well.

theory travel

import carrying things from basic motion

As a result, the theory travel is equivalent to a theory travel 1 below, which contains

the two modules explicitly declared:

theory travel 1

module move between points

. . .

module carrying things

depends on move between points

. . .

The theory travel can optionally be expanded by other modules. For instance, we

consider a theory travel 2 that is identical to travel, with the exception of a new

explicitly declared module called grasp and release about grasping and releasing

things.

theory travel 2

import carrying things from basic motion

module grasp and release

depends on carrying things

class declarations

grasp : actions

attributes

actor : movers

patient : carriables
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release : actions

attributes

actor : movers

patient : carriables

axioms

dynamic causal laws

holding(A,P ) if instance(X, grasp),

occurs(X),

actor(X) = A,

patient(X) = P.

¬holding(A,P ) if occurs(X),

instance(X, release),

actor(X) = A,

patient(X) = P.

executability conditions

¬occurs(X) if instance(X, grasp),

actor(X) = A,

patient(X) = P,

holding(A,P ).

¬occurs(X) if instance(X, release),

actor(X) = A,

patient(X) = P,

¬holding(A,P ).

Syntactically, a theory is equivalent to a single closed module whose class decla-

rations consist of the union of class declarations from all of its modules, and similarly

for function declarations, dynamic causal laws, state constraints, executability condi-

tions, and triggers. Theories containing sufficiently general knowledge can be stored

in knowledge libraries.
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5.7 Structure

Symbols in a module and, therefore, in a theory do not have a fixed interpretation,

with the exception of the pre-interpreted symbols in the set P of a signature of action

theory. The interpretation of other classes and of their attributes, for a particular

domain, is given externally to the theory in what we call a structure. This is the

second main concept of ALM.

Note that a structure does not interpret statics, inertial or defined fluents, nor the

function occurs in the signature of a theory. The interpretation of fluents and of the

function occurs depends on the step in a trajectory and therefore is given separately

from the system description. We view statics as a special case of fluents. We will

discuss the interpretation of these remaining function symbols and of the axioms in

which they appear when we give the semantics of our language in Chapter VI.

Let T be a theory with signature Σ = 〈P , C,≤C,F〉.

Definition 9. [Structure] By a structure of a theory T we mean a pair 〈U , I〉 where

U is a set called the universe of theory T 2 and I is a mapping assigning:

• to each class name c of T a subset I(c) of U called the base of c. We call

elements of I(c) instances of c.

• to each attribute name a : c × c0 × · · · × cn → cn+1 a function I(a) : I(c) ×

I(c0)× · · · × I(cn)→ I(cn+1). The function I(a) is not required to be total, it

may be partial.

The mapping I is pre-defined on pre-interpreted symbols from P accordingly to their

respective standard interpretations.

Additionally, the mapping I should satisfy the following conditions:

1. For every class c ∈ C

I(c) ⊇
⋃

ci ≤C c

I(ci)

2 The term universe of a theory should not be confused with the pre-declared class name universe.
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2. I satisfies the attribute constraints of T .

We say that I satisfies an attribute constraint ac if it satisfies all the logic

programming rules obtained from ac by replacing its variables by elements from

the bases of the appropriate sorts in I and substituting the keyword if by

←. We say that I satisfies an instance literal instance(t, c) if t ∈ I(c) and an

instance literal ¬instance(t, c) if t /∈ I(c).

Note that a theory may be interpreted in many different ways to reflect different

domains.

Syntactically, a structure of a theory is defined using a structure description, which

is a collection of definitions of instances together with their attribute assignments. A

structure description has the form:

structure

[instance definition]+

An instance definition is a statement

inst name in c

[ attr name[(inst1, . . . , instn)] = instn+1 ]+

where inst name is the name of an instance of class c; attr name is the name of an at-

tribute of c; and inst1, . . . , instn, instn+1 are instances of the appropriate classes, ac-

cording to the sort assignment of attribute attr name. The attribute assignment says

that the function attr name has value instn+1 for input inst name, inst1, . . . , instn.

Note that inst name is always the first parameter of its attributes, although omitted

in practice for readability.

In order to maintain structure descriptions concise, we only require an explicit

instance definition for an element inst in I(c) if c is a minimal element of C or,

otherwise, if inst does not belong to the interpretation of any of the children of c

(i.e., inst ∈ I(c) \
⋃

ci ≤C c I(ci)). The complete mapping can be recovered from

these instance definitions, based on the restriction placed on the mapping I that

I(c) ⊇
⋃

ci ≤C c I(ci).
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Multiple instances of the same class can be defined in the same statement sepa-

rated by comas, as in:

inst1, inst2 in c

which is a shorthand for the set of instance definitions:

inst1 in c

inst2 in c

Example 19. [Structure] Let us consider the theory travel from Example 18.

Imagine a particular domain that can be described by this theory, in which there

are two movers, John and Bob, two points in space, London and Paris, and one

carriable, a suitcase. For simplicity, we only consider two of all the possible

actions: move(john, paris, london) (John goes from Paris to London) and

carry(john, suitcase, london) (John carries his suitcase to London). This particular

interpretation of theory travel is described as follows:

structure

john, bob in movers

london, paris in points

suitcase in carriables

move(john, paris, london) in move

actor = john

origin = paris

dest = london

carry(john, suitcase, london) in carry

actor = john

carried thing = suitcase

dest = london

The above structure description defines a structure 〈U , I〉 such that:

U = {true, false, john, bob, london, paris, suitcase,move(john, paris, london),

carry(john, suitcase, london)}
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and

I(booleans) = {true, false}

I(movers) = {john, bob}

I(carriables) = {suitcase}

I(things) = {john, bob, suitcase}

I(carry) = {carry(john, suitcase, london)}

I(move) = {move(john, paris, london), carry(john, suitcase, london)}

Another way of defining multiple instances at a time is by using instance schemas.

An instance schema is a special type of an instance definition, containing variables.

Syntactically, it has the form

inst name(V1, . . . , Vk) in c [ where cond ]

[ attr name[inst1, . . . , instn] = Vi ]+

where 1 ≤ i ≤ k; V1, . . . , Vk are variables; and cond is a collection of instance literals,

attribute literals, or literals obtained from pre-defined functions. An instance schema

is viewed as a shorthand for the set of instances obtained from the schema by replacing

variables by their possibles values (according to the sort assignments of attributes)

and satisfying all attribute constraints and cond. The name of an instance schema

must contain all the variables appearing in its assignments of values to attributes, and

no other variables. We make this requirement because: (1) if a variable appearing

in an attribute assignment is missing, then multiple different instances will share

the same name, which generates ambiguity; (2) if the name of an instance schema

contains an extra variable that does not appear in assignments of values to attributes,

then this will result in a large number of instances that are identical to each other in

terms of the axioms they satisfy and this will increase the cardinality of the universe

unnecessarily.

Example 20. [Instance Schema] We may add to the structure in Example 19 the

following instance schema:
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move(A,P ) in move

actor = A

dest = P

which stands for the collection of instances of class move: {move(john, paris),

move(john, london), move(bob, paris), move(bob, london)}.

5.8 System Description

A particular dynamic system is described in ALM using the construct called sys-

tem description. Conceptually, a system description consists of a theory (the system’s

declarations) and a structure of that theory (the system’s structure). We denote a

system description consisting of a theory T and a structure 〈U , I〉 of T by the pair

〈T , 〈U , I〉〉. A system description defines the transition diagram of the particular

dynamic system it describes.

Syntactically, a system description has the form:

system description name

theory description

structure description

Example 21. [System Description] A system description called basic travel con-

structed from theory travel in Example 18 and the structure from Example 19 de-

fines the transition diagram describing John’s movements from Paris to London while

carrying a suitcase or not.
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CHAPTER VI

SEMANTICS OF ALM

In the preceding chapters, we described the signature and syntax of our language.

In the current chapter, we present the semantics of ALM.

We will give the semantics of our language by describing the transition diagram

τ(D) defined by a system description D. This will require defining the states and

transitions of τ(D). In order to do that, we must first complete the interpretation of

the symbols in the signature of D. So far, we have shown that class and attribute

names, together with pre-interpreted symbols of our language, are interpreted by

the structure of D, 〈U , I〉 (see Chapter V). We now expand the mapping I on the

remaining symbols of the signature, which are the names of user defined statics,

inertial fluents, and defined fluents, and the special function occurs. I maps every

such function f : c0×· · ·×cn → cn+1 into a total function I(f) : I(c0)×· · ·×I(cn)→

I(cn+1). Note that, as was typical years ago, we consider that statics and fluents are

total functions. Nowadays there is substantial research in allowing partial functions

in action languages and ASP; we plan to address this issue in the context of ALM

in the future.

We call 〈U , I〉, where I is the extended mapping mentioned above, a complete

interpretation of the symbols in the theory of D. For later use, we denote by F∗

the collection of user defined statics, defined fluents and inertial fluents from the

signature of D. We will now define the transition diagram τ(D) with respect to a

fixed interpretation of classes and attributes, the one given by the structure of D.

6.1 States of τ(D)

Intuitively, a state of the transition diagram τ(D) is the restriction I|F∗ of I to

F∗, where 〈U , I〉 is a complete interpretation that satisfies the state constraints of

the theory T of D.

The precise expression of this intuition is not entirely trivial because of defined
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fluents whose specification is given in terms of the closed world assumption. To

deal with this problem we define a state by constructing a logic program Π(D) that

captures our intuitive requirements and by identifying states of τ(D) with parts of

the answer sets of Π(D).

The signature of Π(D) consists of:

• object names from U , class names from C, function names from F , predefined

function names from P ;

• the relation instance(x, c) where x ranges over object names from U and c

ranges over class names from C;

• relations function(f(c0, . . . , cn), t), range(f(c0, . . . , cn), cn+1), val(f(c0, . . . , cn),

cn+1), and total(f(c0, . . . , cn)), for every function name f of type t in F∗ such

that f : c0 × · · · × cn → cn+1 and t ∈ {attribute, static, inertial, defined};

• a new sort function.

Next, we define a transformation lp that maps axioms of T into logic programming

rules. For now, we will use this transformation on state constraints only. For every

axiom l if p from T ,

lp(l if p)

is obtained as follows:

(a) replace the keyword “ if ” in l if p by the connective “←”;

(b) for every term f(t0, . . . , tn) appearing in the rule resulting from step (a), where

f : c0 × · · · × cn → cn+1, and for every ti, 0 ≤ i ≤ n, in this term, add to the

body of the rule the atom instance(ti, ci).

(c) for every function atom f(t0, . . . , tn) = tn+1 occurring in the rule resulting

from step (b), where f : c0 × · · · × cn → cn+1, replace f(t0, . . . , tn) = tn+1 by

val(f(t0, . . . , tn), tn+1) and add the atom instance(tn+1, cn+1) to the body of the

rule.
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As mentioned above, we assume that the interpretation of classes and attributes

from the signature of D is fixed by the structure of D. Hence, for every complete

interpretation 〈U , I〉 of the symbols in the signature of D, I(c) is fixed if c ∈ C or

c ∈ P , and so is I(a) if a is an attribute from F .

Definition of Π(D)

We define Π(D) as follows:

1. For every element x ∈ U and every class c ∈ C:

If x ∈ I(c), then Π(D) contains the fact

instance(x, c).

Otherwise, Π(D) contains the fact

¬instance(x, c).

2. For every attribute a : c× c0 × · · · × cn → cn+1 in F of a class c, and for every

x ∈ I(c), x0 ∈ I(c0), . . . , xn ∈ I(cn):

If I(a)(x, x0, . . . , xn) = xn+1, then Π(D) contains the fact

val(a(x, x0, . . . , xn), xn+1).

3. For every function f : c0 × · · · × cn → cn+1 in F of type t, Π(D) contains:

function(f(X0, . . . , Xn), t) ← instance(X0, c0),

. . . ,

instance(Xn, cn).

range(f(X0, . . . , Xn), Xn+1) ← instance(X0, c0),

. . . ,

instance(Xn, cn),

instance(Xn+1, cn+1).
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4. Π(D) contains a rule defining the sort function:

function(F )← function(F, Type).

5. Π(D) contains a rule expressing the “uniqueness of value” condition for func-

tions:

¬val(F, Y ) ← val(F,Z),

Y 6= Z,

function(F ),

range(F, Y ),

range(F,Z).

6. Π(D) contains axioms specifying the “existence of a value” condition for func-

tions:

First, an axiom describing what it means for the value of a function to be

defined:

total(F ) ← val(F, V ),

function(F ),

range(F, V ).

Second, a constraint stating that every non-attribute function must be defined:

← not total(F ),

function(F ),

not attribute(F ).

7. Π(D) contains the Closed World Assumption for defined fluents:

val(F, false) ← not val(F, true),

function(F, defined).

8. For every state constraint “ l if p ” in T , Π(D) contains:

lp(l if p).
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We will now show how we use the program Π(D) to define the states of τ(D). Let

〈U , I〉 be a complete interpretation of the symbols in the signature of D and let σ be

the restriction of I to the function symbols of F∗. By σnd we denote the restriction

of σ to non-defined (i.e., static or inertial) function symbols. Let

Π(D, σ) =def Π(D) ∪ {val(f, v) : f = v ∈ σnd}

Definition 10. [State] The restriction σ of I to F∗, where 〈U , I〉 is a complete

interpretation of the symbols in the signature of D, is a state of the transition diagram

τ(D) if Π(D, σ) has a unique answer set, A, and

σ = {f = v : val(f, v) ∈ A}.

Example 22. [State] The transition diagram of the system description basic travel

from Example 21 contains, for instance, a state defining the assignments:

holding(john, suitcase) = true, is held(suitcase) = true, loc in(john) = paris,

loc in(suitcase) = paris, loc in(bob) = london, and assigning the value false to

fluents holding and is held for all the remaining possible inputs.

However, any σ in which holding(john, suitcase) = true and is held(suitcase) =

false is not a state of the transition diagram of basic travel because it does not

satisfy the state constraint that gives the definition of the defined fluent is held,

which can be seen in Example 17:

is held(X) if holding(T,X).

6.2 Transitions of τ(D)

Let us now assume that we have two complete interpretations 〈U , I0〉 and 〈U , I1〉

coinciding on the interpretation of classes and attributes, which was fixed by the

structure of D, and that I1(occurs) = ∅. By σ0 we denote the restriction I0|F∗ , by

σ1 the restriction I1|F∗ , and by a the collection of actions {e : occurs(e) = true ∈

I0(occurs)}. Intuitively, 〈σ0, a, σ1〉 is a transition of τ(D) if σ0 and σ1 are states and
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I0 and I1 satisfy the dynamic causal laws, executability conditions, and triggers of

the theory T of D.

In order to precisely define the transitions of τ(D) we construct a logic program

Π1(D) obtained from the previously described program Π(D) from Section 6.1. The

signature of Π1(D) extends the one of Π(D) by a new sort called step with constants 0

and 1, a relation occurs(action, step), and a relation holds(fluent, step), where fluent

is either a relation of the type val(f(c0, . . . , cn), cn+1) or of the type total(f(c0, . . . , cn))

such that f is a symbol for a fluent of F∗.

We use the term fluent atoms of a logic program to denote expressions of the form

val(f(t0, . . . , tn), tn+1)

and

total(f(t0, . . . , tn))

where ti, 0 ≤ i ≤ n+ 1, are either variables or constants and f is either an inertial or

a defined fluent symbol. In our definition of Π1(D) we use the variable I for steps.

Definition of Π1(D)

We define Π1(D) as follows:

1. For every rule r in Π(D), replace every fluent atom fl in r by

holds(fl, I)

and add the resulting rule to Π1(D).

2. For every dynamic causal law, executability condition, or trigger “l if p” in T ,

Π1(D) contains a rule obtained as follows:

(a) Apply the transformation lp to “l if p”.

(b) Replace every fluent atom fl in lp(l if p) by:

holds(fl, I + 1)
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if fl occurs in the head of a dynamic causal law, and by:

holds(fl, I)

otherwise.

(c) Replace every action atom of the type occurs(X) in the resulting rule by

an atom occurs(X, I). Then add the obtained rule to Π1(D).

(We assume that an action literal occurs(X) = true is written as

occurs(X) and occurs(X) = false is written as ¬occurs(X) in “ l if p ”.)

3. Π1(D) contains the Inertia Axioms for inertial fluents:

holds(val(F, V ), I + 1) ← holds(val(F, V ), I),

not ¬holds(val(F, V ), I + 1),

function(F, inertial),

range(F, V ).

¬holds(val(F, V ), I + 1) ← ¬holds(val(F, V ), I),

not holds(val(F, V ), I + 1),

function(F, inertial),

range(F, V ).

We can now describe how we use the program Π1(D) to define the transitions

of τ(D). But first, we define the logic programming encodings of states and of a

collection of actions. For every state σ we denote by σs the restriction of σ to static

functions. For every state σ and step i, if f = v ∈ σs, then

h(val(f, v), i) =def val(f, v)

h(total(f), i) =def total(f)

and otherwise

h(val(f, v), i) =def holds(val(f, v), i)

h(total(f), i) =def holds(total(f), i)

As well,

h(σ, i) =def {h(l, i) : l ∈ σ}
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If i is a step and a is a collection of actions, then

occurs(a, i) =def {occurs(e, i) : e ∈ a}

If σ0 is a state and a is a collection of actions, then

Π1(D, σ0, a) =def Π!(D) ∪ h(σ0, 0) ∪ occurs(a, 0)

Definition 11. [Transition] A transition 〈σ0, a, σ1〉 is in τ(D) if Π1(D, σ0, a) has

an answer set A such that

a = {e : occurs(e, 0) ∈ A}

σ1 = {f = v : h(val(f, v), 1) ∈ A}.

Example 23. [Transition] The transition diagram of the system description

basic travel from Example 21 contains, for instance, a transition 〈σ0, a, σ1〉 where:

- σ0 is the state in which loc in(john) = paris, loc in(bob) = london,

loc in(suitcase) = london, and fluents holding and is held have the value false for

all their possible inputs.

- a = {move(john, paris, london)}

- σ1 is the state in which loc in(john) = london, loc in(bob) = london,

loc in(suitcase) = london, and fluents holding and is held have the value false for

all their possible inputs.

On the other hand, the triple 〈σ0, a, σ
′
1〉 where loc in(john) = paris ∈ σ′1 is not a

transition, because it does not satisfy the dynamic causal law for actions of class

move, which appears in Example 16.

A system description D is called consistent if the transition diagram it defines

contains at least one non-empty state. This completes the description of ALM. In

the next chapter we present methodology for representing knowledge in ALM.
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CHAPTER VII

METHODOLOGY OF REPRESENTING KNOWLEDGE IN ALM

The next step after designing our language was to develop a methodology of its use.

For that purpose, we needed to experiment with representing knowledge about various

domains. For our first experiments, which followed the design of the first version of

ALM, we chose two benchmark examples from the field of reasoning about actions:

Blocks World and Monkey and Banana.1 After the design of the current version of

ALM, we extended our practice to other known domains: River Crossing (a domain

inspired by the Missionaries and Cannibals puzzle), Pednault’s Briefcase, and Towers

of Hanoi.

We wanted our methodology for knowledge representation to be characterized by

the reuse of information, elaboration tolerance, simplicity, and computability. Hence,

in our practice we started with the knowledge already represented in ALM— the

motion modules from Chapter V. These modules were created with the purpose of

illustrating the syntax of our language and were not initially intended to be library

modules. We transformed them so that the knowledge they describe is general and

can be used to formalize various different domains. We considered the resulting

modules to be part of a commonsense library about motion. We reused the library

in formalizing the above mentioned sample domains. We were able to do so in a

straightforward manner for the River Crossing problem and for Pednault’s Briefcase

domain. However, the ontology of the initial library was not rich enough to cover

domains like Blocks World, Towers of Hanoi, and Monkey and Banana. We extended

the library in an elaboration tolerant way so that the remaining scenarios could also

be captured in a direct manner. These examples gave us some insights on how ALM

should be used for representing knowledge and for the creation of library modules.

A final example that helped us develop our methodology was a generalization of

1We also modeled specialized knowledge about a biological phenomenon that we will describe in

Chapter IX.
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the domain described in [Todorova & Gelfond, 2012]. This is a more complex motion

domain in which objects belonging to different categories can enter and leave different

locations that are not simple points in space. To model it, we introduced an alter-

native representation of motion. Additionally, modeling this example required some

knowledge about tree-hierarchies. We showed how such knowledge could be added to

the knowledge base, this time in a separate library, and be easily incorporated in the

domain representation.

In the remainder of the chapter we describe our formalization of the experimental

examples. This will give us the opportunity to discuss our knowledge representation

methodology. A summary of the methodology will be given in Section 7.4.

7.1 Generalizing the Initial Motion Formalization

We assume that we have access to the modules move between points,

carrying things, and grasp and release from Chapter V. We modify and expand

these modules by knowledge expressed in more general terms. As a consequence, we

produce our first library modules.

We start with the transformation of module move between points. We remind

the reader that this module contains three classes: points denoting locations that

have no parts, things denoting separate and self-contained entities, and movers (a

special case of things) denoting things that can move by themselves. We replace the

class movers by a more general class called vehicles referring to “things that can

change locations and can be used to transport other things.” As a consequence, the

actor attribute of class move is now of class vehicles. A vehicle has a power train

— a collection of components necessary for it to move. Vehicles have two attributes,

capacity (how many things it can transport) and needs driver (whether it needs a

driver or can move by itself):

vehicles : things

attributes

capacity : 0..maxint
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We add a new class called drivers referring to “things that can direct the motion

and course of vehicles”:

drivers : things

We consider some new properties of the domain: points can be occupied, vehicles

can have a driver, vehicles can be unusable or not. (A vehicle is unusable, for example,

if some component of the vehicle’s power train is not in working condition or if the

capacity of the vehicle is exceeded.) To model these properties, we introduce three

new functions in module move between points:

inertial occupied : points→ booleans

inertial has driver : vehicles→ booleans

inertial unusable : vehicles→ booleans

together with two new executability conditions for action class move:

¬occurs(X) if instance(X,move),

dest(X) = D,

occupied(D).

¬occurs(X) if instance(X,move),

actor(X) = A,

unusable(A).

and a state constraint:

unusable(V ) if needs driver(V ),

¬has driver(V ).

We add further state constraints defining unusable and has driver in module

carrying things, based on the function holding defined there:

unusable(V ) if capacity(V ) = N,

N1 = #count{T : holding(V, T )},

N1 > N.

has driver(V ) if holding(V, T ),

instance(T, driver).
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In module grasp and release, we replace the attributes actor and patient of action

grasp by grasper and grasped thing, respectively, to make them more general; sim-

ilarly for release where we replace these attributes by releaser and released thing.

The grasper and releaser are now of sort vehicles. We update the axioms of this

module accordingly. We add a new relation can reach to express that a vehicle has

a thing within its reach. We make it a defined fluent and expect the user to define

it for particular domains.

defined can reach : vehicles× things→ booleans

We add a new executability condition to this module to state that a vehicle cannot

grasp another thing that is not within its reach.

¬occurs(X) if instance(X, grasp),

grasper(X) = G,

grasped thing(X) = T,

¬can reach(G, T ).

The resulting modules move between points, carrying things, and

grasp and release describe general knowledge. We store them in a library called

commonsense motion. The dependency relations between these modules are

represented graphically in Figure 7.1.

Figure 7.1: The Initial commonsense motion Library

In the following two subsections, we show how we created system descriptions

that formalize some benchmark examples by reusing the knowledge captured in the

commonsense motion library in a straightforward way.
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7.1.1 Crossing a River

We first consider the River Crossing problem, a simplification of the Missionaries

and Cannibals puzzle [Amarel, 1968] presented in [Erdoǧan, 2008]: Three persons

want to cross a river with a boat that can hold at most two persons at a time.

To model this domain, we reuse the information in the commonsense motion

library by viewing: the crossing of the river as a carry action performed by the boat;

a person’s action of boarding the boat as the boat “grasping hold” of the person;

and a person’s action of disembarking the boat as the boat “releasing hold” of the

person. We need a new state constraint defining fluent can reach: a vehicle can reach

things located at the same point as itself. This axiom is not valid for all domains;

it is particular to our domain. Hence, we place it in a new module of our theory,

called main, which will depend on modules imported from the library. Note that

this practice is part of our methodology of representing knowledge in ALM: class

declarations, function declarations, and axioms that are not imported from the library,

but are rather particular to a scenario, are collected in module main. The knowledge

in the main module (or parts of it) may finally be stored in some library if we realize

that we could reuse it in modeling many other domains. In general, it is preferred to

keep the main module small and reuse as much knowledge as possible from existing

libraries.

Additionally, we specify that the boat is a vehicle with capacity 2 and that it

needs a driver. The three people are drivers and carriables. This information is

captured by the structure. The resulting system description for this domain, called

river crossing, looks as follows:

system description river crossing

theory river crossing

import commonsense motion

module main

depends on grasp and release

axioms
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state constraints

can reach(X, Y ) if loc in(X) = loc in(Y ).

structure

pers(X) in drivers, carriables where instance(X, 1..3)

boat in vehicles

capacity = 2

needs driver = true

bank1, bank2 in points

move(V, P1, P2) in carry

actor = V

origin = P1

dest = P2

embark(P, V ) in grasp

grasper = V

grasped thing = P

disembark(P, V ) in release

releaser = V

released thing = P

7.1.2 Pednault’s Briefcase Domain

The briefcase domain is described by Pednault in [Pednault, 1988] as follows:

Suppose that we have a world that consists of three objects—a briefcase, a dictionary,

and a paycheck—each of which may be situated in one of two locations: the home or

the office. Actions are available for putting objects in the briefcase, and for taking

objects out, as well as for carrying the briefcase between two locations. Initially,

the briefcase, the dictionary, and the paycheck are at home; the paycheck is in the

briefcase, but the dictionary is not. The goal is to have the briefcase and dictionary

at the office and the paycheck at home.
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To model this domain, we import the commonsense motion library, and view the

briefcase as an instance of class vehicles, the dictionary and paycheck as instances of

carriables, and the two locations as instances of points. The action of putting objects

in the briefcase is an instance of grasp, where the briefcase “takes hold” of one of the

two objects (dictionary or paycheck). Similarly, taking objects out of the briefcase is

an instance of release, where the briefcase “releases hold” of the object. Pednault

does not consider a person carrying the briefcase in his problem description, so we

do not either. We view the carrying of the suitcase between points as an instance of

move with the briefcase as its actor. As in the formalization of the River Crossing

domain, we need to add a state constraint defining can reach as before. Following

our methodology for knowledge representation, this executability condition would be

part of a module called main. The resulting system description looks as follows:

system description briefcase

theory briefcase

import commonsense motion

module main

depends on grasp and release

axioms

state constraints

can reach(X, Y ) if loc in(X) = loc in(Y ).

structure

briefcase in vehicles

dictionary, paycheck in carriables

home, office in points

carry briefcase(P1, P2) in move

actor = briefcase

origin = P1

dest = P2
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put in briefcase(C) in grasp

grasper = briefcase

grasped thing = C

take out from briefcase(C) in release

releaser = briefcase

released thing = C

Note that the specification of the initial situation and goal particular to a scenario

are not part of system description of ALM. Hence, they do not appear in the above

system description.

7.2 Extending our Motion Library: Supporters

We would now like to address other simple domains: Blocks World, Towers of

Hanoi, and Monkey and Banana. Representing them by just importing the existing

commonsense motion library is not as straightforward as previously because these

domains refer to some general knowledge that is not yet captured by the motion li-

brary. In particular, a special type of things is referenced in these domains: things

that have a flat top where other things can be placed. We will call such objects

supporters. As supporters are a recurrent class of objects, we create a new mod-

ule describing it, called supporter, and add it to our commonsense motion library.

In general, our methodology recommends storing modules that capture general and

reusable knowledge in the appropriate library, based on the theme of the module.

module supporter

depends on grasp and release

class declarations

supporters : things

attributes

top : points

constraints
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top(Y ) 6= U if top(X) = U,

instance(X, supporters),

instance(Y, supporters),

X 6= Y.

axioms

executability conditions

¬occurs(X) if instance(X,move),

actor(X) = A,

holding(A, T ),

dest(X) = top(T ).

The attribute constraint in this module says that two supporters cannot share the

same top. The executability condition says that an actor cannot move on top of a

thing that he is holding.

The extended version of the commonsense motion library is illustrated graphi-

cally in Figure 7.2. In the next subsections, we show how the extended version of the

library can be used to model some domains.

Figure 7.2: The Extended commonsense motion Library

7.2.1 Blocks World

The Blocks World problem says the following: There are some cubic blocks of the

same size sitting on a table. The goal is to build different configurations of vertical

stacks of blocks. Only one block may be moved at a time: it may either be placed on
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the table or placed atop another block. Only one block can sit on top of another block.

Any blocks that are, at a given time, under another block cannot be moved.

To model this domain, we import the commonsense motion library, now extended

with the supporter module. For simplicity, blocks are seen as vehicles; they are also

supporters, as other blocks can be stacked on top of them. The main module contains

knowledge particular to this domain: a state constraint saying that the top of a thing

is occupied if there is something located in it, and executability conditions saying that

a thing with an occupied top cannot move and two things cannot move simultaneously.

system description blocks world

theory blocks world

import commonsense motion

module main

depends on supporter

axioms

state constraints

occupied(P ) if top(T ) = P,

loc in(X) = P.

executability conditions

¬occurs(X) if instance(X,move),

actor(X) = B,

top(B) = P,

occupied(P ).

¬occurs(X) if instance(X,move),

instance(Y,move),

occurs(Y ),

X 6= Y.

This was the theory of our system description. We now define the structure

corresponding to a particular domain in which there are n blocks, where n is some

numerical constant. The first block is denoted by the constant b(1), the second block
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by b(2), and so on. For each of the n blocks there is an instance of class points that

represents the top of that block. The top of block b(X), where X ranges from 1 to

n, is denoted by t(X) (see the third instance definition below). Hence, the top of the

first block is represented by the constant t(1), the top of the second block by t(2),

etc. The table itself is also an instance of points. Note the use of “where” statements

in instance definitions, which allows us to define multiple instances in a compact way.

structure

table in points

t(X) in points where instance(X, 1..n)

b(X) in vehicles, supporters where instance(X, 1..n)

top = t(X)

move(B,P1, P2) in move

actor = B

origin = P1

dest = P2

7.2.2 Towers of Hanoi

The classical puzzle of the Towers of Hanoi can be modeled in a similar way to

the Blocks World. This puzzle says the following: There are three pegs and several

disks of different sizes. Initially the disks are stacked in the ascending order of their

size on one peg, with the smallest disk at the top. The objective is to move the entire

stack to another peg, by moving disks one at the time, with the constraint that no disk

may be placed on top of a smaller disk.

To represent this domain, we introduce a class disks that is a special case of

vehicles and supporters and has an additional attribute: its size. Notice that the

creation of the new class is needed because of the added attribute. State constraints

specify that only one thing can be located in each point in space and that the disk on

top of another disk has to have a smaller size. An executability condition prevents
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disks with an occupied top from moving and another one prohibits bigger disks to be

moved on top of smaller disks.

system description towers of hanoi

theory towers of hanoi

import commonsense motion

module main

depends on supporter

class declarations

disk : vehicles, supporters

attributes

size : 1..maxint

axioms

state constraints

occupied(P ) if loc in(D) = P.

loc in(D) 6= top(D1) if size(D) ≥ size(D1).

executability conditions

¬occurs(X) if instance(X,move),

actor(X) = A,

top(A) = P,

occupied(P ).

¬occurs(X) if instance(X,move),

actor(X) = D,

dest(X) = top(D1),

size(D) ≥ size(D1).

In the structure below, we assume that there are n disks, where n is some numerical

constant. Disks are denoted by terms of the type d(X) where X ranges from 1 to n.

Each disk will have an instance of sort points as its top. The top of disk d(1) will be

denoted by t(1), and so on. The size of a disk will be equal to the index of the disk.

For instance, the size of d(1) is 1. The three pegs are instances of points.
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structure

peg1, peg2, peg3 in points

t(X) in points where instance(X, 1..n)

d(X) in disks where instance(X, 1..n)

top = t(X)

size = X

move(D,P1, P2) in move

actor = D

origin = P1

dest = P2

7.2.3 Monkey and Banana

Let us now consider the Monkey and Banana problem: A monkey is in a room.

Suspended from the ceiling is a bunch of bananas, beyond the monkey’s reach. In the

room there is also a box. The ceiling is just the right height so that a monkey standing

on the box under the bananas can reach the bananas. The monkey can move around,

carry other things around, climb on the box, and reach for the bananas. What is the

best sequence of actions for the monkey to get the bananas?

We model this domain by importing the commonsense motion library, and declar-

ing in the main module three new sorts specific to the problem: monkeys, which are

vehicles; boxes that are both supporters and carriables; and bananas, which are car-

riables. We also declare a new function: the static under : points×points→ booleans

specifying whether one point in space is exactly under another one. The definition of

can reach in module main says that a monkey can reach a box if it is located where

the box is and a monkey can reach the bananas if it is located on top of a box that

is located exactly under the bananas. The executability condition says that a vehicle

can only get on top of supporters located in the same point as him.
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system description monkey and bananas

theory monkey and bananas

import commonsense motion

module main

depends on supporter

class declarations

monkeys : vehicles

boxes : supporters, carriables

bananas : carriables

function declarations

static under : points× points→ booleans

axioms

state constraints

can reach(M,B) if instance(M,monkeys),

instance(B, boxes),

loc in(M) = loc in(B).

can reach(M,Ban) if instance(M,monkeys),

instance(Ban, bananas),

instance(B, boxes),

loc in(M) = top(B),

under(loc in(B), loc in(Ban)).

executability conditions

¬occurs(X) if instance(X,move),

actor(X) = M,

dest(X) = top(B),

loc in(M) 6= loc in(B).

This was the theory of our system description. We now define its structure. In

particular, we define five points in space, which we name: box top to denote the top
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of the box; ceiling for the initial location of the bananas; under bananas for the

point exactly under ceiling; initial monkey for the initial location of the monkey;

and initial box for the initial location of the box.

structure

box top, ceiling, under bananas, initial monkey, initial box in points

m in monkeys

banana bunch in bananas

box in boxes

top = box top

move(A,P ) in move

actor = A

dest = P

carry(A,C, P ) in carry

actor = A

carried thing = C

dest = P

grasp(A, T ) in grasp

grasper = A

grasped thing = T

7.3 Extending our Motion Library: Areas

Notice that so far, the spatial layout of the domain was characterized by a collec-

tion of points in space, where a thing could only be located in one point at a time.

This kind of layout may be too simplistic for some scenarios, for instance when deal-

ing with areas that are part of other areas (e.g., a city that is part of a country that is

part of a continent, etc.). To characterize such a spatial layout, we introduce a class

areas (referring to roughly bounded parts of space or surface having some specific

characteristic or function) and two relations, within and disjoint, defined on areas.

Module basic geography below encodes this information.
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module basic geography

class declarations

areas

function declarations

static within : areas× areas→ booleans

static disjoint : areas× areas→ booleans

axioms

state constraints

within(A1, A2) if within(A1, A),

within(A,A2).

¬within(A2, A1) if within(A1, A2),

A1 6= A2.

¬within(A1, A2) if disjoint(A1, A2).

disjoint(A2, A1) ≡ disjoint(A1, A2).

disjoint(A1, A2) if within(A1, A3),

disjoint(A2, A3).

¬disjoint(A1, A2) if within(A1, A2).

¬disjoint(A,A).

To characterize motion between areas, we introduce a new module. This new

module, called move between areas, is similar to move between points but contains

an action class move whose origin and destination are areas. A new fluent is required

to characterize the location of things, as one thing can now be located in several

areas if those areas are situated one within another. We call this new fluent in, where

in : things× areas→ booleans.

module move between areas

depends on basic geography

class declarations

things
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vehicles : things

move : actions

attributes

actor : vehicles

origin : areas

dest : areas

function declarations

inertial in : things× areas→ booleans

axioms

dynamic causal laws

in(O,A) if instance(X,move), occurs(X),

actor(X) = O,

dest(X) = A.

¬in(O,A) if instance(X,move), occurs(X),

actor(X) = O,

origin(X) = A.

state constraints

in(O,A2) if within(A1, A2), in(O,A1).

¬in(O,A2) if disjoint(A1, A2), in(O,A1).

executability conditions

¬occurs(X) if instance(X,move),

actor(X) = O,

dest(X) = A,

in(O,A).

¬occurs(X) if instance(X,move),

actor(X) = O,

origin(X) = A,

¬in(O,A).
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The knowledge captured by modules basic geography and move between areas

is quite general. Hence, we assume that the two modules are included in the library

commonsense motion. The new structure of the library can be seen in Figure 7.3.

Figure 7.3: The Second Extension of the commonsense motion Library

At this point, the library contains two alternative declarations of action class

move: one in which the origin and destination are points and another one in which

they are areas. The user may decide which one to select depending on the charac-

teristics of the domain to model. The user should no longer import the whole library

in his system description, but rather import only the module(s) corresponding to the

desired type of move. If a user imported both modules, move between points and

move between areas, the result would not be a theory according to Definition 8 be-

cause the class move would be declared twice in the resulting collection of modules.

Moreover, the declarations of move are different in the two modules: its attributes

origin and dest are of type points in move between points and of type areas in

move between areas.

Next, we show an application of move between areas to modeling travel domains.

7.3.1 Travel Domain

Let us consider a travel domain described in [Todorova & Gelfond, 2012]: There

are several areas and a hierarchy of classes of movable objects. The movement of an
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object into an area changes not only its position, but also the cardinality of the sets of

objects from different classes located in this (and other) areas. Objects of the domain

can execute two types of actions: enter into an area or leave an area.

The modules basic geography and move between areas are appropriate for rep-

resenting this domain. In addition, this domain requires some representation of hi-

erarchies of classes—in this case, tree hierarchies: “a collection of classes connected

by arrows, which indicate the subclass relation between classes.” Tree hierarchies

are a pervasive type of data structure, so we decided to create a separate module

that describes them. The module, called tree hierarchy, is part of a second library,

data structures. We create a class nodes to refer to nodes of the tree hierarchy;

nodes have an attribute parent : nodes→ nodes that describes arcs of the hierarchy.

Several statics are used to describe other properties of the tree hierarchy.

module tree hierarchy

class declarations

nodes

attributes

parent : nodes

function declarations

static root : nodes→ booleans

static leaf : nodes→ booleans

static descendant : nodes× nodes→ booleans

axioms

state constraints

root(X) if N = #count{Y : parent(X) = Y },

N = 0.

¬root(X) if N = #count{Y : parent(X) = Y },

N > 0.

leaf(X) if N = #count{Y : parent(Y ) = X},

N = 0.
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¬leaf(X) if N = #count{Y : parent(Y ) = X},

N > 0.

descendant(C1, C2) if parent(C1) = C2.

descendant(C1, C2) if parent(C1) = C3,

descendant(C3, C2).

In addition, Todorova and Gelfond define an instance of a class hierarchy as “a

set of objects called the universe of the hierarchy, and a mapping of class names

into subsets of the universe, which respects the hierarchy’s subclass relation.” We

place the formalization of an instance of a hierarchy in a separate module called

populated tree hierarchy, which depends on our previous module and is stored in

the same library, data structures. (This would allow for the independent use of

tree hierarchy when dealing with scenarios that do not mention the instantiation of

a hierarchy.) We declare a sort objects. To express the mapping of an object into a

node of the hierarchy, we add an attribute m link to class objects.

module populated tree hierarchy

depends on tree hierarchy

class declarations

objects

attributes

m link : nodes

function declarations

static member : objects× nodes→ booleans

static is defined : objects→ booleans

static universe cardinality : 0..maxint

axioms

state constraints

member(O,C) if m link(O) = C.
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member(O,C2) if parent(C1) = C2,

member(O,C1).

¬member(O,C2) if member(O,C1),

parent(C1) = parent(C2),

C1 6= C2.

is defined(O) if leaf(C),

member(O,C).

After introducing the new library called data structures, our knowledge base

consists of the two libraries illustrated in Figure 7.4. Of course, both libraries can be

expanded in the future by new modules.

Figure 7.4: Our Knowledge Base

Let us now consider one of the scenarios in [Todorova & Gelfond, 2012] (Example

1, adapted here): Professor D and two of his students, A and B, entered the empty

room. They were immediately followed by professor C. Then, A left the room. Is A

in the room? How many people are in the room? How many students? How many

professors? We formalize it by the following system description:
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system description travel domain

theory travel domain

import move between areas from commonsense motion

import populated tree hierarchy from data structures

module main

depends on move between areas

depends on populated tree hierarchy

axioms

state constraints

disjoint(A1, A2) if A1 6= A2.

¬within(A,A).

This was the theory of our system description. For the particular scenario above,

we define the following structure. Note that a, b, c, and d are both vehicles and

objects of the tree hierarchy. The actions enter and leave are defined as instances of

move with one unspecified attribute (origin and dest, respectively).

structure

room in areas

people in nodes

professors in nodes

parent = people

students in nodes

parent = people

a, b in vehicles, objects

m link = students

c, d in vehicles, objects

m link = professors
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enter(X, Y ) in move

actor = X

dest = Y

leave(X, Y ) in move

actor = X

origin = Y

Let us now connect our ALM representation of travel domains with the ASP

representation presented in [Todorova & Gelfond, 2012]. For that, we will introduce

some preliminary definitions and then formulate a proposition.

Let LF be a travel logic form as defined in [Todorova & Gelfond, 2012]. Let Mn

and Pn
1 (LF ) be the programs defined in [Todorova & Gelfond, 2012].

By D(LF ) we denote the system description consisting of a theory formed by

modules move between areas and populated tree hierarchy defined above, and a

structure S defined as follows:

• For every fact

root(c)

in LF , S contains a statement

c in nodes

• For every fact

c link(c1, c2)

in LF , S contains a statement

c1 in nodes

parent = c2

• For every fact

m link(o, c)
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in LF , S contains a statement

o in objects, vehicles

m link = c

• For every fact

area(a)

in LF , S contains a statement

a in areas

• S contains the statements

enter(X, Y ) in move

actor = X

dest = Y

leave(X, Y ) in move

actor = X

origin = Y

Let Πn(D(LF )) be the ASP encoding of D(LF ) described in 6.2, where the vari-

able I for time steps ranges from 0 to n.

Let Πn(LF ) be the program obtained from Πn(D(LF )) by: (1) renaming sorts

nodes as class, objects as object, and areas as area, and relation parent as c link;

(2) adding all facts of the form hpd(a, i) or obs(f, v, i) from LF ; (3) adding the rules

that define predicates answer from Mn; and (4) adding the following rules:

holds(F, 0) ← obs(F, true, 0).

¬holds(F, 0) ← obs(F, false, 0).

Proposition 1. For any complete logic form LF , Πn(LF ) and Pn
1 (LF ) are equivalent

in terms of their answer sets.

This ends our illustration of the methodology of representing knowledge in ALM.

In the next section we briefly summarize the key points of our methodology.
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7.4 Summary of Knowledge Representation Methodology

The following practices are recommended when representing knowledge in ALM.

• Reuse knowledge from the existing libraries when appropriate.

• Place knowledge particular to a specific class of domains in a module called

main of the theory of your system description.

• Group knowledge into modules based on the theme of such knowledge.

• Separate knowledge into two or more modules to maintain a manageable module

size and to allow for the independent use of knowledge.

• Maintain a low height for the dependency hierarchy corresponding to modules

in a library.

• Remember that the initial situation and goal(s) of a scenario are not part of an

ALM system description.
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CHAPTER VIII

METHODOLOGY OF ALM’S USE IN SOLVING COMPUTATIONAL TASKS

As mentioned in the introduction, one of the goals of Artificial Intelligence is

to learn how to create software components for intelligent agents capable of rea-

soning about, and acting in dynamic domains. Intelligent agents are assumed to

be equipped with mathematical models of the dynamic domains and some reason-

ing algorithms. In the previous chapter, we showed how concise models of dis-

crete dynamic domains can be created in an elaboration tolerant way using mod-

ular action language ALM. We now turn our attention to reasoning algorithms

for solving different computational problems and to how these algorithms can be

used together with domain descriptions written in our language. In particular, we

describe a methodology of using ALM in solving various tasks such as temporal

projection1, planning2, diagnosis3, or question answering 4. Our methodology is

based on previous work [Baral et al., 1997, Lifschitz, 1999, Baral & Gelfond, 2000,

Balduccini & Gelfond, 2003a, Balduccini, 2004, Baral et al., 2004, Balduccini, 2005,

Baral et al., 2005, Balduccini et al., 2008, Gelfond & Kahl, 2012] in which action lan-

guages and ASP, or its extension CR-Prolog [Balduccini & Gelfond, 2003b], were used

to perform these tasks.

In the remainder of this chapter, we present the outline of our general methodology

for ALM’s use in solving computational tasks in Section 8.1. We then exemplify this

methodology for some tasks: temporal projection in Section 8.2, temporal projection

with intended actions in Section 8.3, planning in Section 8.4, and diagnosis in Section

8.5. We briefly discuss the particularities of question answering in Section 8.6. An

extensive example on question answering will be presented in Chapter IX.

1Determining the values of fluents of the domain along a given trajectory.
2Finding a sequence of actions which may take the system from the current state to a goal state.
3 Finding explanations for unexpected observations.
4Answering questions posed in natural language about a text also provided in natural language.
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8.1 General Methodology

Imagine that we wanted to create an automated and rational intelligent agent

capable of solving one or more computational tasks in the context of some dynamic

domains. To do that, we would provide the intelligent agent with some background

knowledge:

• A collection of ALM library modules and/or system descriptions. We call this

collection the library. The library may include both commonsense and expert

knowledge.

• A collection of ASP/CR-Prolog programs for solving computational tasks. We

call such programs reasoning modules5, based on the terminology in

[Balduccini & Gelfond, 2003a, Balduccini, 2005]. Reasoning modules are

domain-independent.

We would formalize the knowledge in the library using the methodology described

in Chapter VII. To create the ASP/CR-Prolog reasoning modules, we would adopt

established methods from the literature.

The input for our intelligent agent would be a scenario, which includes the descrip-

tion of a domain, the evolution of the domain up to some time step (i.e., a recorded

history), and the task to be solved. For certain tasks (e.g., question answering), the

agent may receive the input in the form of a text written in natural language. In

this case, the agent would have to automatically extract the relevant information

contained by the scenario and translate it into some logic form that it can later use

for solving the task. In most cases, however, we would manually process the input

for the agent.

In the end, the relevant information in a scenario would be specified as a tuple

consisting of:

• a system description D
5Reasoning modules should not be confused with modules of ALM.
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• a recorded history Γn of D up to the current time step n

• a reasoning module Ω

• additional information Q defining the goal, query, etc.

D may either be a system description from the library or a system description

obtained by putting together some modules from the library with instance definitions

extracted from the scenario.

The recorded history Γn of D up to step n is a collection of observations, i.e.,

statements of the type:

obs(eq(f, v), i)

obs(neq(f, v), i)

where 0 ≤ i ≤ n, saying that, in the ith state of the trajectory, function f was

observed to have (or not to have) value v; and

hpd(a, i)

¬hpd(a, i)

where 0 ≤ i < n, saying that elementary action a was observed to have happened (or

not to have happened) at the ith step of the trajectory. For diagnosis, observations

must be limited to the state preceding the current one, i.e., 0 < i < n in obs atoms.

For certain scenarios, the history may also include facts of the type

intend(α, i)

where 0 ≤ i < n, saying that the execution of action or sequence of actions α was

intended at step i.

The additional information would depend on the task to be solved. In the case

of temporal projection, there may either be no additional information (if we are

interested in the values of all fluents along a trajectory) or the additional information

Q may consist of atoms of the type:

query(f, i)
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inquiring about the value of function f at some time step i.

For planning problems, the goal would be provided. A goal is a collection G of

user-defined fluent literals over the signature of D. The goal would be encoded by

the additional information Q using the relation h defined in Section 6.2:6

goal(I) ← h(Gpos, I),

¬h(Gneg, I).

where Gpos is the subset of positive literals in G and Gneg is the subset of negative

literals in G.

Normally, no additional information is specified for diagnosis problems.

A query Q would be provided for question answering tasks. This may resemble

the queries for temporal projection or may have a more complex form.

The intelligent agent is expected to produce as an output the solution(s) to the

given task. According to our methodology, the software component emulating the

intelligent agent would find the solutions by performing the following steps:

1. Translate the system description D into a logic program Πn(D) according to

the semantics described in Section 6.2, where the sort step ranges from 0 to n.

2. Create a logic program P by putting together the program Πn(D), the recorded

history Γn, the reasoning module Ω, and the additional information Q:

P =def Πn(D) ∪ Γn ∪ Ω ∪Q

3. Compute the answer sets of P using either a general purpose ASP solver

(e.g., clasp [Gebser et al., 2007], dlv [Leone et al., 2006], smodels

6 If f = v is an atom and f is a term obtained from a static fluent, then

h(val(f, v), i) =def val(f, v) and h(has val(f), i) =def has val(f)

whereas if f is obtained from an inertial or defined fluent, then

h(val(f, v), i) =def holds(val(f, v), i) and h(has val(f), i) =def holds(has val(f), i).

If σ is a collection of function atoms, then h(σ, i) =def {h(l, i) : l ∈ σ}.
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[Niemelä & Simons, 1997], cmodels [Giunchiglia et al., 2004b]) or the

inference engine crmodels [Balduccini & Gelfond, 2003b, Balduccini, 2007a]

for CR-Prolog.

Answer sets of P will correspond to solutions to the given task.

Note that the only thing that changes for different computational tasks are the

reasoning module Ω and the additional information Q that are part of program P .

In the next sections we show how different problems are solved using this ap-

proach. For that, we consider some examples and assume that our intelligent agent

has access to a library consisting of modules move between points, carrying things,

and graps and release from Chapter V.

8.2 Temporal Projection

Let us imagine that our intelligent agent has to solve the temporal projection

problem described by the following scenario:

S1 : “John was in Paris. He was holding his suitcase. Then, John went to

London. Where was his suitcase at the end of the story?

As we are not focusing on answering questions from natural language, we extract

the relevant information from the scenario for the agent. We first need to obtain a

system description D describing this domain. It is clear that the scenario is about

things that move between points in space and about things that can be carried around.

Hence, we select modules move between points and carrying things from our library

and import them in the theory of D. The scenario talks about a thing that can move

by itself (John), a thing that can be carried (the suitcase), some points in space (Paris

and London), and a moving action (John going to London). Hence, we add to D the

following structure:

structure

john in movers

suitcase in carriables
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paris, london in points

move(john, london) in move

actor = john

dest = london

Next, we extract the recorded history Γ1(S1), where 1 is the current step:

obs(eq(loc in(john), paris), 0)

obs(eq(holding(john, suitcase), true), 0)

hpd(move(john, london), 0)

The question at the end of the scenario indicates a temporal projection task. We

select the reasoning module Ωtp for temporal projection from the agent’s background

knowledge. Ωtp connects the predicates obs and hpd from the history with hypothet-

ical relations holds and occurs, respectively, which describe the transition diagram

of the domain (see Chapter VI). In Ωtp’s definition, we will reuse the relation h from

Section 6.2 and use the variable I for steps.

Ωtp is defined, based on previous work in [Baral & Gelfond, 2000], as follows:

• For every action instance a in D, Ωtp contains the rules:

occurs(A, I) ← hpd(A, I).

¬occurs(A, I) ← ¬hpd(A, I).

h(val(F, V ), 0) ← obs(eq(F, V ), 0).

¬h(val(F, V ), 0) ← obs(neq(F, V ), 0).

together with the Reality Check Axioms:

← obs(eq(F, V ), I),

not h(val(F, V ), I),

function(F ),

range(F, V ).
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← obs(neq(F, V ), I),

not ¬h(val(F, V ), I),

function(F ),

range(F, V ).

and rules to solve queries:

answer(val(F, V ), I) ← query(F, I),

h(val(F, V ), I).

Finally, we extract the additional information Q(S1) about the query from the sce-

nario:

query(loc in(suitcase), 1)

saying that we are interested in the location of the suitcase at 1, the last step of the

story.

We give as an input to the intelligent agent the tuple 〈 D, Γ1(S1), Ωtp, Q(S1) 〉.

The agent translates D into a logic program, assembles the program P1 = Π1(D) ∪

Γ1(S1) ∪ Ωtp ∪ Q(S1), and computes the answer sets of P1 using some ASP solver.

The unique answer set of P1 will contain the atom:

answer(val(loc in(suitcase), london), 1)

indicating that the solution to the given temporal projection task is that the suitcase

is located in London at the end of the story.

8.3 Temporal Projection with Intentions

We now consider a different scenario:

S2 : “John was in Paris. He was holding his suitcase. John planned to go to

London. Where was his suitcase at the end of the story?

The system description D extracted from this scenario is the same as the one

in the previous section. The history Γ1(S2) is different in that the observation

hpd(move(john, london), 0) is replaced by intend(move(john, london), 0):
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obs(eq(loc in(john), paris), 0)

obs(eq(holding(john, suitcase), true), 0)

intend(move(john, london), 0)

A reasoning module Ωtpi for temporal projection with intentions is selected. Ωtpi

extends Ωtp from Section 8.2 by an ASP encoding of a theory of intentions (see Ap-

pendix C). In particular, the theory of intentions contains the non-procrastination

axiom saying that “Normally intended actions are executed the moment such execu-

tion becomes possible”:

occurs(A, I) ← instance(A, actions),

intend(A, I),

not ¬occurs(A, I).

and the persistence axiom saying that “Unfulfilled intentions persist”:

intend(A, I + 1) ← instance(A, actions),

intend(A, I),

¬occurs(A, I),

not ¬intend(A, I + 1).

The additional information Q(S2) is identical to Q(S1), as we are still interested in

the location of the suitcase at the end of the story. The intelligent agent assembles a

program P2 by putting together the translation of D, the history Γ1(S2), the reasoning

module Ωtpi, and the additional information Q(S2). The answer set of program P2

will contain

answer(val(loc in(suitcase), london), 1)

occurs(move(john, london), 0)

indicating that the suitcase is located in London at the end of the story (i.e., at time

step 1), as John’s intended action of going to London was fulfilled at time step 0.

8.4 Planning

We consider the scenario:
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S3. John is in Paris. He is holding his suitcase. Can he get his suitcase to

London?

This requires solving a planning problem. As before, we use the same system descrip-

tion D. The history Γ1(S3) looks as follows:

obs(eq(loc in(john), paris), 0)

obs(eq(holding(john, suitcase), true), 0)

(It is similar to the previous history but it contains no hpd or intend atoms.) Addi-

tional information specifying the goal is provided by Q(S3):

goal(I) ← holds(val(loc in(suitcase), london), I).

A reasoning module Ωpl for planning is selected [Lifschitz, 1999, Balduccini, 2004,

Gelfond & Kahl, 2012] . Ωpl is a CR-Prolog module extending Ωtp by the following

rules:

success ← goal(I),

I ≤ n.

← not success.

r1(A, I) : occurs(A, I)
+←− instance(A, actions).

something happened(I) ← occurs(A, I).

← not something happened(I),

something happened(I + 1).

It computes minimal plans by the use of the cr-rule r1 and the two regular rules that

follow it.

The intelligent agent would use the inference engine crmodels to compute answer

sets of the program P3 resulting from putting together all the above mentioned parts.

P3 will have one answer set containing:

goal(1)

occurs(move(john, london), 0)

This means that John can indeed get his suitcase to London, and that he can achieve

his goal at step 1 by executing action move(john, london) at step 0.
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Notice that most of the scenarios presented in Chapter VII (River Crossing, Ped-

nault’s Briefcase, Blocks World, Towers of Hanoi, Monkey and Banana) require solv-

ing a planning problem as they mention a “goal” or an “objective”.

8.5 Diagnosis

Finally, let us assume that we want our intelligent agent to solve the task in the

scenario:

S4. Bob was in Paris. John was also in Paris. John was holding his suitcase.

Later on, he noticed that he no longer had his suitcase. What happened?

Why was his suitcase missing?

This scenario describes a diagnosis problem.

Let us assume that for this scenario, we extract a system description D(S4), which

extends our previous system description D by the declaration of a special type of

actions, exogenous actions, in the theory of D(S4):

exogenous actions : actions

and the definition of mover Bob and of an exogenous grasping action

grasp(bob, suitcase) in the structure of D(S4):

bob in movers

grasp(bob, suitcase) in grasp, exogenous actions

actor = bob

patient = suitcase

We extract from the scenario a history Γ2(S4), where 2 is the current time step:

obs(eq(loc in(bob), paris), 0)

obs(eq(loc in(john), paris), 0)

obs(eq(holding(john, suitcase), true), 0)

obs(eq(holding(john, suitcase), false), 1)

Notice that observations end at step 1, before the current step 2. No additional

information is provided.
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A reasoning module Ωdiag for diagnosis is selected. This is a CR-Prolog module

adopted from [Balduccini & Gelfond, 2003a, Gelfond & Kahl, 2012]. It consists of

the rules in Ωtp and the cr-rule:

occurs(A, I)
+←− instance(A, exogenous actions),

0 ≤ I < n.

where n is a numerical constant for the current time step; for scenario S4, n = 2.

The intelligent agent will produce a CR-Prolog program P4 by putting together

all the necessary parts. The program will have a unique answer set containing the

atom:

occurs(grasp(bob, suitcase), 0)

This says that the explanation for the unexpected observation that John no longer

had his suitcase at step 1 is that Bob grasped it at step 0. Solutions to diagnosis

problems will depend on the exogenous actions appearing in the selected system

description given as an input to the intelligent agent.

8.6 Question Answering

In this section we briefly discuss the particularities of question answering (QA) in

comparison with other computational tasks.

An intelligent agent capable of solving QA tasks normally receives as an input a

scenario written in natural language, consisting of a text and a question. It uses meth-

ods of computational linguistics [Balduccini et al., 2008] to analyze this information:

it extracts a relevant ALM system description D for the text, a reasoning module Ω

for the task described in the query, and translates the scenario into a suitable logic

form. The text is translated into a recorded history Γn and the question is translated

into a query Q. Note that a scenario given in natural language and its automated

analysis are normally not required in the case of other computational tasks such as

temporal projection, planning, or diagnosis.
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After this part is accomplished, the QA agent performs the same steps as for other

tasks [Baral et al., 2004, Baral et al., 2005, Balduccini et al., 2008]: takes the tuple

〈 D,Γn,Ω,Q 〉, produces an ASP or CR-Prolog program P out of it, and computes

answer sets of P . These answer sets will correspond to answers to the input question.

In the next chapter, we will present a QA application based on ALM and ASP.
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CHAPTER IX

A CASE STUDY: APPLICATION OF ALM TO QUESTION ANSWERING

In this chapter we report on the use of ALM and of our Question Answering

(QA) methodology to create a QA system called ALMAS for a real-life applica-

tion, the Digital Aristotle developed by Project Halo.1 Project Halo is a research

effort by Vulcan Inc. towards the development of a “Digital Aristotle”–“an applica-

tion containing large volumes of scientific knowledge and capable of applying sophisti-

cated problem-solving methods to answer novel questions” [Gunning et al., 2010]. The

initial system was only able to reason and answer questions about static domains.

It lacked a methodology for answering questions about dynamic domains: at that

time, it was not clear how to represent and reason about such domains in Flora-2

[Kifer, 2005], the language used in the Digital Aristotle. Flora-2 is an object-

oriented declarative language based on the well-founded semantics of logic programs

[Van Gelder et al., 1991]. The inference engine with an identical name is based on

XSB [Chen & Warren, 1996]. Our task within Project Halo was to create a Flora-2

methodology for answering questions about temporal projection in dynamic domains.

Our goal was to see if ALM facilitates the design of knowledge bases containing

the corresponding background knowledge and if provable correct and efficient logic

programming algorithms can be developed that use this knowledge for answering

non-trivial questions about the texts.

Our first task within the project was to formalize knowledge about a specific bio-

logical process, cell division. We represented the cell division domain in our modular

language, which allowed us to obtain a concise and elaboration tolerant domain for-

malization. Note that at the time we only had our initial version of ALM; work on

this project allowed us to see possible improvements of the original design that led to

the second version of ALM.

Next, we created a QA system, ALMAS, based on ALM and ASP, using the

1www.projecthalo.com/
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methodology described in Sections 8.1 and 8.6. The new system was able to an-

swer questions about cell division and other biological domains. Although successful,

ALMAS could not be easily incorporated in the form of the Digital Aristotle cur-

rent at that time, as this was based on a different logic formalism, the Flora-2

declarative language. Hence, we had to create a second QA system compatible with

the Digital Aristotle. We called it the Flora-2 system. The system is similar to

ALMAS, as it is derived from it by modifying the original translation from ALM

into ASP according to the syntactic requirements of Flora-2.

We created a library of system descriptions of ALM formalizing the cell division

domain at different levels of granularity. This library was available to both QA sys-

tems. We ignored the processing of the natural language in the input, as that task was

assigned to other collaborators on Project Halo. Hence, each text-question pair was

manually associated with a system description of ALM. However, automating this

task is not difficult because the library of system descriptions is known and the granu-

larity level can be obtained from keywords in the text-question pair. For instance, the

presence of the keyword “DNA” indicates the need to use the most detailed system

description, cell cycle(2) below. Note that the most detailed formalization produces

correct answers for all input pairs, but using a coarser grained representation when-

ever possible is normally beneficial in terms of readability and efficiency. We also

extracted by hand the history and query encodings for each example. We designed

and implemented automatic translations of the original version of ALM into ASP

and Flora-2, respectively. The two systems used script files to assemble the neces-

sary logic program for each input pair and to run the appropriate solver to produce

answers. The ALMAS system used the clasp answer set solver. The Flora-2

system used the XSB-based inference engine with the same name.

In what follows, we present the common part of the two QA systems in Section

9.1: the formalization of the cell division domain in ALM. Here, we update the

original formalization to the current syntax of ALM. Next, we present the ASP-

based QA system ALMAS and the Flora-2 system in more detail in Section 9.2
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and 9.3, respectively. We conclude with a comparison between the two in Section

9.4. Our work on the Digital Aristotle was previously presented in [Inclezan, 2010,

Inclezan & Gelfond, 2011].

9.1 Formalizing Biological Knowledge in ALM

The representation of the cell division domain is not trivial: it involves the creation

of libraries describing specialized biological knowledge. It also requires elaborating a

formalization of naturally evolving processes, i.e., series of phases and sub-phases

that follow one another in a specific order, unless interrupted. We represented such

processes as sequences of actions intended by nature and used a commonsense theory

of intentions to reason about them. In what follows, we briefly introduce the domain

of cell division and present our formalization of this process in ALM. We exemplify

how we encoded histories in logic form to reflect our intuition that all cells have the

natural intention to divide.

9.1.1 The Cell Division Domain

Cell division (or cell cycle) refers to the phases a cell goes through from its “birth”

to its division into two daughter cells. Cells consist of a number of parts, which in

turn consist of other parts. We will focus here on eukaryotic cells (i.e., cells that

contain a visibly evident nucleus). Eukaryotic cells contain organelles, cytoplasm,

and a nucleus; the nucleus contains chromosomes, and the description can continue

with more detailed parts. The eukaryotic cell cycle consists of an interphase and

a mitotic phase. The interphase is mostly a growth phase, preparing the cell for

division. The mitotic phase duplicates the nucleus and then divides the cell and the

nuclei within it. This results in two daughter cells that are identical to the original one.

The interphase and the mitotic phase are conventionally described as sequences of

sub-phases. Depending on the level of detail of the description, these sub-phases may

be simple events or sequences of other sub-phases. For example, the more detailed

mitotic phase is described as a sequence of two sub-phases: mitosis and cytokinesis.
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Mitosis, in turn, can be seen as a sequence of five sub-phases, etc. Certain chemicals,

if introduced in the cell, can interfere with the ordered succession of events that is

the cell cycle.

Answering questions about cell division requires: (1) knowing what the structure

of the cell is at each stage of the cell cycle, and (2) understanding what motivates

the succession of phases. This second point is especially interesting, as it calls for a

method of representing and reasoning about naturally evolving processes in general.

9.1.2 Formalizing Cell Division in ALM

We formalized the knowledge of cell division in ALM using techniques described

in Chapter VII. We created two small library modules. One of them was a general

commonsense module describing sequences and sequences of actions in particular.

The other module was a specialized one formalizing the biological phenomenon of cell

division. These library modules formed a general theory that we used in answering

all of the test questions.

We begin with the presentation of our commonsense module describing sequences.

This module, called sequence, captures our formalization of naturally evolving pro-

cesses and of cell division in particular. The atom component(S,N) = E appearing

in the axioms of module sequence is supposed to be read as “the N th component of

sequence S is E”.

module sequence

class declarations

sequences

attributes

length : 1..maxint

component : 1..maxint→ universe

constraints

¬instance(S, sequences) if component(S,N) = E,

N > length(S).
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action sequences : sequences

constraints

¬instance(S, action sequences) if component(S,N) = E,

¬instance(E, actions),

¬instance(E, action sequences).

Notice that this module can be used to represent a large class of dynamic systems,

for instance traveling domains in which a journey is seen as a sequence of embark and

disembark actions [Gelfond, 2006]. We assume that the module is stored in a library

called commonsense lib.

We now present our formalization of cell division. We start by modeling the

eukaryotic cell. As seen above, the eukaryotic cell consists of various parts, which

in turn consist of other parts. Together, they form a “part of ” hierarchy, say H,

which can be viewed as a tree. Nodes of this hierarchy will be labeled by elements

of a new sort, types of parts, with an attribute is part of that maps the sort into

itself. An attribute assignment is part of(X) = Y indicates that Y is the father of

X in H (i.e., there is a link from Y to X in H). Some elements of types of parts

are the cell, nucleus, etc., where is part of(nucleus) = cell, as nuclei are parts

of cells. Additionally, we consider the experimental environment, which is usually

called sample, to be of sort type of parts and the root of H. To model the transitive

closure of is part of , we introduce a boolean function part of defined on pairs of

types of parts; part of(X, Y ) will be true if X is a descendant of Y in H.

We assume that, at every stage of the cell division process, each cell has the same

number of nuclei and similarly for the other inner components. More precisely, we

assume that, at every stage and for each pair consisting of a child X and its parent

Y in H, this pair is assigned a particular number indicating the number of elements

of type X in one element of type Y . Therefore, the states of our domain will be

described by an inertial fluent, num : types of parts× types of parts→ 0..maxint,

where num(P1, P2) = N holds if the number of elements of type P1 in one element

of type P2 is N . For instance, num(nucleus, cell) = 2 indicates that, at the current
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stage of the cell cycle, each cell in the environment has two nuclei.

Next, we present the actions of our domain. To describe the cell cycle we will need

two action classes: duplicate and split. Duplicate, which has an attribute object with

values from types of parts, doubles the number of every part of this kind present in

the environment. Split also has an attribute object ranging over types of parts. An

action a of this type with object(a) = c1, where c2 is a son of c1 in H, duplicates

the number of elements of type c1 in the environment and cuts in half the number

of elements of type c2 in one element of type c1. For example, if the experimental

environment consists of one cell with two nuclei, the occurrence of an instance a of

action split with object(a) = cell will increase the number of cells to two and decrease

the number of nuclei per cells to one, thus resulting in an environment consisting of

two cells with only one nucleus each. In addition to these two actions we will have

an exogenous action, prevent duplication, with an attribute object with the range

types of parts. The occurrence of an instance action a of prevent duplication with

object(a) = c will nullify the effects of duplication and splitting for the type of parts

c. We will make use of this exogenous action in representing external events that

interfere with the normal succession of sub-phases of cell division.

The description of the domain is given in a library module called basic cell cycle,

which will eventually become part of a more general cell cycle lib library.

module basic cell cycle

class declarations

types of parts

attributes

is part of : types of parts

duplicate : actions

attributes

object : types of parts

split : duplicate
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prevent duplication : actions

attributes

object : types of parts

function declarations

static part of : types of parts× types of parts→ booleans

inertial num : types of parts× types of parts→ 0..maxint

inertial prevented dupl(types of parts)→ booleans

axioms

dynamic causal laws

num(P2, P1) = N2 if occurs(X),

instance(X, duplicate),

object(X) = P2,

is part of(P2) = P1,

num(P2, P1) = N1,

N1 ∗ 2 = N2.

num(P2, P1) = N2 if occurs(X),

instance(X, split),

object(X) = P1,

is part of(P2) = P1,

num(P2, P1) = N1,

N2 ∗ 2 = N1.

prevented dupl(P ) if occurs(X),

instance(X, prevent duplication),

object(X) = P.

state constraints

part of(P1, P2) if is part of(P1) = P2.

part of(P1, P2) if is part of(P1) = P3,

part of(P3, P2).
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num(P, P ) = 0.

num(P3, P1) = N if is part of(P3) = P2,

part of(P2, P1),

num(P2, P1) = N1,

num(P3, P2) = N2,

N1 ∗N2 = N.

executability conditions

¬occurs(X) if instance(X, duplicate),

object(X) = P,

prevented dupl(P ).

Any model of cell cycle will consist of a theory importing the two library modules

presented above and a structure corresponding to the level of detail of that model.

Let us consider a first model, in which we view cell division as a sequence consisting

of interphase and the mitotic phase. Interphase is considered to be an elementary

action, whereas the mitotic phase is a sequence of two elementary actions: mitosis

and cytokinesis. As mentioned before, we limit our domain to cells contained in an

experimental environment, called sample. We remind the reader that an attribute

assignment of the type component(k) = y for an instance x below means that the

“kth component of sequence x is y”.

system description cell cycle(1)

theory cell cycle

import sequence from commonsense lib

import basic cell cycle from cell cycle lib

structure

sample in types of parts

cell in types of parts

is part of = sample
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nucleus in types of parts

is part of = cell

cell cycle in action sequences

length = 2

component(1) = interphase

component(2) = mitotic phase

mitotic phase in action sequences

length = 2

component(1) = mitosis

component(2) = cytokinesis

interphase in actions

mitosis in duplicate

object = nucleus

cytokinesis in split

object = cell

This formalization of cell division illustrates the ability of our language to model

not only commonsensical dynamic systems, but also highly specialized, non-trivial

domains. In addition, it shows the importance of creating and using libraries of

knowledge in real-life applications. In the next step, we indicate how we elaborated

this initial formalization of cell division to include more detailed information.

9.1.3 Formalizations at Different Granularity Levels in ALM

The initial ALM model of cell division, cell cycle(1), is quite general. It can be

used to answer many of the textbook questions, but not all. Consider, for instance,

the following question from [Campbell & Reece, 2001]:

12.15. Text : A researcher treats cells with a chemical that prevents DNA synthesis.

Question : This treatment traps the cells in which part of the cell cycle?

To answer it, the system will need to know more about the structure of the cell

and that of the interphase and mitosis. Various refinements of our original model
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of cell division will contain the same theory as the original formalization; only the

structure of our original model will need to be expanded, in an elaboration tolerant

way.

We created a finer grained model of the cell cycle, cell cycle(2), which provides

the additional knowledge needed to answer question 12.15. More specifically, the

following cell components were added to the structure: the chromosomes inside the

nucleus, the chromatids that are part of the chromosomes, and the DNA inside the

chromatids. As well, the interphase was now a sequence 〈g1, s, g2〉 where g1 and g2 are

elementary actions and s is a sequence of two elementary actions: DNA synthesis, and

the creation of sister chromatids. Mitosis was a sequence of five actions: prophase,

prometaphase, metaphase, anaphase, and telophase. The treatment of the cells with

the chemical was represented by an exogenous action that prevents the duplication

of the DNA.

system description cell cycle(2)

theory cell cycle

import sequence from commonsense lib

import basic cell cycle from cell cycle lib

structure

sample in types of parts

cell in types of parts

is part of = sample

nucleus in types of parts

is part of = cell

chromosome in types of parts

is part of = nucleus

chromatid in types of parts

is part of = chromosome

dna in types of parts

is part of = chromatid
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cell cycle in action sequences

length = 2

component(1) = interphase

component(2) = mitotic phase

interphase in action sequences

length = 3

component(1) = g1

component(2) = s

component(3) = g2

s in action sequences

length = 2

component(1) = dna synthesis

component(2) = sister chromatids

mitotic phase in action sequences

length = 2

component(1) = mitosis

component(2) = cytokinesis

mitosis in action sequences

length = 5

component(1) = prophase

component(2) = prometaphase

component(3) = metaphase

component(4) = anaphase

component(5) = telophase

g1, g2, prophase, prometaphase,metaphase in actions

dna synthesis in duplicate

object = dna
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sister chromatids in split

object = chromatid

anaphase in split

object = chromosome

telophase in split

object = nucleus

cytokinesis in split

object = cell

treatment in prevent duplication

object = dna

The system description cell cycle(2) is detailed enough to answer question 12.15.

We created two additional refinements of our initial cell division model. We manually

connected each of our test examples to the most appropriate of our final four system

descriptions.

9.1.4 Cell Division History Encoding

We have shown how naturally evolving processes, and cell division in particular,

can be specified inALM. We reasoned about naturally evolving processes by treating

them as if they were intended by nature. For this purpose, we used a theory of

intentions, which contains the logic programming encodings of the following main

tenets: “Normally intended actions are executed the moment such execution becomes

possible” and “Unfulfilled intentions persist” (see Appendix C). We used the theory to

answer temporal projection questions about cell division in both of our QA systems.

In Section 9.2, we will illustrate the use of intentions in reasoning about cell division

on some sample questions.

Here, we describe how we incorporated in our histories the view that the purpose

of a cell is to divide. System descriptions about the cell division domain, at any level

of granularity, contain the cell cycle event, which is viewed either as a simple action

or as a sequence of actions. Thus, any history extracted from a text-question pair
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that is about the cell cycle domain must contain the fact:

intend(cell cycle, 0).

This says that, ever since the beginning of their existence, cells intend to divide.

In addition, some examples refer to exogenous actions that prevent the execution of

some sub-phase of cell division. For instance, in the system description cell cycle(2),

we have the exogenous action treatment, which prevents the division of the DNA,

and hence the execution of the dna synthesis action. We describe the occurrence of

such events in the normal way, via the predicate hpd(a, i), as in hpd(treatment, 0).

This concludes our description of the common components between the ASP and

Flora-2 systems. Next, we will describe some details regarding the ASP system,

ALMAS.

9.2 The ALMAS System

We built the ASP system for question answering, ALMAS, as a proof of concept.

We had an automated translation of ALM system descriptions into ASP theories and

an ASP module for performing temporal projection. This module contained a set of

rules connecting the predicates in the history to the predicates used in the ASP

encoding of a system description. For each input text-question pair, the history and

query were obtained as it was described in the previous section. The system used the

clasp solver to compute answer sets of the logic program assembled for each input.

In this section, we illustrate the reasoning performed by the ASP system for a

couple of examples. Then, we show our results about the soundness and completeness

of our reasoning algorithm, which we call “the ASP algorithm.”

9.2.1 Reasoning about Cell Division Using Intentions

Let us illustrate how ALMAS answered questions about cell division. For sim-

plicity, we limit ourselves to text-question pairs that require the cell cycle(1) system

description. We will emphasize the role of the theory of intentions in reasoning about

naturally evolving process.
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As a first example, we consider the following input pair:

S. Text : The experimental sample consists of one cell with one nucleus.

Question : How many cells will there be in the sample at the end of the cell

cycle, and how many nuclei will each cell contain?

The history, Γn(S), extracted from the text of S is written as:

obs(eq(num(cell, sample), 1), 0).

obs(eq(num(nucleus, cell), 1), 0).

intend(cell cycle, 0).

As mentioned before, the last statement of Γn(S) captures our intuition that the

purpose of a cell is to divide, expressed as an intention. The query, Q(S), manually

extracted from the question of S looks as follows:

answer(X, “cells per sample”) ← last step(I),

holds(val(num(cell, sample), X), I).

answer(X, “nuclei per cell”) ← last step(I),

holds(val(num(nucleus, cell), X), I).

We have enough information to automatize the extraction of query Q(S), as the

expression “how many” in the question of S clearly indicates that the predicate num

should be used; similarly, the expression “end of the cell cycle” points to the relation

last step from our theory of intentions. As described in Section 8.1, the solution to our

reasoning problem is obtained from the answer set of a program, P(S), consisting of

the ASP translation of the cell cycle(1) system description, the domain history Γn(S),

the reasoning module Ωtpi from Section 8.3 for temporal projection with intentions,

and the query encoding Q(S). The answer set of P(S) will contain atoms:

intend(cell cycle, 0) occurs(interphase, 0)

intend(interphase, 0) occurs(mitosis, 1)

intend(mitotic phase, 1) occurs(cytokinesis, 2)

intend(mitosis, 1)

intend(cytokinesis, 2)
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showing that the phases of cell cycle are intended and executed successfully in their

natural order. The answer set of P(S) also contains the last step 3 and the facts:

answer(2, “cells per sample”) holds(val(num(cell, sample), 2), 3)

answer(1, “nuclei per cell”) holds(val(num(nucleus, sample), 2), 3)

last step(3) holds(val(num(nucleus, cell), 1), 3)

Hence, the answer to our question is that, at the end of the cycle, the sample contains

two cells with one nucleus each.

Next, we target a different kind of example, in which the naturally evolving process

is interrupted. The following is an adaptation of an end-of-chapter text-question pair

from the biology textbook:

12.9. Text : In some organisms mitosis occurs without cytokinesis occurring.

Question : How many cells will there be in the sample at the end of the cell

cycle, and how many nuclei will each cell contain?

To encode the information given in the text, we simply expand the history Γn(S) by

¬hpd(cytokinesis, I)

for every step I, and name the new history Γn(12.9). The query encoding, Q(12.9) will

be identical to Q(S) above. We construct the program P(12.9) by putting together

the ASP translation of the system description cell cycle(1), the history Γn(12.9), the

reasoning module Ωtpi for temporal projection with intentions, and the query encoding

Q(12.9). The answer set of P(12.9) will contain:

intend(cytokinesis, 2) ¬occurs(cytokinesis, 2)

intend(cytokinesis, 3) ¬occurs(cytokinesis, 3)

intend(cytokinesis, 4) ¬occurs(cytokinesis, 4)

. . .

showing how the unfulfillable intention of executing action cytokinesis persists for-

ever. Additionally, the answer set will include atoms:
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answer(1, “cells per sample”) holds(val(num(cell, sample), 1), 2)

answer(2, “nuclei per cell”) holds(val(num(nucleus, sample), 2), 2)

last step(2) holds(val(num(nucleus, cell), 2), 2)

which indicate that at the end of the cell cycle there will be one cell in the sample,

with two nuclei. This is in fact the correct answer to question 12.9.

We successfully applied this methodology of reasoning about naturally evolving

processes using intentions to other questions about cell division.

9.2.2 The Soundness and Completeness of the ASP Algorithm

In the spirit of good software engineering practices, after testing ALMAS on

several examples, we formally investigated the correctness and completeness of its

algorithm. We showed that the answers produced by our system to temporal projection

questions are both sound and complete if the universe of the domain is finite and the

initial state is completely specified.

Remember that at the time our system was based on the initial version of ALM.

We proved this result for the original version of our language. Appendix E contains

the formal statement of this result and its proof, which also appear in [Inclezan, 2010].

We believe that this result can be easily adapted to our current version of ALM.

9.3 The Flora-2 System

ALMAS was our proof of concept for using ALM in answering complex ques-

tions. Our next task was to develop a QA system that would be compatible with the

Digital Aristotle. For that, we adapted our methodology of building the ASP system

by replacing the translation from ALM into ASP with a translation into Flora-2

that we created and by adapting the reasoning module Ωtpi to the syntax of Flora-

2. (We remind the reader that these transformations were done for the first version

of ALM; for details see Appendix D and B.) For instance, we replaced the original

encoding of the Inertia Axioms in the translation of ALM system descriptions by
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rules of the type:2

holds(val(F, V ), I + 1) ← function(F, inertial),

range(F, V ),

holds(val(F, V ), I),

not defeated(val(F, V ), I + 1).

¬holds(val(F, V ), I + 1) ← function(F, inertial),

range(F, V ),

¬holds(val(F, V ), I),

not defeated(n val(F, V ), I + 1).

This allowed us to simplify the proofs of some mathematical results as we avoided

loops through negation. As another example, we replaced the reality check

← obs(eq(F, V ), I),

not holds(val(F, V ), I),

function(F ),

range(F, V ).

by the rule:

inconsistency(I) ← function(F ),

range(F, V ),

obs(eq(F, V ), I),

not holds(val(F, V ), I).

as rules with empty heads are not allowed in Flora-2. Note that in the case of con-

sistent histories with a completely specified initial situation, the well-founded model

will not contain any inconsistency(i) atom. Also note that the order of literals in the

body of a rule matters in Flora-2 while this is not important in ASP.

The resulting Flora-2 system was able to answer questions about cell division

successfully and was compatible with the Digital Aristotle. Finally, we investigated

2The symbol for classical negation in Flora-2 is “neg”. Here, we will use ¬ instead of “neg”

for simplicity. Similarly, variables begin with a question mark in Flora-2, but here we will denote

them by identifiers starting with capital letters.
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the correctness and completeness of our second QA algorithm. We showed that the

answers produced by the Flora-2 system to temporal projection questions are sound

if the universe of the domain is finite and the initial state is completely specified.

However, we could not show that the answers were also complete in the general case

because Flora-2 is based on the well-founded semantics and hence on the idea of

a unique model for every program. We formulated a syntactic condition for system

descriptions of ALM that guarantees that the answers produced by the Flora-

2 system are also complete. (The above results are formally stated and proved in

Appendix F for the first version of ALM.) The system descriptions for the cell

division domain all belong to this category.

This mathematical result allowed us to compare our two QA systems. We had an

additional comparison in terms of efficiency and applications of the two QA systems.

In the next section, we present our conclusions derived from such comparisons.

9.4 Comparison between ALMAS and the Flora-2 System

The two non-monotonic formalisms used by our two QA algorithms correspond

to different intuitions. On the one hand, we have the answer set semantics based

on the principle of belief, which implies the possibility of multiple valid models. On

the other hand, we have the well-founded semantics and hence the idea of a unique

set of conclusions for every program. This distinction has direct implications for

the properties of the two algorithms. In particular, it determines the completeness

of the ASP algorithm and the incompleteness, in the general case, of the Flora-2

algorithm. Depending on the reasoning task to be performed, the incompleteness

of the Flora-2 algorithm can be seen as a limitation. This is especially the case

when reasoning about the effects of non-deterministic actions, if we desire to know

the consistent effects of these actions over all possible trajectories. Such effects are

not detected by the Flora-2 algorithm. The ASP algorithm has an advantage here,

as each possible trajectory of the system is defined by an answer set.

The Flora-2 system might, however, have an advantage over the ASP system
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in terms of efficiency. The SLG algorithm of XSB, the basis of the Flora-2

inference engine, has polynomial time complexity for function-free programs

[Chen & Warren, 1996]. The logic programs described in this paper are indeed

function-free. However, with the efficiency of ASP solvers constantly improving, we

cannot make strong claims here. We ran tests on 30 examples using the inference

engine Flora-2 and the answer set solver clasp. In most cases the two systems

were equally efficient; only a minimal difference3 was noted on three examples

containing numerical constraints, where numbers ranged over a large set. New

solvers integrating answer set reasoning with constraint solving techniques may

annul this minimal advantage of Flora-2. This remains to be explored in the

future.

In terms of applications of the two methods, we see an advantage for the ASP

algorithm. Substantial work has been done to investigate the suitability of ASP

for solving reasoning problems related to dynamic domains and used in answering

questions from natural language, for example planning [Baral, 2003] or diagnosis

[Balduccini & Gelfond, 2003b]. Our ASP system can be easily extended with a plan-

ning or diagnosis module in order to accomplish those tasks. As far as we know, work

in these directions has not been done yet for Flora-2. Furthermore, although we

were concerned in this paper only with consistent histories with a complete initial

situation, the ASP approach can easily perform temporal projection for other types

of histories. However, in the case of histories with an incomplete initial situation,

the set of conclusions produced by Flora-2 would be limited, due to the underlying

formalism.

The use of ALM as a specification language in both methods has two advantages.

First of all, it determines a smaller class of logic programs for which it is easy to com-

pare ASP and Flora-2. Focusing on this small class can, however, shed some light

on the relationship between ASP and Flora-2 in general. The idea of using action

330 seconds versus 60 seconds on a machine with 1.73 GHz CPU and 1GB RAM running 32-bit

Windows.
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languages for comparing different formalisms was first explored by [Kartha, 1993].

Secondly, the Flora-2 programs used by our QA system receive a specification

independent from the computational technique that is used: in terms of a system de-

scription of ALM and the transition diagram it describes. This gives trustworthiness

to the system, as it ensures that whatever is computed is indeed correct.
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CHAPTER X

RELATED WORK

The idea of modularity in knowledge representation was first explored in the con-

text of logic programming; from there it expanded to action languages during the last

decade.

A first paper to survey the different modular endeavors in logic programming was

[Bugliesi et al., 1994]. We will mention here some of the approaches for ASP that

followed. In [Eiter et al., 1997], for instance, modules are viewed as generalized quan-

tifiers that can be nested. Other authors created modular extensions of ASP by means

of templates [Calimeri et al., 2004], [Ianni et al., 2004], macros [Baral et al., 2006],

or signature declarations and module definitions [Balduccini, 2007b]. A more re-

cent approach [Janhunen et al., 2009] makes use of the concept of an lp-function

[Gabaldon & Gelfond, 1997].

In what concerns action languages, or more broadly languages dedicated to

representing knowledge about dynamic domains, a first effort towards modularity

led to the design of TAL-C [Gustafsson & Kvarnström, 2004]. TAL-C is an

object-oriented extension of Temporal Action Logics [Doherty et al., 1998],

[Doherty & Kvarnström, 2009]. It allows definitions of classes of objects that are

somewhat similar to those in ALM. TAL-C, however, seems to have more

ambitious goals: the language is used to describe and reason about various dynamic

scenarios, whereas in ALM the description of a scenario and that of reasoning tasks

are not viewed as part of the language. Modular BAT [Gu & Soutchanski, 2007] is a

modular language with similar goals to ours. However, it is based on Situation

Calculus [McCarthy & Hayes, 1969, Shanahan, 1997, Reiter, 2001]. Language M

[Gelfond, 2006] for creating knowledge modules is not exactly an action language as

it extends CR-Prolog. However, it served as an inspiration for ALM.

The language MAD [Lifschitz & Ren, 2006, Erdoǧan & Lifschitz, 2006] is a mod-

ular expansion of action language C [Giunchiglia & Lifschitz, 1998]. Even though
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MAD and ALM have a lot in common, they differ significantly in the underlying

assumptions incorporated in their semantics. For example, the semantics of ALM

incorporates the Inertia Axiom, which says that “Things normally stay the same.”

Language C expanded by MAD is based on a different assumption – the Causality

Principle – which says that “Everything true in the world must be caused.” Its under-

lying logical basis is causal logic [McCain & Turner, 1997, Giunchiglia et al., 2004a].

In C the inertia axiom for a literal l is expressed by a statement

caused l if l after l,

read as “there is a cause for l to hold after a transition if l holds both before and after

the transition” [Gelfond & Lifschitz, 2012]. There is a close relationship between ASP

and C but, in our judgment, the distance between ASP and ALM is much smaller

than that between ASP and C. There is also a substantial difference between modules

of ALM and MAD, which leads to theories of MAD being constructed from a much

larger number of modules than those of ALM.

The differences in the underlying languages and in the way structure is incorpo-

rated into ALM, MAD, TAL-C, and Modular BAT lead to very different knowledge

representation styles. We believe that this is a good thing. Much more research and

experience of use is needed to discover if one of these languages has some advantages

over the others, or if different languages simply correspond to and enhance different

habits of thought.

In the remainder of this chapter, we will focus on comparing our language with

MAD in more detail, as MAD is the modular language with which ALM has the

most in common.

10.1 Comparison between ALM and MAD

In order to compare the two modular languages, we translated system descriptions

ofALM into action descriptions of MAD and vice-versa. Based on these experiments,

we were able to notice the differences between the two languages as well as some of
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their strengths and weaknesses. We will discuss the most interesting points of the two

translations in the following two subsections, 10.1.1 and 10.1.2. We will summarize

the conclusions of our comparison in Subsection 10.1.3.

We remind the reader that in MAD variables are identifiers starting with lower-

case letter and constants are identifiers starting with upper-case letter, the opposite

of ALM.

10.1.1 Discussion about the Translation from ALM to MAD

To illustrate our translation of system descriptions1 of ALM into action descrip-

tions of MAD, let us start with an example. The precise description of this translation

appears in Appendix G.

Example 24. [ALM to MAD Translation] Let us consider an extension of the

system description basic travel from Example 21 by some new action definitions:

move(john, paris) and carry(A,C, P ) as you will see below. For simplicity, we assume

that the two modules in the theory (move between points and carrying things), are

replaced by a single closed module called main, equivalent to them. To make it easier

to follow the translation, we show it little by little and add a marker (ALM or MAD)

in front of statements in one language or the other.

The theory of basic travel defines the following classes of primitive objects:

(ALM :) points

things

movers : things

carriables : things

In MAD, we capture these declarations by adding the following sections to the action

description AD(basic travel):

1 We translate system descriptions of ALM rather than just theories because the translation of

a theory would result into a MAD collection of modules without definitions of objects and such a

collection of modules does not have a meaning in MAD. By translating the structure as well, we

ensure that object definitions are part of the resulting MAD action description.
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(MAD :) sorts

Points;Things;Movers;Carriables;Universe;

inclusions

Points << Universe;

Things << Universe;

Movers << Things;

Carriables << Things;

The first part declares the four classes together with the pre-defined class universe

of ALM and the second part describes the specialization relations between them.

Other classes defined in the theory are the action classes move and carry, but we

will show their translations later. Let us now look at the function declarations in our

theory:

(ALM :) function declarations

inertial loc in : things→ points

inertial holding : things× things→ booleans

defined is held : things→ booleans

To declare them in MAD, we create a module called Basic travel, following the name

of the system description. We add to this module the following statements:

(MAD :) fluents

Loc in(Things) : simple(Points);

Holding(Things, Things) : simple;

Is held(Things) : staticallyDetermined;

variables

t, t1, t2 : Things;

axioms

inertial Loc in(t);

inertial Holding(t1, t2);

Note that we need two axioms and variable definitions to say that our first two fluents

are inertial. We also include in this module the translations of state constraints:
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(ALM :) loc in(C) = P ≡ loc in(T ) = P if holding(T,C).

is held(X) if holding(T,X).

For that purpose, we add to MAD module Basic travel some new variables:

(MAD :) c, t3, x, t4 : Things;

p : Points;

and the axioms:

(MAD :) Loc in(c) = p ≡ Loc in(t3) = p if Holding(t3, c);

Is held(x) if Holding(t4, x);

We can now go back and look at our declaration of action class move:

(ALM :) move : actions

attributes

actor : movers

origin : points

dest : points

We place its MAD translation into a separate module called Basic travel move. We

do so to allow the first module to be used independently if our structure does not

contain definitions of action instances. Note that in MAD actions are described as

terms. To model attributes, we introduce variables with the same names as our

attributes. This will facilitate referring to those attributes later. We also order

attributes alphabetically as arguments of the action term to ease the translation of

special case action classes of move:

(MAD :) module Basic travel move;

actions

Move(Movers, Points, Points);

variables

actor : Movers;

origin, dest : Points;

axioms

exogenous Move(actor, dest, origin);
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We also place in this module the dynamic causal laws and executability conditions

that are about instances of class move:

(ALM :) loc in(A) = D if instance(X,move),

occurs(X),

actor(X) = A,

dest(X) = D.

¬occurs(X) if instance(X,move),

actor(X) = A,

origin(X) = O,

loc in(A) 6= O.

¬occurs(X) if instance(X,move),

actor(X) = A,

dest(X) = D,

loc in(A) = D.

¬occurs(X) if instance(X,move),

actor(X) = A,

is held(A).

We first import the MAD module containing the declarations of functions,

Basic travel, into Basic travel move:

(MAD :) import Basic travel;

Then, we add the translation of the above laws to the axioms section of

Basic travel move:

(MAD :) Move(actor, dest, origin) causes Loc in(a) = d if actor = a,

dest = d;

nonexecutable Move(actor, dest, origin) if actor = a1,

origin = o,

Loc in(a1) 6= o;
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nonexecutable Move(actor, dest, origin) if actor = a2,

dest = d1,

Loc in(a2) = d1;

nonexecutable Move(actor, dest, origin) if actor = a3,

Is held(a3);

and declare the new variables used in these axioms

(MAD :) a, a1, a2, a3 : Movers;

origin, d, o, d1 : Points;

Our theory contains the declaration of another action class, carry, which is a special

case of move:

(ALM :) carry : move

attributes

carried thing : carriables

and has an additional executability condition:

(ALM :) ¬occurs(X) if instance(X, carry),

actor(X) = A,

carried thing(X) = C,

¬holding(A,C).

Note that special case actions are declared in MAD by importing the module contain-

ing the original action and renaming that action as the special case action. To do that,

we place the MAD translation of carry in a new module called Basic travel carry

in which we import Basic travel move while renaming Move(actor, dest, origin) as

Carry(actor, carried thing, dest, origin). Here is where the alphabetical ordering of

variables corresponding to attributes becomes handy: it helps match attributes of the

original class to attributes of the special case class.
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(MAD :) module Basic travel carry;

actions

Carry(Movers, Carriables, Points, Points);

variables

actor, a : Movers;

dest, origin : Points;

carried thing, c : Carriables;

import Basic motion move;

Move(actor, dest, origin) is

Carry(actor, carried thing, dest, origin);

axioms

exogenous Carry(actor, carried thing, dest, origin);

nonexecutable Carry(actor, carried thing, dest, origin)

if actor = a,

carried thing = c,

¬Holding(a, c);

Finally, we consider the structure of our ALM system description:

(ALM :) structure

john, bob in movers

london, paris in points

suitcase in carriables

move(A,P1, P2) in move

actor = A

origin = P1

dest = P2

move(john, paris) in move

actor = john

dest = paris
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carry(A,C, P ) in carry

actor = A

carried thing = C

dest = P

To translate it into MAD, we add a new module called S to the action description

AD(Basic travel). This module imports module Basic travel, which contains the

declarations of functions and state constraints. It also imports the modules declaring

the action classes whose instances are defined in the structure; instances of action

classes are defined by using renaming clauses.

(MAD :) module S;

objects

John,Bob : Movers;

London, Paris : Points;

Suitcase : Carriables;

actions

Move(Movers, Points, Points);

Move(Movers, Points);

Carry(Movers, Carriables, Points);

variables

actor, a, a1 : Movers;

origin, dest, p1, p2, p : Points;

carried thing, c : Carriables;

import Basic motion;

import Basic motion move;

Move(actor, dest, origin) is

case actor = a & origin = p1 & dest = p2 :

Move(a, p1, p2);
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import Basic motion move;

Move(actor, dest, origin) is

case actor = John & dest = Paris :

Move(John, Paris);

import Basic motion carry;

Carry(actor, carried thing, dest, origin) is

case actor = a1 & carried thing = c & dest = p :

Carry(a1, c, p);

This ends our translation example. Note that the number of variables could be

reduced and the definition of action instances in module S could be simplified. How-

ever, the version shown here would be the one produced by our translation algorithm

described in Appendix G.

In the remainder of this section we will discuss certain features or concepts of

ALM that either were not straightforwardly translatable into MAD or produced a

translation that was substantially different from the original.

• Recursive definitions

The translation of state constraints is not straightforward if the collection

of state constraints defines a cyclic fluent dependency graph

[Gelfond & Lifschitz, 2012]. For instance, the ALM state constraint:

p if p.

is not equivalent to the same axiom in MAD. The ALM axiom can be elimi-

nated without modifying the meaning of the system description; it says that “in

every state in which p holds, p must hold.” Eliminating the same axiom from

a MAD action description would not produce an equivalent action description;

in MAD, the axiom says that “p holds by default.”

• Action class attributes with arity > 0
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The name of an action in MAD is a term with one parameter for each of its

possible attributes. If a class c of ALM has an attribute

attr name : c× c1 × · · · × cn → cn+1

where n > 0, then the number of possible attributes of an action of this class

depends on the interpretations of classes c1, . . . , cn. In the current translation

of ALM into MAD, we wanted our translation of a theory to be independent

from its interpretation, which seems to be unavoidable here.

Another possible translation of ALM system descriptions into MAD can be

created starting from the interpretation (i.e., the structure) of the system de-

scription. In that case, we would replace variables that stand for action instances

in axioms (e.g., X in occurs(X), instance(X,move)) by their possible instan-

tiations. However, such a translation would produce a unique module of MAD.

This would be inconvenient, as it would not allow us to compare the modular

structure of ALM with that of MAD.

• Functions defined on, or ranging over action classes

Fluents of MAD must be defined on, and range over either primitive sorts or the

built-in class action. A possible translation of functions defined on or ranging

over action classes would be to transform each such function

f : c1 × · · · × cn → cn+1

of ALM into a boolean function

f(c′1, . . . , c
′
n, c
′
n+1)

of MAD, where ∀1 ≤ i ≤ n + 1, c′i =def action if c ≤C actions and c′i =def ci

otherwise, and to add the following axiom:

default ¬f(X1, . . . , Xn, Xn+1);
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However, this implies that f will be defined on all actions, whereas it may

happen that the ALM counterpart of f is defined only on some special case

class of actions. Hence, there will be more fluents in MAD than in ALM and

states of the MAD transition diagram will be larger than for ALM.

• Action classes with attributes and attribute constraints

An action class is declared as a term in MAD. In our translation, that term

contains one argument for each attribute of the ALM action class. An action

term of MAD stands for the execution of that action, which would correspond

to our occurs relation. There is no immediate correspondent for atoms of the

type instance(X, c) where c is an action class. Such atoms may appear, for

example, in attribute constraints, as in:

¬instance(X,move) if origin(X) = dest(X)

Representing such axioms is not straightforward. It may require declaring a

rigid fluent defined on the built-in sort action for each of the attributes. These

fluents would be false by default, except for the particular action. Attribute

constraints would then be expressed using these rigid fluents. Notice that such

an approach would duplicate the encoding of attributes: both as arguments

(needed to distinguish between the names of different instances) and as rigid

fluents.

• Variables in axioms

In ALM, we do not define the sorts of variables, this information is evident

from the atoms in which they appear. In MAD, variables need to be defined.

This produces larger modules and makes axioms not self-contained in the sense

that the reader has to look at the variables section to completely understand

the meaning of an axiom. However, this may sometimes produce shorter axioms

than in ALM. For example, if we have the function f : c1 → booleans, c2 is a
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special case of c1, and we want to say that f is true for all instances of c2, in

ALM we would add an instance atom to the body of the rule:

f(X) if instance(X, c2)

whereas in MAD the axiom would be just:

f(X)

and variable X would be defined to range over sort c2.

• The specialization construct on action classes

In ALM, an action class and its specialization can be part of the same module.

This is not the case in MAD. As a consequence, our MAD translation contains

more modules that are smaller in size than the ALM counterpart. On the

other hand, note that ALM modules are not required to be large; they can be

as small as a user desires.

10.1.2 Discussion about the Translation from MAD to ALM

Let us start by illustrating the translation via some simple examples.

Example 25. [Simple Action Description] We start by considering an action descrip-

tion of MAD from [Erdoǧan, 2008], which consists of a single module that does not

contain import statements:

(MAD :) sorts

Domain;

Range;

module ASSIGN ;

actions

Assign(Domain,Range);

fluents

V alue(Domain) : simple(Range);
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variables

x : Domain;

y : Range;

axioms

inertial V alue(x);

exogenous Assign(x, y);

Assign(x, y) causes V alue(x) = y;

As this action description does not contain definitions of objects, it does not cor-

respond to a system description of ALM, but rather to a single module. In our

translation of the action assign, we give names to its arguments, which will thus

become attributes in ALM. As a consequence, the dynamic causal law will also look

different:

(ALM :) module assign

class declarations

domain

range

assign : actions

attributes

attr1 : domain

attr2 : range

function declarations

inertial value : domain→ range

axioms

dynamic causal laws

value(X) = Y if instance(A, assign),

occurs(A),

attr1(A) = X,

attr2(A) = Y.
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Example 26. [Action Description with Import Statements] Let us now consider a

more complex action description with two new sorts, Thing and Place. It consists of

module ASSIGN from Example 25 and a new module, MOV E from [Erdoǧan, 2008],

which imports the previous module and renames its sorts, fluent, and action:

(MAD :) module MOV E;

actions

Move(Thing, P lace);

fluents

Location(Thing) : simple(Place);

variables

x : Thing;

y : Place;

import ASSIGN

Domain is Thing;

Range is Place;

V alue(x) is Location(x);

Assign(x, p) is Move(x, p);

axioms

nonexecutable Move(x, p) if Location(x) = p;

To translate this action description in ALM, we could either expand our ALM

module from the previous example or we could create a new module. We illustrate

here the second option. Notice that we translate renaming clauses for sorts and

actions via the specialization construct of ALM and renaming clauses for fluents via

state constraints using the shorthand ≡. Additionally, if an action is renamed and

the sorts of its attributes are also renamed in the same import statement, we add

some attribute constraints to the ALM translation of the new action class.

(ALM :) module move

depends on assign
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class declarations

thing : domain

place : range

move : assign

constraints

¬instance(X,move) if attr1(X) = A,

¬instance(A, thing).

¬instance(X,move) if attr2(X) = A,

¬instance(A, place).

function declarations

inertial location : thing → place

axioms

state constraints

location(X1) = X2 ≡ value(X1) = X2

executability constraints

¬occurs(A) if instance(A,move),

location(attr1(A)) = attr2(A).

Example 27. [Action Description with Object Definitions] We consider an action

description consisting of modules ASSIGN and MOV E from Examples 25 and 26

respectively, together with a module defining objects as follows:

(MAD :) module ROBOT

objects

Robot : Thing;

P1, P2 : Place;

actions

Walk(Place);

variables

p : Place;
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import MOV E;

Move(Robot, p) is Walk(p);

This action description would be translated into a system description of ALM con-

sisting of the translation of the two modules, ASSIGN and MOV E, and a structure

that is the translation of module ROBOT into ALM:

(ALM :) structure

robot in thing;

p1, p2 in place;

walk(P ) in move

attr1 = robot

attr2 = P

Example 28. [Problematic Translation] Applying the translation illustrated by the

above examples to the action description in Example 3 from Section 2.6 is not a

simple task. Particular problems are caused by the renaming statement:

(MAD :) import MOV E;

Location(Monkey) = l is

case l = BoxTop : OnBox;

case l = Floor : ¬OnBox;

We cannot apply our usual methodology for translating renaming clauses for fluents

because the renaming clause above makes reference to particular object constants;

in ALM, object constants that are not pre-defined are not part of the signature of

a module. Hence, we cannot place the translation of this statement in a module of

ALM. An option would be to state this clause using more general terms acceptable

for the syntax of ALM (e.g., by referring to arbitrary instances of some class(es)).

However, the resulting translation would not be straightforward nor easy to automate.

Another option would be to place the ALM counterpart of this statement in the

structure, but structures do not contain axioms in the current version of our language.

A final option would be to delegate it to the description of the history, which lies

outside the scope of ALM.
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Similar problems occur in relation to axioms:

(MAD :) nonexecutable ClimbOn if Location(Monkey) 6= Location(Box);

nonexecutable ClimbOff ∧Walk(p);

For example, action ClimbOn would be defined as an action instance in the structure

of the resulting system description. However, it is not clear where the translation of

the second axiom above would be placed. In order to place it in the theory it would

have to be stated in more general terms, without using object constants. It is not

obvious how such a translation could be automated for the general case.

In what follows, we will discuss those features of MAD that are not easily trans-

latable into ALM:

• Renaming clauses for sorts

We translate such clauses using the specialization construct of ALM, whereas

the meaning of a renaming clause is that the two sorts are synonyms.

• Renaming clauses for actions

If the sorts of the original action are also renamed, we need to add attribute

constraints to the new action in ALM, according to our translation.

• Renaming clauses for (partially) ground fluents

It is not clear how such statements would be translated inALM. (This problem

was illustrated in Example 28.)

• Axioms containing user-defined object constants

There is no obvious translation for such axioms nor an obvious place for their

translations in an ALM system description. Most probably, axioms of this type

would have to be transformed into more general statements in ALM. (This

problem was illustrated in Example 28.)

• Certain types of axioms of MAD
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Axioms of the type:

formula may cause formula [ if formula ]

or

default formula [ if formula ] [ after formula ]

are not directly translatable into ALM. They may be expressible (see Example

2), but more rules and extra fluents may be needed in their ALM counterparts.

10.1.3 Summary of Conclusions

Based on the translation from ALM to MAD and vice-versa, we can summarize

the main differences between the two languages:

• Underlying assumptions: Inertia Axiom in ALM vs. Causality Principle in

MAD

As a consequence, recursive definitions in ALM are not obviously translatable

into MAD.

• Basic concepts: class in ALM vs. sort and action in MAD

This causes problems in the translation of functions of ALM that are defined

on, or range over action classes, the translation of attribute constraints for

action classes, etc.

• Declaration of special case knowledge: specialization construct in ALM vs. im-

port statements and renaming clauses in MAD

This leads to a different structuring of knowledge: generally, fewer but larger

modules in ALM and more but smaller modules in MAD.

• Distinction between classes and their instances in ALM

As a result, the translation of renaming clauses—a basic concept of MAD— is

not straightforward when user-defined object constants appear in them. The

same is true of axioms of MAD that contain user-defined object constants.
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CHAPTER XI

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

11.1 Conclusions

In this dissertation, we presented an action language, ALM, characterized by a

modular structure and the ability to separate the definition of classes of objects of

the domain from the definition of instances of these classes. This, together with the

means for defining objects of the domain as special cases of previously defined ones

facilitates the stepwise development, testing, and readability of a knowledge base, as

well as the development of knowledge representation libraries.

We illustrated the methodology of representing knowledge in ALM by extending

our initial library motion by knowledge about means of transportation and about

more complex spatial layouts. We exemplified how our libraries can be used to create

descriptions of several benchmark domains. We presented a methodology of ALM’s

use for solving computational tasks.

We reported on an application of ALM for the development of question answer-

ing systems in the framework of our collaboration on Project Halo. This case study

provided evidence of the adequacy of ALM for knowledge representation. The use of

ALM clearly facilitated the design of provenly correct systems, and was essential in

comparing such systems, which are based on different nonmonotonic formalisms. In

particular, we proved the equivalence of our question answering systems for a specific

class of system descriptions. As part of this project, we designed and implemented

automatic translations of the original version of ALM into ASP and Flora-2, re-

spectively.

We compared ALM with a modular action language with similar goals to ours,

MAD, by creating a translation from ALM into MAD. This translation was instru-

mental in noticing differences between the two languages.

In the course of designingALM, we had an initial version that was an extension of

action languageAL. Based on experiments that followed, we realized some drawbacks
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of our original design. This led to a second version of ALM, the one presented

here, which substantially improves the syntax and semantics of the language and the

methodology of its use. Finally, we adapted the automated translator from ALM

into ASP to match the changes in our language.

11.2 Future Work

We see different directions in which the work presented here can be extended:

• We plan to precisely formulate the translation from MAD into ALM and to

formally investigate the relation between the two languages.

• It would be important to develop various general ALM libraries about com-

monsense domains. This would imply further expanding our library about mo-

tion and adding similar libraries about other recurrent domains. Such practice

would also be beneficial in testing (and possibly improving) the current design

of ALM.

• We believe that the new theory of intentions described in

[Blount & Gelfond, 2012] should become a module of ALM. For that

purpose, our language should be expanded to allow fluents to range over

atoms of the language. This is needed in order to model the notion of a goal of

an activity. A goal is a ground fluent, as in:

goal(m, loc in(john, paris))

This says that the goal of activity m is to have John located in Paris.

• We would like to extend ALM with the capability of representing knowledge

about hybrid domains, i.e., domains which allow both discrete and continuous

change. We intend to achieve this goal by combing ALM with action language

H [Chintabathina et al., 2005, Chintabathina, 2010].
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• In order to facilitate the use of ALM in applications, a development environ-

ment should be created. Such an environment would facilitate the creation and

storage of libraries, the testing and debugging of modules, etc.

• Finally, we would like to create a more efficient implementation of ALM.

We plan to achieve it in the future by substituting our automated transla-

tion from ALM into ASP with a translation into extensions of ASP with

non-Herbrand functions, ASP{f} [Balduccini, 2012], and with sorted signatures,

SPARC [Balai et al., 2012].
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APPENDIX A

MATHEMATICAL PROPERTIES OF AL

The semantics ofAL with defined fluents is non-monotonic and hence, in principle,

the addition of a new definition could substantially change the diagram of D. The

theorem we present in this subsection shows that this is generally not the case. In

order to formulate it precisely, we need the following definition from [Erdoǧan, 2008].

Definition 12 (Residue). Let D and D′ be system descriptions of AL such that the

signature of D′ is part of the signature of D. D′ is a residue of D if restricting the

states and actions of T (D) to the signature of D′ establishes an isomorphism between

T (D′) and T (D).

We also use the following definitions:

Definition 13 (Fluent dependency graph). The fluent dependency graph of a system

description D of ALd is the directed graph such that

• its vertices are arbitrary fluent literals,

• it has an edge from

– l to l′ if l is formed by an inertial fluent and D contains a static law with

head l and the body containing l′,

– from f to l′ if f is a defined fluent and D contains a static law with head

f and the body containing l′ and not containing f ,

– from ¬f to f for every defined fluent f .

Definition 14 (Weakly Acyclic System Description). A system description D of AL

is called weakly acyclic if its fluent dependency graph contains no paths from defined

fluents to their negations.
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Theorem 1. For every weakly acyclic system description D of AL such that the

signature of D contains defined fluents, there is a system description D′ such that the

signature of D′ does not contain defined fluents and D′ is a residue of D.

The following lemma will be useful in proving our theorem. It states that any

defined fluent from D can be eliminated in such a way that the resulting system

description is a residue of the original one.

Lemma 1. If D is a weakly acyclic system description of AL and f is a defined

fluent from the signature of D, then there is a mapping from D and f into a system

description E(D, f) not containing f , such that E(D, f) is a residue of D.

Proof of Lemma 1. We prove this lemma by construction.

(a) We use the following notation: If ∆ is the set of rules

{ l if β1

. . .

l if βn }

then by unsat(∆) we denote the collection of all minimal sets of literals such that

each of these minimal sets would make the body of every rule in ∆ unsatisfiable:

unsat(∆) = { {l̄1, . . . , l̄n} : l1 ∈ β1, . . . , ln ∈ βn}

where by l̄ we denote the complement of l.

(b) E can be seen as a function that takes as inputs a weakly acyclic system description

of AL and a defined fluent f from the signature of D. The output of E is another

weakly acyclic system description of AL.

(c) Let D be a weakly acyclic system description of AL. E(D, f) is constructed from

D as follows:

(i) Eliminate every statement of the type “f if f,Γ”. (Note that Γ cannot contain

¬f because D is weakly acyclic.)
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Let’s assume that the remaining definition of f is the set of rules δ(f):

δ(f) =def { f if β1

. . .

f if βk }

(0.1)

Note that the sets of literals β1, . . . , βk do not contain f ; they do not contain

¬f either because D is weakly acyclic.

(ii) Replace every statement “α if f,Γ” by the set of statements:

α if β1,Γ

. . .

α if βk,Γ

(0.2)

(iii) Replace every statement “α if ¬f,Γ” by the set of statements:

α if x1,Γ

. . .

α if xm,Γ

(0.3)

where x1, . . . , xm are sets of literals such that {x1, . . . , xm} = unsat(δ(f)).

(The intuition here is that ¬f is true if no statement in the definition of f is

satisfied, i.e. the body of every statement from the definition of f contains at

least one literal that is false.)

(iv) Eliminate the definition δ(f) of f from the system description.

(v) Eliminate f from the signature of the system description.

(d) It can be shown via standard techniques that, given a state σ0 and a collection of

actions e, the answer sets of Π(D′, σ0, e) are identical to the answer sets of Π(D, σ0, e)

modulo the set {holds(f, i),¬holds(f, i)} for every step i. (The construction of pro-

gram Π was described in Chapter II.)

(e) By (d) and Definitions 10, 11, and 12, E(D, f) is a residue of D.
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We can now prove Theorem 1.

Proof of Theorem 1. We prove this theorem by construction.

(a). Let Fd be the set of all defined fluents from the signature of D.

(b). For every fluent f ∈ Fd, let E(D, f) be defined as in Lemma 1.

(c). Let π = (f1, . . . , fn) be an arbitrary permutation of Fd.

(d). We denote by E(D, π) the successive elimination of defined fluents, in the

order in which they appear in π:

E(D, π) =def E(. . . E(E(D, f1), f2) . . . , fn)

(e). By Lemma 1 applied successively, E(D, π) is a residue of D.

Let us state the following corollary of Theorem 1:

Corollary 1. Let D be a weakly acyclic system description of AL with signature Σ,

f 6∈ Σ be a new symbol for a defined fluent, and D′ be the result of adding to D the

definition of f . Then D is a residue of D′.
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APPENDIX B

Flora-2 ENCODING OF AL SYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS

We present the translation of AL system descriptions into Flora-2 logic pro-

grams. For everyAL system description, D, we construct a program ΠF (D) consisting

of Flora-2 encodings of statements from D.

Let D be a system description of AL. The signature of ΠF (D) will consist of the

signature of Π(D) together with the relations:

• defeated(fluent, step) (defeated(f, i) says that the non-static fluent f is de-

feated at time step i) and

• defeated(n(fluent), step) (defeated(n(f), i) says that ¬f is defeated at time

step i, where f is a non-static fluent).

By l̄ we will denote n(f) if l = f or f if l = ¬f . The logic program ΠF (D) is

constructed as follows:1

1. For every static causal law “l if p” from D, ΠF (D) contains:

h(l, I) ← h(p, I). (0.4)

If l is a non-static literal, then ΠF (D) also contains:

defeated(l̄, I) ← h(p, I). (0.5)

2. For every dynamic causal law “a causes l if p” from D, ΠF (D) contains:

h(l, I + 1) ← h(p, I),

occurs(a, I).
(0.6)

1As mentioned previously, the symbol for classical negation in Flora-2 is “neg”, but we will use

¬ instead, for simplicity.
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defeated(l̄, I + 1) ← h(p, I),

occurs(a, I).
(0.7)

(Note that based on the definition of inertial, defined and static fluents, the

literal l appearing in the dynamic causal law above can only be an inertial

literal).

3. For every executability condition “impossible a1, . . . , ak if p” from D, and for

every i such that 0 ≤ i ≤ k, ΠF (D) contains:

¬occurs(ai, I) ← not ¬occurs(a1, I),

. . .

not ¬occurs(ai−1, I),

not ¬occurs(ai+1, I),

. . .

not ¬occurs(ak, I),

h(p, I).

(0.8)

4. ΠF (D) contains the Inertia Axioms:

holds(F, I + 1) ← fluent(inertial, F ),

holds(F, I),

not defeated(F, I + 1).

¬holds(F, I + 1) ← fluent(inertial, F ),

¬holds(F, I),

not defeated(n(F ), I + 1).

(0.9)

5. ΠF (D) contains the CWA for defined fluents:

¬holds(F, I) ← fluent(defined, F ),

not defeated(n(F ), I).
(0.10)
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APPENDIX C

THEORY OF INTENTIONS

We present the complete encoding of the theory of intentions

[Baral & Gelfond, 2005, Gelfond, 2006] used in this dissertation. This program,

called ToI, expects as an input the description of sequences of actions in our

domain. Sequences are defined via two predicates:

• component(S,K, V ) - which says that the Kth component of sequence S is V .

Note that V may be either an action or a sequence of actions.

• length(S,N) - which says that the length of sequence S is N .

For instance, the sequence s = 〈a1, a2〉 is defined as:

component(s, 1, a1). component(s, 2, a2). length(s, 2).

In the program ToI encoding the theory of intentions:

• I, I1, and I2 are variables for time steps,

• A is a variable for actions,

• S is a variable for sequences of actions,

• V , V1, and V2 are variables for actions or sequences of action (i.e., elements),

and

• N , K1, and K2 are variables for natural numbers.

The program ToI contains the non-procrastination axiom, i.e., “Normally intended

actions are executed the moment such execution becomes possible”:

occurs(A, I) ← intend(A, I),

not ¬occurs(A, I).

and the persistence axiom (“Unfulfilled intentions persist”):

intend(A, I1) ← intend(A, I),

¬occurs(A, I),

not ¬intend(A, I1),

I1 = I + 1.
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In addition, ToI includes axioms for intended sequences of actions: “The first element

of a sequence is intended whenever the sequence is intended”:

intend(V, I) ← intend(S, I),

component(S, 1, V ),

elements(V ),

sequences(S).

and “Whenever an element of a sequence is completed, the following element in the

sequence is intended”:

intend(V2, I2) ← intend(S, I1),

component(S,K1, V2),

component(S,K, V1),

K1 = K + 1,

ends(V1, I2),

elements(V1),

elements(V2)

sequences(S).

It also contains rules describing the completion of an action or sequence, i.e., the

relation ends(V, I):

ends(S, I) ← length(S,N),

component(S,N, V ),

ends(V, I).

ends(A, I1) ← occurs(A, I),

I1 = I + 1.

Finally, ToI includes the encoding of the relation last step (i.e., the time step follow-
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ing the last occurrence of an action in a trajectory):

last step(I) ← not ¬last step(I).

¬last step(I) ← last step(I1),

I1 < I.

¬last step(I) ← occurs(A, I1),

I1 >= I.
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APPENDIX D

THE FIRST VERSION OF ALM

This section contains an brief presentation of the initial version of ALM. We

assume that the reader is familiar with action description language AL or is willing

to consult Chapter II for details.

Syntax

One of the central concepts of ALM is that of a module — a formal description

of a collection of closely connected classes of elementary objects, fluents, and actions

of some dynamic system. We start our description of the syntax and semantics of

ALM with the introduction of a simple class of modules called basic.

The notion is illustrated by the following example.

Example 29. [Module]

module move between points

sort declarations

things, points : sort

movers : things

fluent declarations

loc in(things, points) : inertial fluent

axioms

¬loc in(T,A2) if loc in(T,A1), A1 6= A2.

end of loc in

action declarations

move : action

attributes

actor : movers

origin, dest : points
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axioms

move causes loc in(O,A) if actor = O,

dest = A.

impossible move if actor = O,

origin = A,

¬loc in(O,A).

end of move

A basic module of ALM consists of three parts: sort declarations, fluent declara-

tions, and action declarations.

The sort declarations part of the module contains a hierarchy of names of classes

of elementary objects (often referred to as object classes). A sort declaration is a

statement of the type

s1 : s2

where s1 is the name of an object class and s2 is either the name of an object class or

the keyword sort. In the latter case, the statement simply declares a new sort s1. In

the former, s1 is declared as a special case of s2. Our module move between points has

object classes points, things, and movers. They are organized in a simple hierarchy

with the root sort, classes things and areas defined as its children, and movers

defined as a subclass of things.

The fluent declarations part of a basic ALM module consists of descriptions of

fluent classes, their parameters, types, and axioms describing the relationship between

fluents. Syntactically, a fluent declaration has the form:

f(s1, . . . , sk) : type fluent

axioms

[state constraint .]+

end of f

Here f is the name of a fluent class and s1, . . . , sk are object classes for the parameters

of f . Similarly to AL, fluents of ALM are of one of three types: inertial, defined,
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and static.

The axiom part of the declaration consists of state constraints (also known as

static causal laws) specifying the relationships between fluents. To define the syntax

of a state constraint we need the notion of an open fluent atom of a module of ALM

— an expression of the form f(X1, . . . , Xn) where f is a name of a fluent class declared

in the module and X1, . . . , Xn are variables. An open fluent literal is an open atom

or its negation. A state constraint of a module M has the form

l if p

where: (1) l is an open fluent literal of M and (2) p is a collection of open fluent

literals of M and atoms of the form s(X) where s is a sort of M . The informal

reading of a state constraint of ALM is the same as that of state constraints of AL

with variables. If the declaration of a fluent class f contains no state constraints,

then the keywords axioms and end of f should be omitted.

Our module declares a fluent class, loc in, with parameters of the sorts movers

and points, respectively. The fluent is declared as inertial. The state constraint of

the fluent declaration says that a thing cannot be located at two points at the same

time.

The action declarations part of an ALM basic module contains names of action

classes, their attributes, and axioms describing direct effects of actions and their

impossibility conditions. Syntactically, an action declaration has the form:

a : action

attributes

[attr : sort]+

axioms

[law .]+

end of a

where a is the name of an action class, attr is an identifier used to name an attribute

of the actions of this class, and law is a dynamic causal law or an executability
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condition.

A dynamic causal law of a module M describing the direct effect of actions from

class a has the form:

a causes l if p

where: (1) a is the name of an action class; (2) l is an open fluent literal; and (3)

p is a collection of open fluent literals of M , atoms of the form s(X) where s is a

sort of M , and open attribute atoms — expressions of the form attr = Y , where attr

is the name of an attribute of the action and Y is a variable ranging over elements

of the corresponding sort. By open literals we mean open fluent literals or open

attribute atoms. The law says that if an action from the class a with attributes

satisfying attribute conditions from p were to be executed in a state satisfying the

other conditions of p then l would be true in the resulting state.

The impossibility condition of ALM is slightly more complex. In its simplest

form it looks as follows:

impossible a if p

where a is the name of an action class and p is a collection of open literals of M , atoms

of the form s(X) where s is a sort of M , and open attribute atoms. Intuitively, the

law states that actions from the class a with attributes satisfying attribute conditions

from p can not occur in states satisfying the other conditions from p.

For instance, our module move between points has a simple form of executability

condition. The module declares one action class – move. It states that actions of this

type are allowed to have three attributes: actor, with values from the sort movers,

and origin and dest, with values from the sort points. The first axiom of move says

that the occurrence of any action that is an instance of move and has actor O and

destination A causes O to be located in A. The second axiom says that no instance of

action class move can occur in a state in which its actor is not located at the origin.

A more general executability condition of ALM has the form:

impossible a1, . . . , an if p
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where a1, . . . , an are names of action classes and p is a collection of open fluent literals,

atoms of the form s(X) where s is a sort of M , and expressions of the form attr(ai) =

Y , with 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The slight complication of the syntax allows to differentiate

between attributes of different actions. A typical example may be a condition:

impossible a1, a2 if actor(a1) = Y, actor(a2) = Y

which says that actions from classes a1 and a2 can not be performed simultaneously

by the same actor. An additional complication appears when we want to state the

impossibility condition for actions of the same type. This is done by adding a pa-

rameter to the name of the action class. For instance, the following (unnecessary)

impossibility condition can be added to the action declaration of move:

impossible move(1),move(2) if actor(move(1)) = Y, actor(move(2)) = Y

The condition states that two instances of move cannot be simultaneously performed

by the same actor. Of course a module cannot contain two declarations of the same

class. This completes the description of the syntax of a basic module of ALM.

It is important to notice that, like in the first-order logic, symbols declared in

a module of ALM do not have a fixed interpretation. If the module contains dec-

larations of all its symbols it can, semantically, be viewed as a mapping of possible

interpretations of the symbols of the domain into the transition diagram containing

all possible trajectories of the corresponding dynamic system. This separation of un-

interpreted modules from their interpretations is an essential part of ALM, which is,

in a large part, responsible for the reusability of its theories.

To describe a particular interpretation of the symbols of a module M we use the

notion of ALM’s structure. The following example illustrates such an interpretation

for the module move between points.

Example 30. [Structure of move between points]

structure

sorts

john, bob ∈ movers

london, paris ∈ points
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actions

instance move(O,A1, A2) where A1 6= A2 : move

actor := O

origin := A1

dest := A2

Syntactically, a structure of an ALM module M starts with the sort definition,

which has the form:

sorts

[constants ∈ s]+

where constants is a non-empty list of identifiers referred to as objects of sort s.

The definition of sorts in a structure of ALM is followed by the definition of

actions. Syntactically, it has the form:

actions

[instance description]+

where an instance description is defined as follows:

instance α where cond : a

attr1 := y1

. . .

attrk := yk

Here α is a term used to name an action from an action class a that is defined by

this instance description, attr1, . . . , attrk are attributes of this action, y’s are properly

sorted objects of the structure and cond is a set of fluent literals formed by static

fluents. Note that an instance description of ALM may also contain variables. In

this case it will be referred to as an action schema, and viewed as a shorthand for

the set of instance descriptions obtained from the schema by replacing its variables

V1, . . . , Vk by their possibles values c1, . . . , ck.
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The action definition part of the structure is followed by the definition of values

of static fluents. Syntactically, it has the form:

statics

[state constraint .]+

These state constraints are similar but not identical to the state constraints in the

fluent declarations of a module. Both the head and body of a state constraint from

the structure must be static fluent literals. As well, the static fluent literals appearing

in a state constraint from the structure do not have to be open; their parameters can

be properly sorted objects defined in the structure. If the list of state constraints is

empty, then the keyword statics should be omitted, as in Example 30. The semantics

of ALM require that the static fluents declared in a system description be completely

defined. The values of static fluents are obtained by taking the definitions of statics

from the structure, closing them under the axioms for statics from the declaration

part, and adding the closed world assumption to whatever was derived. The last step

ensures the complete definition of statics.

Particular domains are described using system descriptions, which consist of a

theory and a structure. A theory is a collection of modules that can be transformed

into a single basic module. Hence, in order to give the semantics of system descriptions

of our language, we can simply give the semantics of basic modules.

Semantics

Semantically, a basic module M can be viewed as a function which maps its struc-

ture, S, into the action description M(S) of AL. Now we will define this mapping.

1. The signature Σ of M(S) contains sorts defined in the structure. We assume

that the sorts have no other elements except those specified in their definitions.

2. Actions of M(S) are action instances defined in S.

3. Fluents of M(S) are
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• Expressions of the form f(x1, . . . , xk) where s1, . . . , sk are the sorts of the

parameters of f in the declaration of f from module M , and for every i,

xi is an object constant of the sort si.

• Expressions of the form attr(α, y) where α is an action defined in S and

the definition of α contains a statement attr := y.

We concluded the definition of the signature of action description M(S) of AL.

To conclude the definition of M(S), we need to define its axioms. This is done as

follows:

1. State constraints of M are viewed as schemas for state constraints of M(S).

Similarly for the state constraints containing variables from the static definitions

of S. State constraints of S without variables are state constraints of M(S).

2. For every dynamic causal law a causes l if p and every action α from the class

a defined in S, replace a by α and replace every attribute atom attr = Y in p

by a fluent atom attr(α, Y ).

3. For every impossibility condition impossible a1, . . . , an if p and every collec-

tion of different actions α1, . . . , αn where αi is defined in S and belongs to class

ai for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n, replace all occurrences of ai by αi and replace every

attribute atom attr(αi) = Y in p by a fluent atom attr(αi, Y ).
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APPENDIX E

MATHEMATICAL RESULTS FOR THE ALMAS SYSTEM

The ALMAS system was built based on the original version of ALM

described in Appendix 11.2. Here, we will show the theorem that summarizes

our theoretical results regarding the ASP algorithm. But before we

do that, we introduce some preliminary definitions. We borrowed from

[Baral & Gelfond, 2005, Balduccini & Gelfond, 2003b] and adapted the formal

definitions for the following terms: history of a system description, model of a

history, module for temporal projection, and an answer set defining a sequence.

Definition 15 (Observed History). By the history Γn of a system description D up

to time step n we mean a collection of observations, i.e., facts of the form:

1. observed(f, true/false, i) - fluent f was observed to be true/false at step i,

where 0 ≤ i ≤ n.

2. happened(a, i) or ¬happened(a, i) - action a was observed to have happened or

to not have happened, respectively, at step i, where 0 ≤ i < n.

3. intend(α, i) - the execution of action or sequence of actions α was intended at

step i, where 0 ≤ i < n.

If l is a literal, by obs(l, i) we will denote observed(f, true, i) if l = f and

observed(f, false, i) if l = ¬f . If p is a set of literals, obs(p, i) = {obs(l, i) :

l ∈ p}. If for every fluent f in the signature either observed(f, true, 0) ∈ Γn or

observed(f, false, 0) ∈ Γn, then we say that the initial situation of Γn is complete.

We use the notation α = 〈a1, a2, . . . , an〉 for sequences of actions (i.e., the first ele-

ment of α is the action or sequence a1, the second is a2, . . . , and the n-th and final

element of α is the action or sequence an). The semantics of a history Γn is given by

the following definition:

Definition 16 (Model of a History). Let Γn be a history of a system description D

up to time step n. Let M = 〈σ0, a0, σ1, . . . , am−1, σm〉 be a trajectory of T (D).
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(a) We first define what it means for M to satisfy the statements of Γn:

1. M is said to satisfy a statement intended(a, i), where a is an action, if

there is j ≥ i such that a ⊆ aj and for every i ≤ k < j, a is not exe-

cutable at σk (i.e., our system description D contains an axiom of the type

“impossible a if l1, . . . , ln” such that {l1, . . . , ln} ⊆ σk). We say that j+1

is the point of a’s completion, and that a is supported at j.

2. M is said to satisfy a statement intended(α, i) where α = 〈a′1, . . . , a′n〉,

and n > 1, if M satisfies intended(a′1, i) and intended(α′, j), where α′ =

〈a′2, . . . , a′n〉 and j is the point of a′1’s completion.

3. M is said to satisfy a statement obs(l, i) if l ∈ σi.

4. M is said to satisfy a statement happened(a, i) if a ⊆ ai. We say that a is

supported at i. M is said to satisfy a statement ¬happened(a, i) if a * ai.

(b) M is a model of Γn if it satisfies all the statements of Γn, and for 0 ≤ i < m,

all elements of ai are supported at i.

(c) Γn is consistent if it has a model.

(d) A literal l holds in a model M of Γn at time i ≤ n if l ∈ σi; Γn entails h(l, i) if,

for every model M of Γn, M |= h(l, i).

(We use M |= h(l, i) to denote that l holds in model M , and Γn |= h(l, i) to

denote that Γn entails h(l, i).)

Note that a consistent history may have more than one model if non-deterministic

actions are involved. We now formally introduce the program, Ω, that describes the

connection between observations in the history and the hypothetical relations occurs

and holds in our ASP encoding of a system description. It can be viewed as a

reasoning module for performing temporal projection.
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Definition 17 (ASP Module for Temporal Projection). The ASP module for tem-

poral projection, Ω, is a program consisting of the following rules:

occurs(A, I) ← happened(A, I).

¬occurs(A, I) ← ¬happened(A, I).

h(F, 0) ← observed(F, true, 0).

¬h(F, 0) ← observed(F, false, 0).

← observed(F, true, I),

not h(F, I).

← observed(F, false, I),

not ¬h(F, I).

Let D be a weakly acyclic system description of ALM, Γn be a history of D up to

time step n, I be the theory of intentions from Appendix 11.2, and Ω be the program

defined above. By P (D,Γn) we denote the logic program obtained by adding Γn, I,

and Ω to the ASP encoding of the system description D. The following terminology

will be useful for describing the relationship between answer sets of P (D,Γn) and

models of Γn.

Definition 18 (Answer Set Defining a Sequence). Let Γn be a history of D and A

be a set of literals over lit(P (D,Γn)). We say that A defines the sequence

〈σ0, a0, σ1, . . . , am−1, σm〉

if σi = {l | h(l, i) ∈ A} for any 0 ≤ i ≤ m, and ak = {a | occurs(a, k)} for any

0 ≤ k < m.

We can now formulate our theorem about the ASP algorithm:

Theorem 2. (Soundness and Completeness of the ASP Algorithm) Let D be a

weakly acyclic system description of ALM defining a transition diagram T (D).

If the history Γn is consistent with respect to T (D) and its initial situation is complete,

then M is a model of Γn iff M is defined by some answer set of P (D,Γn).
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Proof. Previous work [Balduccini & Gelfond, 2003b, Baral & Gelfond, 2005] showed

similar results in the context of the non-modular action language AL without defined

fluents. We will use those results in our proof.

(a) Let τ(D) be the AL translation of the system description D of ALM.

(b) By Theorem 1, there is a system description τ ′(D) with the same signature as

τ(D) minus the defined fluents, such that τ ′(D) is a residue of τ(D)

(c) By Lemma 5 from [Balduccini & Gelfond, 2003b] for τ ′(D) and Theorem 1 from

[Baral & Gelfond, 2005], we obtain soundness and completeness.

Theorem 2 indicates that the ASP system will produce correct and complete an-

swers to all questions about temporal projection. This theorem can be easily extended

to cover questions about planning or diagnosis, based on previous results on AL.
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APPENDIX F

MATHEMATICAL RESULTS FOR THE Flora-2 SYSTEM

In the following theorems, let D be a weakly acyclic system description of ALM,

Γn be a history of D, I be the theory of intentions, and ΩF be the Flora-2 module

for temporal projection described in Section 9.3. By PF (D,Γn) we denote the logic

program obtained by adding Γn, I, and ΩF to the Flora-2 encoding of the system

description D.

Lemma 2. Let D be a weakly acyclic system description of ALM defining a tran-

sition diagram T (D). If the history Γn is consistent with respect to T (D) and its

initial situation is complete, then:

1. XSB returns f as an answer to the query holds(F, i) iff holds(f, i) belongs to

the well-founded model of PF (D,Γn).

2. XSB returns f as an answer to the query ¬holds(F, i) iff ¬holds(f, i) belongs

to the well-founded model of PF (D,Γn).

Proof. We need to show that the SLG algorithm of XSB is sound and complete with

respect to the well-founded model for the program PF (D,Γn). Unsoundness

can be due to floundering; incompleteness can be due to non-termination

[Chen & Warren, 1996]. Hence, we need to show that PF (D,Γn) is occur-check

free, does not flounder and the SLG algorithm terminates. Let τ(D) be the

AL translation of the system description D of ALM. Hence, PF (D,Γn) is

ΠF (τ(D)) ∪ I ∪ Γn ∪ ΩF . For simplicity, we will denote PF (D,Γn) by PF .

(a) PF is occur-check free: PF is well-moded [Dembinski & Maluszynski, 1985] for

the following input-output specification:

fluent(+,−) holds(−,+) observed(+,+,+)

defeated(+,+) occurs(+,+) happened(+,+)

intend(+,+)
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As there is no rule in PF whose head contains more than one occurrence of

the same variable in its output positions, then, based on the result of Apt and

Pellegrini [Apt & Pellegrini, 1994], PF is occur-check free.

(b) PF does not flounder : PF is well-moded for the input-output specification in (a)

and all predicate symbols occurring under negation as failure (i.e., defeated,

occurs, and intend) are moded completely by input. Hence, based on results by

Apt and Pellegrini [Apt & Pellegrini, 1994], and Stroetman [Stroetman, 1993],

PF does not flounder.

(c) The SLG resolution of XSB computation terminates :

1. PF has a finite universe. The syntax of system descriptions of ALM only

allows for specifying a finite number of classes, a finite number of parameters/

attributes for fluents/ actions, and a finite number of instances of the declared

classes. Hence, the system description D has a finite signature. Additionally,

we assume that the number of time steps declared in PF is finite, ranging from 0

to m, where m > n. Besides atoms describing the signature of D, the program

PF may contain a finite number of new atoms. For example, if there are N non-

static fluents in the signature of D, then PF will contain up to 4 ∗ N ∗m new

atoms (i.e., for each non-static fluent f it may contain holds(f, i), ¬holds(f, i),

observed(f, true, i), and observed(f, false, i)). Note that we view ¬holds as a

new predicate symbol. Similarly, for actions and sequences of actions.

2. The SLG resolution of XSB terminates for programs with a finite universe

[Chen & Warren, 1996].

3. From 1 and 2, we obtain the termination of the SLG resolution for PF .

We can now state that, for any consistent history with a complete initial situation,

the trajectory computed by the Flora-2 algorithm is sound with respect to the
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specification:2 In the following theorems, a history is defined as in Definition 15, and

a model of a history as in Definition 16.

Theorem 3. (Soundness of the Flora-2 Algorithm) Let D be a weakly acyclic

system description of ALM defining a transition diagram T (D). Let the history Γn

be consistent with respect to T (D) and the initial situation of Γn be complete. Let l

be a fluent literal, and let 0 ≤ i ≤ n.

If h(l, i) is in the well-founded model of PF (D,Γn), then

∀ model M of Γn,M |= h(l, i)

Proof. We have to show that the well-founded model W of PF (D,Γn) is sound with

respect to the specification. Note that the semantics of an ALM system description

is given by translating it into an equivalent AL system description. The semantics of

an AL system description is in turn given by an ASP program, Π (see Section 2.5.1).

(a) Let τ(D) be the AL translation of the system description D of ALM.

(b) From (a), PF (D,Γn) is the Flora-2 program ΠF (τ(D)) ∪ I ∪ Γn ∪ ΩF . For

simplicity, we will denote it by PF .

(c) Let PA (A from ASP) denote the ASP program Π(τ(D)) ∪ I ∪ Γn ∪ Ω used in

the ASP question answering method.

(d) Under the given conditions (i.e., Γn is a consistent history of D with a complete

initial situation), PF has the same answer sets as PA modulo the common

signature.

(We will further develop this part of the proof below).

(e) Based on Corollary 5.7 from [Van Gelder et al., 1991], the well-founded model

W of PF is compatible with every answer set of PF .

2This assumes that the implementation of Flora-2 is sound with respect to XSB.
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(f) From (d) and (e), W is compatible with every answer set of PA.

(g) From Theorem 2, every answer set of PA defines a trajectory of Γn.

(h) From (f) and (g), W is compatible with all possible trajectories of Γn.

Let us now give some details about point (d) above, which says that PF has the

same answer sets as PA modulo the common signature. Here is a sketch of this part

of the proof:

(i) First of all, we introduce some notation.

Let

Z =def {r : r is a rule of type 2.6 or 2.7 from Π(τ(D))}

= {r : r is a rule of type 0.4 or 0.6 from ΠF (τ(D))}
(0.11)

(ii) Left-to-right: For every answer set of PF there is an equivalent answer set of

PA, modulo the common signature.

– Let SF be an arbitrary answer set of of PF .

– Let SA be constructed from SF as follows:

SA =def SF\
{
defeated(l̄, i) : ∃r ∈ Z s.t. head(r) = h(l, i) ∧ body(r) ⊆ SF

}
(0.12)

– Note that SA and SF are identical modulo the common signature.

– We show that SA is an answer set of PA.

This is done by the usual method of showing that:

(1) SA is closed under the rules of P SA
A , and

(2) SA is a minimal set closed under the rules of P SA
A (by induction on the

immediate consequence operator).

(iii) Right-to-left: For every answer set of PA there is an equivalent answer set of

PF , modulo the common signature.
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– Let SA be an arbitrary answer set of of PA.

– Let SF be constructed from SA as follows:

SF =def SA∪
{
defeated(l̄, i) : ∃r ∈ Z s.t. head(r) = h(l, i) ∧ body(r) ⊆ SA

}
(0.13)

– Note that SF and SA are identical modulo the common signature.

– We show that SF is an answer set of PF .

As before, this is done by showing that:

(1) SF is closed under the rules of P SF
F , and

(2) SF is a minimal set closed under the rules of P SF
F (by induction on the

immediate consequence operator).

(iv) From (ii) and (iii), we obtain that PF and PA have the same answer sets modulo

the common signature.

We continue discussing the completeness of the Flora-2 algorithm. In the gen-

eral case, this algorithm is not complete. The following well known example illustrates

a case in which it is incomplete.

Example 31. [Incompleteness]

Let D be the following system description:

a causes f

¬g1 if f, g2

¬g2 if f, g1

d if g1

d if g2

with inertial fluents f , g1, and g2, and defined fluent d. Let us consider the history:
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Γn = { observed(f, false, 0), observed(g1, true, 0), observed(g2, true, 0),

happened(a, 0)}.

This system has two possible trajectories: in one of them f , g1, and d are true

and g2 is false at step 1; in the other one f , g2, and d are true and g1 is false at

step 1. However, the only information about step 1 that the well-founded model of

PF (D,Γn) can provide is that f holds in all possible trajectories of the system. The

values of the remaining fluents, g1, g2, and d, are unknown.

Our goal is to find a class of system descriptions for which the Flora-2 algorithm

is complete. We first introduce the following definition:

Definition 19 (Simple System Descriptions). A simple system description is a system

description of ALM such that:

1. there are no circular dependencies between fluents and

2. all executability conditions “impossible a1, . . . , ak if p” have k = 1, i.e., they

are of the form “impossible a1 if p.”

We can now express the sufficient condition for completeness:

Theorem 4. (Sufficient Condition for Completeness of the Flora-2 Algorithm)

Let D be a weakly acyclic simple system description of ALM defining a transition

diagram T (D); let its history Γn be consistent with respect to T (D) and its initial

situation be complete; let l be a fluent literal; and 0 ≤ i ≤ n.

If M is a model of Γn and h(l, i) ∈M then h(l, i) ∈ W , where W is the well-founded

model of PF (D,Γn).

Proof. We first introduce some notation:

(a) For any logic program P , let P ∗ be the general logic program obtained from P

by replacing all occurrences of ¬pred by n pred, for every predicate pred from

the signature of P .

(b) As before, let τ(D) be the AL translation of the system description D of ALM.
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(c) Hence, PF (D,Γn) is the Flora-2 program ΠF (τ(D)) ∪ I ∪ Γn ∪ ΩF . For

simplicity, we will denote it by PF .

(d) Let PA (A from ASP) denote the ASP program Π(τ(D)) ∪ I ∪ Γn ∪ Ω used in

the ASP question answering method.

We prove Theorem 4 by showing the following:

(e) The general logic program P ∗F is a locally stratified program when D is a simple

system description and Γn is a consistent history of D with a complete initial

situation.

(We will further develop this part of the proof below.)

(f) From (e), we obtain that PF has a unique answer set, equivalent to its well-

founded model.

(g) We show that the unique answer set of PF is equivalent to the unique answer

set of PA modulo the common signature.

(This was already shown in the proof of Theorem 3.)

(h) The unique answer set of PA is complete with respect to the specification (By

Theorem 2).

(i) From (g) and (h), we obtain that the well-founded model of PF is also complete

with respect to the specification.

Let us now discuss in more detail the proof for point(e), which says that the

program P ∗F is locally stratified:

(i) We first define the graph of non-static fluents Gns(D) = (V , E) as a directed

graph where:

1. V is the set of all non-static (i.e., inertial or defined) fluent names from

the signature of D
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2. For every static causal law “l if p1, . . . , pk” from D, where l is non-static,

and for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k such that pi is non-static, (pi, l) ∈ E.

(ii) Given that D is a simple system description, Gns(D) = (V,E) is acyclic.

(iii) We define the mapping α : V → {1, 2, . . . , n} as follows:

1. If N ∈ V and N is a source, then: α(N) = 1

2. For every N ∈ V such that (N1, N) ∈ E, . . . , (Nm, N) ∈ E:

α(N) = max{α(N1), . . . , α(Nm)}+ 1

3. n = max{α(N) | N is a sink}

(iv) Let k = n+ 1.

(v) We prove (e) (i.e., P ∗F is locally stratified) by using the mapping α defined above

and the ranking, ρ, defined as follows:

ρ(happened(a, i)) = ρ(n happened(a, i)) = 0

ρ(observed(f, true, i)) = ρ(observed(f, false, i)) = 0 if f is non-static

ρ(n intend(α, i)) = 0

ρ(f) = ρ(n f) = 0 if f is static

ρ(defeated(l̄, i)) = k ∗ i+ (α(l)− 1)

ρ(holds(f, i)) = ρ(n holds(f, i)) = k ∗ i+ α(f)

if f is non-static

ρ(n occurs(a, i)) = k ∗ i+ n

ρ(occurs(a, i)) = k ∗ (i+ 1)

ρ(intend(α, i)) = k ∗ (i+ 1)

ρ(ends(α, i)) = k ∗ (i+ 1)

ρ(inconsistency(i)) = k ∗ (i+ 1)

(vi) It can be easily checked that ρ is a local stratification for P ∗F .
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APPENDIX G

TRANSLATION FROM ALM INTO MAD

In this section, we define a translation of system descriptions of ALM into action

descriptions of MAD. Our goal is to create a translation that would allow us to

compare the modular structure of ALM with that of MAD. We will use the syntax of

MAD described in [Erdoǧan, 2008]. We will begin by defining a translation for closed

modules of ALM, as the theory of any system description of ALM is equivalent to

a closed module. Then, we will discuss the translation of a system description.

G.1 Closed Module

Let us consider a module M of ALM with the signature Σ = 〈P , C,≤C,F〉. We

translate it into a MAD action description, AD(M), with the following sections:

sorts

inclusions

module M

module M c1

. . .

module M cm

where c1, . . . , cm are action classes in the class hierarchy of Σ. AD(M) may contain

some additional modules derived from executability conditions for instances of several

different actions. Module M may have the following sections:

fluents

variables

axioms

Modules M c1, . . . , M cm, if they exist, will have the sections:
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actions

variables

axioms

import . . .

where the number of import sections in a module M ci, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, will be equal to

the number of parents of ci in the class hierarchy.

The general idea for the translation of M into AD(M) is as follows:

• For every class c �C actions of M :

Declare it in the sorts section of AD(M), declare its specialization relations in

inclusions, and declare its attributes as rigid fluents in module M .

• For every class c ≤C actions of M , where c has k attributes:

Declare c as a term with k arguments in module M c of AD(M). If c has

other parents than actions in the class hierarchy, then add import statements

with renaming clauses to describe its specialization relations; otherwise import

module M without renaming clauses.

• Place state constraints in the axioms section of module M .

• Place dynamic causal laws and triggers about an action class c in the axioms

section of module M c, i.e., the module in which c is declared.

• Place executability conditions about instances of a single action class, c, in M c.

Place executability conditions about instances of several different action classes,

c1, . . . , cn, in a new module M c1 . . . cn, which imports modules M c1, . . . ,

M cn.

We use the ALM syntax for variables and constant symbols (initial uppercase

letter and initial lowercase letter, respectively) until the last moment; our last step
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of the translation will be to rename variables and constants according to the MAD

syntax (initial lowercase letter for variables and initial uppercase letter for constants).

We begin with some simplifying assumptions and preliminary definitions. Then,

we show how we translate class declarations, function declarations, and axioms of M .

G.1.1 Simplifying Assumptions

We make the following simplifying assumptions about M and explain our reasons

for such assumptions:

1. Functions other than attributes are not defined on, and do not range over classes

that are special cases of actions.

Why: Fluents of MAD must be defined on, and range over either primitive sorts

or the built-in class action. A possible solution would be to transform each such

function

f : c1 × · · · × cn → cn+1

of ALM into a boolean function

f(c′1, . . . , c
′
n, c
′
n+1)

of MAD, where ∀1 ≤ i ≤ n + 1, c′i =def action if c ≤C actions and c′i =def ci

otherwise, and to add the following axiom:

default ¬f(X1, . . . , Xn, Xn+1);

However, this implies that f will be defined on all actions, whereas the ALM

counterpart of f may only be defined on some special case class of actions.

2. Attributes of every action class (i.e., a class that is a special case of actions)

are of the form attr name : c→ cn+1 where n = 0.

Why: The name of an action in MAD is a term with one parameter for each

of its possible attributes. If a class c of ALM has an attribute attr name :

c× c1× · · · × cn → cn+1 where n > 0, then the number of possible attributes of
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an action of this class depends on the interpretations of classes c1, . . . , cn. In the

current translation of ALM into MAD, we wanted our translation of modules

to be independent from the interpretation, which seems to be unavoidable here.

Another possible translation of ALM system descriptions into MAD can be

created starting from the interpretation (i.e., the structure) of the system de-

scription. In that case, we would replace variables that stand for action instances

in axioms by their possible instantiations. However, such a translation would

produce a unique module of MAD. This would be inconvenient, as it would not

allow us to compare the modular structure of ALM with that of MAD.

3. Action classes do not have constraints on attributes.

Why: Such a constraint could be translated into MAD as an executability

condition, but it would not exactly express the same intuition. For now, we do

not foresee any better solution.

4. State constraints do not contain literals of the form instance(V, c) or

¬instance(V, c) where c is an action class. Dynamic causal laws, executability

conditions and triggers do not contain literals of the form instance(V, c) or

¬instance(V, c) unless they also contain a matching literal of the form

occurs(V ) or ¬occurs(V ).

Why: In ALM, we distinguish between an instance of an action class and the

execution of such an instance by the use of instance or occurs, respectively.

Such a distinction is normally not made in MAD. The only exception of which

we are aware is a statement of the form:

nonexecutable a & a1 if a ! = a1

where: “in the first two occurrences, the variables are treated as the action

atoms and the latter occurrences on either side of the inequality sign are treated

as the names of the actions” [Erdoǧan, 2008]. We remind the reader that an

action atom a of MAD (equivalent to a = true) says that action a is executed.
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G.1.2 Preliminary Definitions

In what follows, we will use the following definitions.

Definition 20. If V is a variable appearing in an axiom r of a module M of ALM,

then by the sort of V in r we mean the most specific class among the classes in the

signature of M with whose instances V can be replaced in r.

Example 32. In the axiom:

loc in(A) = D if instance(X,move),

occurs(X),

actor(X) = A,

dest(X) = D.

where loc in : things→ points, actor : move→ movers, and dest : move→ points,

the sort of A is movers, the sort of D is points, and the sort of X is move.

Definition 21. If c is an action class (i.e., c ≤C actions), by attr(c) we denote the

set of attributes of c, meaning the set of functions of the type attr name : c0 → c1 in

F such that c = c0 or c ≤C c0.

Example 33. Assuming that action classes move and carry were already introduced,

attr(move) = { actor : move→ movers,

origin : move→ points,

dest : move→ points}

and

attr(carry) = { actor : move→ movers,

origin : move→ points,

dest : move→ points,

carried thing : carry → carriables}

Definition 22. Let < be some fixed strict total order defined on the attributes of F ,

for example, the alphabetical order. By attr(c, <) we denote the tuple obtained by

arranging the attribute names in attr(c) from the smallest to the greatest, according
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to the order < (i.e., the tuple (attr0, . . . , attrn) such that attri : ci → c′i ∈ attr(c),

∀1 ≤ i ≤ n, and if attri < attrj then i < j).

Example 34. Assuming that < is the alphabetical order:

attr(move,<) = (actor, dest, origin) and

attr(carry,<) = (actor, carried thing, dest, origin).

Definition 23. If x is a string, then by

upc(x)

we denote the string obtained from x by replacing its first character with its upper-

case version; similarly, by

lwc(x)

we denote the string obtained by replacing the first character of x with its lower-case

version. If t = (x1, . . . , xn) is a tuple of strings, then

upc(t) =def (upc(x1), . . . , upc(xn))

Similarly for lwc(t).

Definition 24. If c is an action class, then:

Attrc =def upc(attr(c, <))

α(c) =def c(Attrc)

Example 35. Assuming that < is the alphabetical order:

Attrmove = (Actor,Dest, Origin)

and

α(move) = move(Actor,Dest, Origin).
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Definition 25. If c is an action class, then by

l(c)

we denote the length of the longest path from c to actions in the class hierarchy of

Σ.

Example 36. Assuming that action classes move and carry were already introduced,

l(move) = 1 and l(carry) = 2.

G.1.3 Translation of Class Declarations

We show how we translate a class declaration

c : pc1, . . . , pck

attributes

[ attr name : c1 × · · · × cn → cn+1 ]+

constraints

[ attribute constraint. ]+

of M into MAD. We distinguish between two cases: classes of objects and classes of

actions.

Case 1: c �C actions

1. Add to the sorts of AD(M):

c;

2. Add to the inclusions of AD(M):

c << pc1;

. . .

c << pck;

3. For every attribute attr name : c×c1×· · ·×cn → cn+1 in F , add to the fluents

of module M :

attr name(c, c1, . . . , cn) : rigid(cn+1);

where “(cn+1)” can be omitted if cn+1 = booleans.
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4. For every attribute constraint r of c:

(a) For every variable γ of sort s in r:

If γ does not appear in the variables section of module M , then add to

this section:

γ : s;

Otherwise, rename γ with a name γ′ not yet used in M , replace γ by γ′ in

r, and add to the variables of M :

γ′ : s;

(b) Remove literals of the form instance(γ, c) and replace literals of the form

¬instance(γ, c) by ¬c(γ).

(c) Add the resulting axiom to the axioms of module M .

Case 2: c ≤C actions

Let attr(c, <) = (attr1, . . . , attrn) where attri : c′i → ci, 1 ≤ i ≤ n and c ≤C c′i.

1. Add to AD(M) a module called M c.

2. Add to the actions of module M c:

c(c1, . . . , cn);

3. For every attribute attri : c′i → ci in attr(c), if upc(attri) = Attri then add to

the variables of module M c:

Attri : ci;

4. Add to the axioms of module M c:

exogenous c(Attrc);
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5. If l(c) = 1, then add to module M c the statement:

import M ;

Otherwise, for every pci 6= actions, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, in the declaration of c, add to

module M c an import statement:

import M pci;

pci(Attrpci
) is c(Attrc);

Note that, since c is a special case of pci, Attrpci
is a subsequence of Attrc.

G.1.4 Translation of Function Declarations

We consider a function declaration:

type f : c1 × · · · × cn → cn+1

where type is one of the keywords static, inertial, or defined.

It will be translated into MAD by adding to the fluents of module M :

f(c1, . . . , cn) : type′(cn+1)

where “(cn+1)” can be omitted if cn+1 = booleans and

type′ = rigid if type = static

type′ = simple if type = inertial

type′ = staticallyDetermined if type = defined

Additionally, if type = inertial, then add to the variables of M new variables X1,

. . . , Xn of sorts c1, . . . , cn, respectively, and add to the axioms of M :

inertial f(X1, . . . , Xn);

G.1.5 Translation of Axioms

Dynamic Causal Laws
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We consider a dynamic causal law r of the form:

l if instance(χ, c), occurs(χ), cond

We translate r into its MAD counterpart by applying the following consecutive steps:

1. Remove from the body of r the pair of atoms {instance(χ, c), occurs(χ)} and

replace attribute atoms of the type attr(χ) = t by upc(attr) = t.

2. Rewrite r as

α(c) causes l if cond;

3. Remove remaining literals of the type instance(δ, c′) and replace literals of the

type ¬instance(δ, c′) by ¬c′(δ).

4. For every remaining variable γ, where γ is of sort s in the original r:

If γ does not appear in the variables section of module M c, then add to this

section:

γ : s;

Otherwise, rename γ with a name γ′ not yet used in M c, replace γ by γ′ in r,

and add to the variables of M c:

γ′ : s;

5. Add the resulting rule to module M c.

State Constraints

We consider a state constraint r of the form:

l if p

We translate r into its MAD counterpart by applying the following consecutive steps:
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1. Remove literals of the type instance(χ, c) and replace literals of the type

¬instance(χ, c) by ¬c(χ).

2. For every remaining variable γ, where γ is of sort s in the original r:

If γ does not appear in the variables section of module M , then add to this

section:

γ : s;

Otherwise, rename γ with a name γ′ not yet used in M , replace γ by γ′ in r,

and add to the variables of M :

γ′ : s;

3. Add the resulting rule to module M .

Executability Conditions

We consider an executability condition r of the form:

¬occurs(χ) if instance(χ, c), cond

We translate r into its MAD counterpart by applying the following consecutive steps:

1. If r is about instances of only one action c, then let Mr refer to M c.

If r is about instances of several different actions, c1, . . . , cn, then add a new

module M c1 . . . cn to AD(M) (unless it already exists) and add to this module

the following import statements without renaming clauses:

import c1;

. . .

import cn;

Let Mr refer to M c1 . . . cn in this case.
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2. Remove the literals ¬occurs(χ) and instance(χ, c) from the head and body of r,

respectively, and replace attribute atoms of the type attr(χ) = t by upc(attr) =

t.

3. Rewrite r as

nonexecutable α(c) if cond;

4. Replace pairs of atoms of the type {occurs(δ), instance(δ, c′)} in p by α(c′) and

replace attribute atoms of the type attr(δ) = t by upc(attr) = t.

5. Remove remaining literals of the type instance(γ, c′) and replace literals of the

type ¬instance(γ, c′) by ¬c′(γ).

6. For every remaining variable γ, where γ is of sort s in the original r:

If γ does not appear in the variables section of module Mr, then add to this

section:

γ : s;

Otherwise, rename γ with a name γ′ not yet used in Mr, replace γ by γ′ in r,

and add to the variables of Mr:

γ′ : s;

7. Add the resulting rule to module Mr.

Triggers

We consider a trigger r of the form:

occurs(χ) if instance(χ, c), cond

We translate r into its MAD counterpart by applying the following consecutive steps:

1. Remove the literals occurs(χ) and instance(χ, c) from the head and body of r,

respectively, and replace attribute atoms of the type attr(χ) = t by upc(attr) =

t.
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2. Rewrite r as

α(c) if cond;

3. Remove remaining literals of the type instance(δ, c′) and replace literals of the

type ¬instance(δ, c′) by ¬c′(V ).

4. For every remaining variable γ, where γ is of sort s in the original r:

If γ does not appear in the variables section of module M c, then add to this

section:

γ : s;

Otherwise, rename γ with a name γ′ not yet used in M c, replace γ by γ′ in r,

and add to the variables of M c:

γ′ : s;

5. Add the resulting rule to module M c.

G.1.6 Completing the Translation

Finally, we need to add to AD(M) the declarations of the predefined symbols in

P , rename the class booleans as boolean, and apply the operation upc (upper-case)

to variables and the operation lwc (lower-case) to constants.

Note that this translation can be easily expanded to theories, which may contain

both closed and open modules. The MAD counterpart of a theory T would an action

description AD(T ). For each module in T , several modules (as shown above) would

be added to AD(T ). If M is an open module of T that depends on modules M1,

. . . , Mn, then the MAD module with the same name, M , would import all the MAD

modules that resulted from the translation of M1, . . . , Mn.

For simplicity, we will only use the translation of closed modules when addressing

the translation of system descriptions. We will do that by considering the closed

module that is equivalent to the theory of a system description.
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G.2 System Description

Let us consider a system description D consisting of a theory T and a structure

description S and let us assume that T is equivalent to a closed module M . We

translate D into an action description AD(D) as follows:

1. Initialize AD(D) as the action description AD(M) (the translation of M).

2. Add to AD(D) a module called S and add to S the statement:

import M ;

3. For every statement of S of the form:

x in c

[ attr[(x1, . . . , xn)] = xn+1 ]+

where c �C actions, add to the objects of module S:

x : c

and for each one of the assignments of values to attributes of x, add to the

axioms of S:

attr(x, x1, . . . , xn) = xn+1;

4. For every statement of S of the form:

x in c

attr1 = x1

. . . ,

attrk = xk

where c ≤C actions, add to module S:

import M c;

α(c) is

case upc(attr1) = x1 & . . . & upc(attrk) = xk : x;
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(* For use in the next point, we introduce the notation δ(x) as follows:

δ(x) =def α(c) is

case upc(attr1) = x1 & . . . & upc(attrk) = xk : x;

)

5. For every module M c1 . . . cn of AD(M), and every possible combination of

instances x1, . . . , xn of classes c1, . . . , cn, respectively, defined by structure S,

add to module S of AD(M):

import M c1 . . . cn;

δ(x1)

. . .

δ(xn)

6. Finally, apply the operation upc (upper-case) to variables and the operation lwc

(lower-case) to constants.

Note that the module M is imported directly in S and is also imported indirectly in

S via modules of the type M c, if such modules are imported in S. This may result

in having multiple copies of the same state constraint, for example.
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